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The initial English amateur wind bands were reed bands which 

developed from the numerous military and militia bands prevalent 

during the beginning of the nineteenth century. These early 

amateur bands grew in numbers as the Industrial Revolution gave 

a new life to thousands of people in the northern counties. By 

the middle of the third decade., the bands began to convert to all 

brass instrumentation and by mid-century the brass band was common 

to all of the north of England and began to spread to the midlands 

and further south. The first Belle Vue Contest was held in 1853, 

and from that date, contesting has remained an important facet of the 

brass band movement. 

In the beginning,, amateur band rmi ic consisted of popular and 

patriotic songs. From the very popular contests., operatic sel- 

ections for brass band developed which remained into the twentieth 

centur7. These operatic arrangements with their dramatic programme 

and soloist-accompaniment design suited the brass band. By the end 

of the century,, brass bands were an important entertainment, if not 

cultural media for the working class bandsmen and their peer audiences. 
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In the twentieth century the role of the bands reverted 

from one of entertainment for listenerso to its original role 

of providing an activity for the participants. One result of 

this reversion has been the composition of original works for 

brass banaby recognized English cmposers. 

The brass band in the span of one hundred and fifty years 

has become well established as an English tradition and heritage. 
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Introduction 



As the nineteenth century begans England was involved in a 

nearly continuous state of'war. The Republic of France# and later,, 

an ambitious Napoleonj, proved to be of great military concern. Large 

rai ers of troops were necessary for employment in the many wide- 

spread conflicts* 

Moreover,, at home there was the constant apprehension of in- 

vasion of English shores by the French forces* For this reason., a 

strong home guard was steadily maintained. Sir Edward Cust writes 
2 

in Annals of Wars of the Nineteenth Century that in 18U+, the comr- 

bined forces of the regular army and the militia numbered two hundred 

thousandj, and that the King was empowered to call out the people to 

repel the invader while various counties were authorized to enrol all 

males between the ages of seventeen and fifty-five and form them into 

regiments for the civil defence. At this time there were no police, 

and dragoons were of the utmost importance for the preservation of 

order. The price of foodwas high everywhere and in Lancashire and 

Yorkshire the introduction of now machinery had created even greater 

unrest. Five regiments of cavalry were required permanently to rmin- 

I* J. W. Fortescueq A History of the British Vol. VO London, 
1920,, pp. 231-232* 

2. Sir Edward Custs Annals of Wars of the Nineteenth Centu 
Vol* I# London, 16629 p*193* 



tain order in the distuxbed districts of Yorkshire, Lancashire 
1 

and Cheshire alone. 

In addition to the regular regiments quartered at home., each 

area had its ow organization of local militia or volunteer regiments 

serving the same general purpose as the regularso thatWast to main- 

tain law and order in the event of civil disturbance and provide a 

defence should there be an invasion of French troops. The regular 

army served full time while the militia and volunteer groups were 

activated only for annual training and in times of crisis. 

Nearly all of these army units of regimental size., both regular 

and local militias contained military bands of music. In the in- 

stance of the regular arqr regimentso the bands were supported by the 

officers and the bandsmen were not con-scripted soldierso but profess- 

ional musicians hired on contract by the officers. The Bolton Vol- 

unteers were formed in 1803 by Col. Ralph Fletcher* This regiment 

included a band of music which continued on as the Bolton Reed Band 

after the regiment disbanded in 1815- The cost of the regiment and 
2 

the band to Col,. Fletcher was Zl., 000 per yearo 
3 

In Mlitary Musics Farmer gives information that "many of these 

local Militia or volunteer bands surpassed the bands of the regular 

1. J. W. Fortescues A History of the British Amy., Vol. 3X., London,, 
1920j, p. 169 

2* William Millingtonp Sketches of Local Musicians and Ifusical 
g-oci_eties., Pendlebury, 1884s P-57. 3- Henry George Farmers Military Ilisic., London., 1950s p-42- 



service and some were led by well known musicians" - Samuel Mather, 

Sheffield organist and founder of the Yorkshire lbasic Festivals,, 

was bandmaster of the Sheffield Volunteers in 1805- John Parry., 

composer and critic., was bandmaster of the Denbeigh Militia from 

1797 ýo 1807- 

All of these military bands kept an active schedules much to the 

delight of the local populace. For the regular army units and the 

local volunteers while on annual training., there were the evening 

formations., Saturday parades, monthly inspections and the frequent 

marches from town to town.. In addition,, numerous civic and social 

functions were attended throughout the year. The following entry 

, concerns the from the diary of Thomas Asline Ward dated April 2., 18021.. 

evening parade of the Sheffield Volunteer Infantry while on annual 

training in Doncaster, "The captains gave their reports to the adjut- 

ants the band performed several airs, marches, etc$ and the whole were 

dismissed. Sometimes the bond would chuse to remain half an hour 

after parade to amuse themselves and the inhabitants". This same 

band performed at a dinner for the regimental officers and Doncaster 

City Officials. "The regimental band enlivened the company at in- 
2 

tervals by songss glees and airs which were greatly appreciated"* 

1. Alexander B. Bells ed-O Peeps into the Pastp Sheffieldp 
1909p p-23. 

2o Jbidov p. 21+. 



The size of the average military band in 1800 varieds but was 

usually made up of eight to twelve players. The instruments played 

were flutess clarionetss bassoonss trumpetss hornss serpents and 

percussion. By 1815, the average size had risen to nearly thirty 

players with the same basic instruments. The Royal Artillery Band, 

which numbered twelve in 1798j, could muster thirty-eight in 1812., 

whilst the Coldstream Guards Band had risen from twelve in 3.785 to 

twenty-two in 1815- one feature of these bands was their outstand- 

ingly colourful uniforms. In general, the practice was to dress the 

band in the colour of the regiment's facingsp and as these were., at 

that times very varied in hues bands were to be seen in coats of red., 

blue., blacks buffs white.. orange., yellow or green; the green varied 
2 

as much as seven different shades. The fact that the bands were 

always under. the direct control of the regimental officers created a 

great rivalry among regiments to produce the best band. 

Newspaper accounts of the period 18C4-1815 show that the military 

bands did play a very important rble in the official and social func- 

tions of the day. Virtually no procession or gala event was held 

without a band in attendance to provide the necessary musics which 

invariably was; ' God Save the Kirko,,, Rule Britannia and assorted gleess 

songs and airs- The Sheffield Yercury of July 25,1812., contained 

George Farmers Kilitary Musics Londons 1950s p. 42. 
2. Henry George Farmer., Memoirs of the Royal Artillery Bands 

Londons 19U+P pp-53-54- 



two references to bands performing in Sheffield on Mondays July 20, 

1812. Me first was a local celebration of Pitt's birthday in 

which the newspaper makes mention of a band in attendance during the 

procedure of toasts following the dinner. The items played were; 

God Save 
-the 

Kings The Prince and Old Englanas Rule Britannia., 

H earts of Oak Are Our Ships and The Duke of York's March. The 

newspaper later identifies the bands "the excellent band belonging 

to the Sheffield Regiment of Local Kilitia were placed in an adjoin- 

ing rocm and often enlivened the festive moments with national airs 

and occasionaVmusic". Of importance is another item in the same 

newspaper relating to an additional celebration also held on July 20# 

1812. "The Original Lodge of Oddfellows celebrated the anniversary 

of their establishment on Monday last. In the forenoon,, they went 

with a band of music in splendid procession ... to the parish church". 

The bands connected with the military services were supported entirely 

by the officers and could only perform as the regimental band through 
I 

the courtesy of the officers. The officers, in most casess were 

influential men in the comr3inity and it is logical that they would have 

allowed the band to perform for important social and civic events. 

This they did. Because of the fact that the appearances of the band 

were through the courtesy of the officers, military bands were usually 

le The StandinR Orders for the Third West York lalitias l8oq; 
"The Band either individually or as a band rmi t not engage in 
outside events without permission". 
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mentioned by name in the programmes, advertisements and news 

articles; "The very excellent banabelonging to the Queen's 

Regiment have obtained the permission of the Officers to assist in 

the performance on this occasion at the assembly rooms, Norfolk 

Street". The band performing at the Pitt celebration was named 

as the Sheffield Local Militia Band. The band playing for the Odd 

Fellows' procession was un-named. Keeping in mind that the Local 

Militia bandsmenwere not regular soldiers,, but town musicians'who 

played in the Militia Band only when requiredpwe may see that al- 

though it is possible that on July 203 1812, there were two different 

bands attending these two functions, this would seem unlikely- The 

limited number of wind rm, icians resident in Sheffield during this 

time does not suggest two active performing bands. A more logical 

explanation is that the local musicians who were members of the Local 

Militia Band merely played as the town band for the Oda Fellows early 

in the day and as the Hilitia Band for the Pitt celebration later in 

the evening* Further evidence of this probability is given by the 
2 

fact that Samuel 11atherj, bandmaster of the Sheffield Volunteers in 

1805* is also mentioned as being conductor of the town band. This 

dual membership is an important factor in the early history of town 

and works brass bands. Until 1815, the military bands, a large per- 

1. Sheffield Mercury,, May 15P 1813- 
29 The Sheffield Vo lunteer Infantry were transferred to the Militia 

in 1808 and then became known as the Sheffield Local Militia. 
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centage of them volunteer., were in public demands receiving many 

engagements, but after Waterloo# there was a severe reduction of 

the armies and many military bands were disbanded. In addition 

to the m, er of bands being reduced$ the number of players in those 

bands. remaining active, were reduced to their earlier size of ten 

to twelve players. The number of musicians for regimental bands 

was fixed at ten in 1822, The Sheffield Local Militia were sus- 

pended in April, 1816. The band continued activities for several 

additional years, for the band was in attendance providing the 
2 

music for the opening of the Sheffield Canal on February 22,1819. 

After Waterloo., the Bolton Volunteer Regiment,, like most othersp 

was disbanded. The band continued on and Col. Fletcher supported 

the band for several additional years, The results of volunteer 

and militia bands continuing on as amateur town bands after the 

disbandment of regiments can be seen in the military adjectives 

attached to the names of many nineteenth century amateur bands such 

as Bacup Volunteers# Glossop Volunteers and others* 

This strong influence of military bands in Yorkshires Lancash- 

ire and Cheshire prompted villagemen who had no military band to 

regularly call upon, to form their own bands. The histories of 

the bands of Stalybridgep Besses ol th' Barnj, Black Dyke and others 

of early origin are such bands. 

le Henry George Fa=er,, Rise and Development of-Military 15isicp 
Londons 1912, P-93- 

2* Sheffield Iferc jo Feb* 279 1819- 
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The presence of military bands in the northern counties was 

an important factor in establishing the correct at=sphere for the 

creation of amateur town bands. Army cavalry bands of this period 

were often composed entirely of brass instruments and drums. Pri- 

marilY this was for ease of playing while mounted. The repertoire 

of these cavalry bandswas limited due to the lack of valved in- 

struments# hence they generally did not receive =ach public attent- 

ions but they were the first English brass bands and certainly had 

an. influence in establishing the concept of an all brass band in 

the minds of the town and village zmjsicians. 

Similtaneous with the war with France was the beginning of the 

social-technical change in the English way of life which became known 

as the Industrial Revolution. As is common with any complex change 

in directions the Industrial Revolutions coupled as it was with the 

wartime and post-war hardshipspwas very painful. The war had 

caused shortages of food and forced costs to an all time high. Con- 

ditions were intensified by the enclosure acts. These very real 

hardships.. accompanied by the fear of the unkn future in regards 

the social and economic destinies of the working manj, pushed the 

people near the breaking point. 

The age old apprenticeship system began to dissolve* For cent- 

uries trades had been carried on by master craftsmen assisted by one 

or more apprentice workmen. This concept of the individual skilled 
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master with his apprentices (often indentured) had been a common 

fact of everyday life. The system became less and less rigid and 

faltered* The rules regarding the time length of apprenticeship 

were no longer strictly enforced. Indenture became the exception 

rather than the rule. 

The textile trade was passing through a period of transiiion 

from hand labour to machinery. This conversion to machinery con- 

tributed greatly to the end of the apprenticeship system. The 

apprenticeship laws for the woollen trade were abolished in 1809j, 

and for all others in 1814. England had begun her move towards 

the modern employer-employee concept. The invention of machinery 

designed to do the work of many hands greatly accelerated the 

change. Trevithick introduced his first steam locomotive running 

on the highway in 1801s and his first locomotive running on rails 
2 

appeared in 1816. 

All the problems of the day became more compounded. The use 

of machinery involved the concentration of the workers around fact- 

ories in towns and cities which had insufficient accommodation. Even 

more serious the machinery displaced thousands of craftsmen and app- 

renticesp causing widespread unemployment* The actual working con- 

. 1. jocelyn Dunlop$, English Apprenticeship and Child Labourp 
London# 1912, p. 241; Report from the Committee on the Minutes 
of Evidence Respecting the Calico Printers, # 18069 P-447* 

2. Trevithick at fixot believed that the future of the now loco- 
motive was on the highways but soon realized its potential on 
rails. 
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ditions had always been bad* Long hours, hazardous materials, un- 

safe surroundingsm child labour and unhealthy sanitary conditions 
1 

had always existed for workers. What now made it so much worse 

were the added social problems of great masses of people being jammed 
2 

into areas that were miserable,, almost beyond belief. Any dignity 

there may have been was now gone* The craftsmen lost their indep- 

endence and the apprentices lost their security- Formerly, 9 under a 

masterp the apprentice was generally assured food and lodging, the 

learning of a trade and the hope of one day being a master craftsman. 

All, this slipped away from the men who became wage earning employees, 
3 

entirely dependent upon the low wages and whims of the employers. 

Poor wages., loss of independence and unemployment brought wide- 

spread unrest. Hints of organization leading to movements for pol- 

itical reform arose. The working man was vulnerable and sought pro- 

tection and strength through unity. 

The Luddite riots of this period involved economically depressed 

people who systematically destroyed machinery and factories in an 
4 

effort to reduce unemployment. At timess their movements were well 

organized and always were of great concern to the factory owners and 

the authorities. One of the most outspoken leaders for the working 

I. Jocelyn Dunlop, English Apprenticeship and Child Labour$ London,, 
1912p p*262* 

2* Ibid-O p. 24.2. 
3- Ibid. # p. 261. 
40 Robert F-Wearmouth., Some Working Class Movements of the Nine- 

teenth Centurys, London., 1948,9 P-7- 
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men was Henry Hunt, who openly sought to organize the masses. He 

was continuously active in the industrial areas speaking on behalf 

of the working people. Adding insult to injury was the supreme 

arrogance of the Georgian aristocracy. The House of Lords rejected 

a Parochial Schools Bill introduced into Parliament in 1807- The 

bill was designed to assist in the education of the poor. Although 

there were several objections to the bill, the Lords' main objection 

was their supposition that if the poor were educated., they would be- 

come discontented with their lot and would be influenced by reading 
1 

seditious pamphlets* 

Magnus states that at the turn of the century two-thirds of the 
2 

population grew up without being able to write their own name- As 

late as 1833# a House of Commoris inquiry reported that from two- 

fifths to one half of the working class children were without any 

sort of schooling* Statistics on education during this period are 

difficult to assess., for few records of literacy were 
Lintaineds 

primarily due to the fact that what education there wass was offered 

by dame schools and church or charity schools. No state support of 

schools became available until 183)+. 

The desire for education grew as the Select Committee of 1816 

reported to Parliament,, that in all parts of the country., in villages 

I. S.. T. Curtis and Y,. E. A. Boultwoodp An Introductor-y History of 
English Education Since 1800., Londons, 1965., p. 51+. 

2e Sir Philip Magnus, "Industrial EducatiorPs in Education in 
the Nineteenth Centuryp R. D. Robertas edtoCambridge, 1901,, p. 3J+3* 
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as well as in towns# the poor were anxious to secure education for 

their children and for themselves* In 1808, the Royal Lancastrian 

Association was formed based on a system in which the older students 

taught the younger ones. The National Society for the Education 

of the Poor in the Principles of the Established Church was founded 

in 1811# in another early effort to provide schools for the poor. In 

1815s the first of many mechanics' institutes was opened. 

The price of the Political Registers a paper reflecting the views 

of the industrial workers# excluded news from its editions in 1816, to 

avoid the stamp tax and dropped its price from one shillings half- 

penny to two pence. Forty-four thousand copies were sold in the first 

month at this new price* The Society for the Diffusion of Useful Know- 

ledge (SDUK) gave a further impulse to educational desires by providing 

a whole library of books on subjects of interest to the industrial 

classes at a very cheap rate. 

The many cries for education were first answered byý various church 

and private organizations established for the purpose of educating the 

poore The government offered no support for education of the masses 

until an initial grant of Z20#000 was appropriated by parliament for 

school buildings in 1834- A basic education eventually became avail- 

able to nearly all the people as the working society continued their 

long climb for self betterment- 

Few music historians have mentioned that music during the early 

1800's was available to only a very small segment of the population. 
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E. D. Mackerness has noted in his recent books A Social Histor-Y o 

English 15isic that the ordinary working class had little opportun- 
1 

ity., if any# to attend musical performances* J. T*Slugg stated in 

his Reminiscences,, "the opportunities afforded to people outside 
2 

the concert hall of hearing good =sic were few and far betweeeo 

Concerts and mxisic programs were attended by gentlemen, the wealthyp 

and the more privileged classes. Social and economic reasons kept 

the working class from attending the few public concerts given each 

year* For many people, their only exposure to music was the excit- 

ing appearance of an occasional military band on parade through the 

atreets* It is easy to understandwhy these people took to the band 

for their own -tical outlet. 

The facts gathered from the early days of the Industrial Revo- 

lution show that the workirg class people began to think in terms of 

themselves* They saw that hope for better things lay in organizat- 

ion and group pressure. An awareness developed that their role in 

society was not all that it should have been. 

The people looked to misic as a means of enjoyment and self inr- 

provemente William Smith sums up this effect of the Industrial Revo-- 

lution in his statements "The Industrial Revolution largely created 

1. E. D. 11ackerness, A Social History of English Music,, Londonp 1961+j, 
p-132. 

2* J. T*Slugg,, Reminiscences of Manchester Fifty Years Ago. 
Man heater# 1881p p. 308. 
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conditions which compelled the ordinary people in the nineteenth cent- 

ury to find their own recreations cheaply amongst themselves - and 
1 

they therefore endeavoured to make their own music". For their music 

they turned to the two mediums now recognized as English traditions,, 

the male voice choir and the brass band. 

In reference to bands, there arose a need for bands to, accompany 

the many merches, meetings and demonstrations held by the workers on 

behalf of the reform movement. Evidence is abundant that these meet- 

ings were attended by bands of music. 
2 

A contemporary newspaper account of 1819 gives a colourful des- 

cription of a reform meeting held in York on October 14p 1819# "A 

little before twelve., the different bands of people from Leeds and its 

neighbourhood entered the Castle York with their flags and banners un- 

furled., The band of music which accompanied them immediately struck 

up Rule Britannia's after whichs God Save the King was played"* The 

best known reform meeting was held August 16,1819 in st. Peter's Fields 

Manchester* This meetings, which ended in disasters quickly became known 

as Peterloo. The reform speaker., Henry Hunt., was arrested and a large 

number of participants were injured and several killed when nervous 

local authorities ordered the military forces to attack the assembled 

crowd- In describing the events of the days prior to the yeomanry 

1. William Smithp in discussion to., "The Industrial Revolution and English Music". in Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association, 
=It 1945# P-39- 

2. Sheffield Yercurys Oct. 16,1819. 



charge into the crowd, the Vanchester Herald describes a regular 

band of music, dressed in grey uniforms, preceding Henry Hunt in the 

procession to St. Peter's Field where the meeting took place. Whitej, 
2 

in Waterloo to Peterloo, mentions a band playing God Save the K 
3, 

at the beginning of the meeting and nieeler's Manchester Chronicle 

stated that just prior to speaking., Mr. Hunt commanded the different 

musical instruments which were piled on the speakers' platform to be 

removed. Bruton quotes frequent references to bands of music by 

three reputable eye-witnesses to Peterlooo Rev. Stanley (later Bish- 

op) upon arriving in Manchester on business, came onto the reformers 

marching in the streets; "I was soon surrounded by them as I passed., 

and though my horse showed a good deal of alarm., particularly at their 

band and flags., they broke rank and offered no molestation whatever". 

Lt* Jolliffes later Sir William Jolliffe and Lord Hylton., commanded 

two squadrons of Cheshire Yeomanry at St. Peter's Field. "Other off- 

icers as well as myself occasionally rode to the front (to the end of 

a street) to see them pass. They marched at a brisk pace in ranks 

well closed up., five or six bands of music being interspersed". 
5 

After 

the routs Jolliffe observed the field "was quite covered with hats,, shoes., 
6 

musical instruments,, and other things% John Banjamin Smith attended 

1. Vanchester Herald.. August 17# 1819- 
2& J. R. Whites Waterloo to Peterlool London, 1957, p. 182- 
3- Wheeler's Manchester Chronicle., August 21., 1819, 
4- F-A-Brutons Three Accounts of Peterloo by Eyewitnesses., 

Manchesters 1921, p-219 
5. Ibid-9 P-51. 
6. Ibidop P-55. 
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the meeting and saw "large bodies of men and women with bands playing 

and flags and banners. He (Hunt3 'was received with enthusiastic 

applause; the waving of hats and flags; the blowing of trumpets; and 
1 

the playing of misic"o 

The Stalybridge Bond were engaged by Henry Hunt to participate in 

the procession to St. Peter's Field. Hunt released the band at the 

conclusion of the parade and the band retired to a local inn. Hence, 

Stalybridge were not present at the field during the attack by the 

military troopso The history of the Stalybridge Band gives mention 

to the militia "smashing bands". It would be evident then from the 

many references to bands and musical instruments that several other 

bands in addition to Stalybridge were in attendance on that particular 

day. Rewspaper accounts record the presence of more than one band at 

other reform meetings, A few months after Peterloop on Kovember 8,, 

1819, there were several bands in the procession of reformers in Barns- 
2 

ley, while on the same day,, in nearby Huddersfield,. there was a see- 

ond reform meeting in which some of the groups were also preceded by 
3 

bands of Musicq These reform movementswere generally in opposition 

to the Crown and those in authoritys therefore.. none of the bands acc- 

OmPanYing these meetings could in any way be associated with the milit- 

arys These bandsmen initiated the first appearances of amateur town 
10 F. A. Bruton, Three Accounts of Peterloo by Eyewitnesses., 

lienchester,, 3.921., rp-65., 66. 
2* Eli Hoyle$ "History of Barnsley and Surrounding District from the 

Earliest Times to AD 1850., 11 Manuscript., c-1900; Sheffield 
Yercury, November 139 1819. 

3- Sheffieid Mercurys Nov. 13,1819- 
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and village bands representingWOrking men- 

As the Industrial Revolution grew,,, the men gained security and 

confidence in what they could do. The little education they began 

to receive increased their desire for improvement- The prospect of 

performing music in the exciting combination of instruments known 88 

a band., soon became an important facet in the lives of thousands of 

men. 

During these early years of the nineteenth centuryq the owners 

of various mills,, works and mines began to see some value in promoting 

bands for the working men. In 18189 John, Joseph and James Cleggp 

cotton manufacturers in Cheshirej, formed a band in the village known 

as Besses ol thl Barn. The brothers bore all costs of the band which 

was at that time known as Clegg's Band or Clegg's Reed Band. From 

about 1821 until the present day.. the band has been known as the Besses 

ol thl Barn Band. Other owners such as Samuel Greg of Bollington in 

Cheshire were also aware of conditions and worked hard for their employ- 

ees. William Millington relates that Moses Berry,, colliery manager to 

the Bridgewater Trusteesj, established a reed band at Edgefold,, Worsley 

about 1825, The London Lead Company's northern mines were encouraged 

to form bands, the first of which appeared at Vont Head in 1820o Also 

about 18209 John Strutt of Belper selected personnel from his mills and 

workshops for a band of Instrumentalists and a choir of singers. These 

Arthur Raistricks Two Centuries of Industrial Welfares Lmdon., 
1938.. P-71- 
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musicians 'were "trained by masters and taught to play and sing in 

the best mamer". 

In many instances the local industry did not support the bands 

directly# but were generous in their contributions. A great many 

bands were village bands dependent upon public subscription and err- 

gagements for their support* The Stalybridge Band had its beginn- 

ings in 1812 and was firmly established in 1834 as a town band. 

Peter Wharton formed a village band in 1816 which eventually became 

the famous Black Dyke Ifills Band supported by John Foster Mills of 

Queensbux7. As the idea of a local band caught on from village to 

village., the brass bands provided a much needed source for village 

prides something that here-to-fore, the people had little occasion 

to experience. 

I- William Gardiner.. 151sic and Friendsp London.. 1838j, P-512. 



Part I 

Instruments 



The investigation of the instrumentation of military and amateur 

bands at the opening of the nineteenth century reveals three basic 

problems related to brass instruments which confronted bandsmen., com- 

posem and inventors* These three problems were the lack Of chrOmat- 

icism.. the lack of a satisfactory bass instrument and the absence of a 

complete# related family of brass instr=entse The brasses available 

included natural trumpets, natural hornss trombones and occasionally, 

the bass horn. The trumpets and horns were limited to their natural 

harmonics and were incapable of playing chromatic melodies* Hence 

their role was confined to supporting chords through the use of har- 

monic tones and occasional fanfares or melodies based on the chordal 

tones* Trombones were not always included in the military band of 

this period. The sixteen wind players of the Grenadier Guards Band 
2 

of 1794 included only one trumpet and three horms., The English bass 

horn was unsatisfactory as a true bass instrument,, for it was actually 

a serpent made of brass and redesigned for convenience* The very 

nature of outdoor performances presented by bands drew widespread 

I attention to these deficiencies and the urgent need for satisfactory 

solutions. 

In the orchestra these needs were not nearly so apparent$ for the 

Is Appendix Is No. l* 
2. Henry George Farmerj, Military Musi , London$, 1950., P-39- 
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orchestra had many chromatic instruments in the strings and woodwinds 

and the bass role was supplied by the cellos and double basses. The 

atmosphere of indoor concerts did not create a demand for brass im- 

provement. The established orchestral style at the height of Beet- 

hoven's career actually endorsed the limited use of brass. It would 

seem appropriate then,, that the first widely used advancements in the 

brasses would appear where needed most; in the wind band., 

The modern development of brass instrt=ents and brass performance 

in England began with the invention of chromatic trumpets and horns 
1 

by Charles Clagget in 1788. Clagget's instruments were constructed 

of two trumpet or two horn tubes connected to a single mouthpipe by 

means of a valve. This valve was operated by a finger device and di- 

verted. the vibratiN air column to either of the two tubes as desired 

by the performer. The two tubes were pitched a semitone apart, thereby 

allowing a nearly complete chromatic range of notes. The valve served 

a second function of assisting the performer to lip in the notes not 

available on the harmonic series of either tube* In his paper,, 

Musical Phaenomena., Clagget states that the valve "also tempera the 
2 

tune-of that which sounds,, " and gives the following instructions., 

"the practitioner will find the tones chang'd require sometimes a 

lesser pressure.. particularly where these figures appear 4,, no exact 

1* British Patent No* 1664, August l5v 1788- 
2,, Charles Clagget.. No* 1 of Musical Phaenomena., London., 1793. - p-18- 
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rule can be given but he must be governed by his ear and embouch- 

ere Csic). " 

Public performances were given on these instruments in Hanover 

Square at Bathe Milgrove and Henrards the two soloists at Bath 

performed on the new instruments with less than eight houxel prac-- 
1 

tice prior to the concert* The music for these two concertsp as 

well as a Chromatic Concerto for Horn and a Solo Concerto for Patent 
2 

Trumpet were written and arranged by Claggete 

The inventor had great confidence in his chromatic horns and 

trumpets and fully anticipated their wide acceptance and use. "Trust- 

ing to the utility of these improvements, the Patentee has rejected 

every offer made to him from the continent. Both his duty and in- 

clination made him resolve to give a proper preference to the country 

'which gave him birth; conceiving too exalted an idea of its munisi- 

cences to imagine., even for a moment,, that he should be long unre- 
3 

warded*" In discussing the general use of horns in the bands and 

orchestras of the time., he suggested that often the horns "remind us 

of a clown in a pantomime, who frequently steps officiously forward 

to Shew what he cannot do. " Although this statement of Clagget's 

was not univer-jally true, as can be evidenced from the Mlozart horn 

concertoss there are many examples of music contemporary with Clagget 

which support his statement* 7he horn parts from General Reidts 

le Charles Claggets No. I of Musical Phsenomena., Londons 1793,, p. 22* 
2* Appendix 1,9 No-3- 
3- Charles Clagget, aid. 
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Marches for military bana, c-1785* illustrates the inventor's point 
1 

of view* Of significance is the fact that Clagget recognized the 

potential use for chromatic brass in the military band. Clagget said 

he "is convinced that these improvements would render military bands 

complete* If there are any who do not comprehend this statements we 

refer them to mamine some scores of airs and songss adapted (as it's 
2 

called) to military bands. " 

Other than the two performances mentioned by Claggetp no other 

public demonstrations on his chromatic trumpets and horns have been 

notede The need for chromatic brass had not yet developed. The 

style of orchestral composition did not necessitate chromatic brass 

and it was to be thirty-five years before military bands in England 

reached their height of popularity. Clagget's horns and trumpets re- 

ceived little endorsement or support outside his enthusiasticj, but 

small circle of friends. Capel Lofft is quoted in Concert Room and 

Orchestra Anecdotes as being the author of the statement that Clagget 

'was one "the misfortune of whose life it wass to have ideas theoretir 
3 

cally sublime, but deficient in practical utility. " 

About 1795P Weidingerp a trumpet player in Vienna.. began experi- 

ments with a keyed trumpet. In addition to making the trumpet chro- 

matic through the use of side holes covered with keyss he also rede- 

signed it by making the bore more cylindrical and giving more flair 

1. Appendix Is No. 2. 
2. Appendix 1, No-20. 
3- Thomas Busbys Concert Room and Orchestra Anecdotess Vol. 2* 

London., 18250 P-175- 
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to the bell. There are few facts concerning Weidinger's work prior 

to 18012 but there is evidence that the keyed trumpet was known as 

early as 1795- In his book on the trumpets published in 1795,, Alten- 

burg suggests that he knew of trumpets with keys. Haydn's Concerto 

for Trumpet is dated 1796 and was written for keyed trumpet* Hughes 
1 

states that the concerto was written for Weidinger by Haydn. Prince 

Nicolas Up patron of Haydn, did not maintain a large orchestras but 

one of modest proportions. He also supported a wind band from which 

Haydn borrowed players to fill out the orchestra. It is quite prob- 

able that Weidinger as a member of the court band experimented in the 

band with his keyed trumpet. This gives weight to the probability 

of Haydn writing his Concerto for Trumpet specifically for Weidinger. 

In 1801 Weidinger introduced to the public.. his five keyed trunr- 
2 

pet made by Riedl of Viennas who modified the bore and'bell once 

again to improve the tone. These keyed trumpets were used for about 

forty years but were not widely accepted outside of Vienna. 

John Hyde.. an English trumpeterp is generally given credit for 
3 

the invention of the slide trumpet in 18C4,, but there is evidence to 

Support a claim that the first slide trumpet mechanism was made by 

Richard Woodham in London prior to 1797- A slide trumpet# formerly 

1. Rosemary Hughes., Ha 0 Londons 1950s p. 98- 
2* Adam Carses Musical Wind Instruments, Londonp 1939, P-233. 
3. Philip Bate,, The Trumpet and Trombone.. Londons 1966,, P-115; 

Adam Carse, Yusical Wind Instruments, London# 19399 P-237. 
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in the ralpin Collection and now in the Morely Pegge Collection is 

inscribed "Geo- Henry Roderbostelp maker, Picadillys London. " Although 

Rodenbostel does not appear in the rate books after 1789j, Langwill 

gives information that two horns by Rodenbostel were purchased on Aug-- 
1 

ust 8,. 1798 for the Framptoný-on-Severn Volunteers* The slide tru=- 

pet made by Rodenbostel has the slide mechanism marked, "Woodhamp In- 

ventor & Makerp Exeter Court, Strands London. " Evidentlys Woodham. 

invented the slide principle and Rodenbostel made the instrument- This 

was prior to 1797, the year of Woodham's death- John Hyde is given 

popular credit for the invention of the slide trumpet because he was 

the first well known performer on the slide trumpet. He also wrote 

a tutor for the instrument. The slide trumpet remained very popular 

with orchestral players in England until the close of the nineteenth 

century,, but was less used in France and Germany. The slide trumpet 

was used almost exclusively in the orchestra and although Farmer states 

that the slide trumpet was used in the Royal Artillery Band from 1818 
2 

to 1848j, it did not receive general acceptance in wind bands. 
3 

On May 5,1810, Joseph Halliday, master of, the Cavan Regiment of 

Bilitia quartered in Dublins received a British patent for "certain i=- 
4 

Provements in the musical instrument called the bugle horn. " The in- 

le Lyndesay E- Langwills An Index of Musical Wind Instrument Makers. 
Edinburgh* 1960j, p. 98. 

2. Henry George Farmers, History of The Royal Artillery Ban 
London, 1951#.., P-437- 

3- Sometimes erroneously referred to as James Halliday. 
4-o British Patent No- 3334., Way 5,, 1810- 
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strument was to have "five keys to be used by the performer, which, 

together with its five original notes, render it capable of produc- 

ing twenty-five separate tones in regular progression. " Halliday's 

invention was a chromatic keyed bugle patterned after the earlier 

keyed trumpets of Weidinger. Worley Pegge recalls an unauthenti- 

dated story that a bugle with a hole in it was given to Halliday for 

repair and the bandmaster# noticing that the hole affected the pitch 

of the instrument, conceived the idea for his invention. A more 

logical hypothesis would be that Halliday heard of the keyed trumpets 

introduced earlier in Vienna and designed his keyed bugle horn after 

Weidingerts trumpets* There is a strong similarity in construction 

and design between the keyed trumpet and Halliday's original five 

keyed bugle. 

Halliday sold his patent rights to Matthew Pacej a mmical instnr- 

ment maker in Dublins for Z50 and Face appears to have been the first 

maker of keyed bugles* Charles and Frederick Pacep the sons of- 

Matthew Pace, continued their father's music business which moved to 

London in 1815 and included in their trade advertisements "original 

makers of the Royal Kent Bugle. " The instrument was given the name 

Royal Kent Bugle in honour of the Duke of Kent who encouraged its use 

in military bands. Halliday's keyed bugle became known by many names, 

including; Kentish Bugle., Bugle Hornj, Keyed Bugle# Bugle a Clefsp 

1. R-Morley-Peggep "The Horn and Later Brass"s in Nusical 
Instruments Throughthe Ages, Anthony Baines,, ed., j, Middlesex, 1961,, pp-305p 306. 
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Klappenhorn., and., as inscribed on the instruments built by several 

makers in Dublin., Royal Patent Kent Bugle. 

Although the keyed bugle is occasionally called the Regent's 

Bugle., it appears that the Regent's Bugle was not a keyed bugle$ but 

a slide bugle similar to the slide trumpet. Morley Pegge carefully 

discounts the theory that the Kent Bugle and the Regent's Bugle were 

one and the same. Strong arguments are established that it was a 

special instrument devised by J-G-Schmidt, principal trumpet in the 

Prince Regent's band. 

The key system of the Kent Bugle was similar to the phenomenon 

of the key holes on various woodwinds* Halliday's original bugle was 

pitched in C and gave the pitches of pianoforte middle C and its nat- 

ural harmonics -when all the keys were closed. Piano forte middle C 

was a second harmonic and the lowest note that could be played. The 

other harmonic tones were F, C., Es Gj, B flat (flat in pitch) and C. 

The chromatic notes between these harmonics were played by the use of 

irTegular combinations of keys. The opening of the keys caused the 

vibrating air column to be shortened.. giving a now fundamental and 

harmonics for each key combination. An examination of Halliday's orig- 

inal fingerIng chart shows that except for the natural notes produced 

with all keys closed, the notes had little relationship to each other 

according to the harmonic series., even to the point that notes an oct- 

1. Roklorley-Pegges "The Regent's Bugle".. in Galpin Society 
Journal# IXj June# 1956s pp. 91-96. 
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1 
ave apart required different keys* 

Notwithstanding this rather complicated fingering system, the 

keyed bugle became widely acclaimed. British Army bands quickly 

accepted it# for not only did it fill the need for a melodic chro- 

matic brass instruments but the instrument itselfs the bugle,, was 

long established in army tradition. 

In 1812, John Distin., who eventuaIly became one of the most im- 

portant personalities of nineteenth century brass musiop had begun to 

establish his career as England's leading brass man* At the age of 

fourteens he served as a band boy with the South Devon Militia which 

quarteredin Sheffield that year. An advertisement in the Sheffield 

Merc shows that young Distin played principal trumpet in the 
2 

Sheffield Festival Orchestra* 

In 183J+.. Distin, at the age of sixteen, was appointed solo keyed 

bugle in the famous Grenadier Guards Band* He suggested that the 

keyed bugle should be made slightly longer with six keys instead of 

five., This was done and nearly all keyed bugles from that point had 

six or more keys. The keys were set in such a way that the sixth key, 

the largest and nearest to the bell,, remained open most of the time. 

With this key open and the remaining five keys closed.. the instrument 

produced C and its harmonics as before* The remaining five keys 

produced D flats D# E flats E and F along with their corresponding 

lo Appendix II, No. l. 
2* Sheffield Mercury., August 299 1812* 
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harmonics* When the new keys near the bell was closed, the entire 

length of the tube was used and a low B and its harmonics became 

available. This new system was accoustically better than the orig- 

inal and made the fingering for notes much easier. Tully's finger- 

ing charts c*18319 clearly shows that this new system was much more 
1 

logical than the original* Distin. and other soloists added seventh 

and eighth keys for special effectsq but the six keyed bugles more 

than met the needs of bandsmen. 

After the Battle of Waterloos Distin travelled with the Grenadier 

Guards to France where the Guards joined the army of occupation. The 

Grand Duke Constantine of Russia had the opportunity to hear Distin 

perform on the keyed bugle and was greatly impressed. Distin was 

obliged to present the Grand Duke with a copy of his bugle. The Grand 

Duke wanted to take a keyed bugle back to Russia for introduction there. 

Distin chose Halevy [Sic] to make the copy which was accomplished "in 

two weeks at a cost of five hundred francs WO)". The Grand Duke not 

only paid for the instrumentp but gave Distin "a present of one thous- 

and francs (Z4O)"* This stoz7 was related in correspondence to Enderby 
2 

Jackson in 1896 by Henry Distin., eldest son of John Distin., ' 

From Distin's keyed buglep Halary developed his own system of keyed 

instruments of which the ophicleides introduced in 1817 and patented in 

lo Appendix II0 No*29 
2- Enderby Jackson,, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s 

in The British Musician,, July,, 1896, PP-152., 153. 
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18219 became the most popular with bands and orchestras. 

Keyed bugles were made of copper with brass keys and fittings, 

although some were made entirely of brass. The keys were mounted 

in brass saddles and the early instruments had flat flaps with leather 

pads while later bugles had somewhat curved or cup shaped flaps* On 

some bugles the flaps or keys were ribbed in a style similar to sea 
I 

shells. Short brass columns were soldered. to the holes so that the 

flaps would have a flat surface on which to seat and create an air- 

tight closure. Crooks which fit into the mouthpipe were used, to change 

the instrument from C to B flat or A. Fine tuning was accomplishea by 

short tuning bits placed between the mouthpiece and the crook or mouth- 

pipe. In addition to keyed. bugles in C and B flat,, others were built 

in various keys including E flat soprano. 

The popularity of the keyed bugle reached beyond the military bands. 

In 1816 Sir Henry Bishop not only scored for keyed bugle in his overture 

Guy 1&nnerinjq, but included a solo passage* Meyeibeer scored for keyed 

bugles in A flat and B flat in Robert Le Diable, in 1831- in 1820, the 

Sheffield Ile contained an account of one of the many celebrations 

in Doncaster of the ascension of George IV. "The entertainment at the 

Mansion House van particularly enlivened by the performance of Mr. Clegg, 
2 

Jre of Sheffield, on the Kentish Bugle., which was rapturously applauded. " 

1. Two examples, Castle Museump York. 
2. Sheffield Mercurys February 12., 1820. 
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Mr- Clegg was Sheffield's leading trumpeter at the time and it is 

interesting to note his playing of the keyed bugle and its apparent 

warm reception under chamber music conditions. 

Village bands which began to appear,, were quick to include the 

keyed bugle in their instrumentation. The Stalybridge band was f ormed 

in 1814., and by the end of the year included a bugle horn in the band. 

Clegg's Reed Band., later to become Besses, ol thl Barn# were formed in 

1818,9 and John Clegg,, one of the founders., played the keyed bugle. 

The band retained the keyed bugle in 1838j, but cornets were in use by 

le4q. 

In the forty yeazj from the invention of the bugle in, 1810,, until 

its general disuse in 18509 more than fifty different instrument makers 

in England and Ireland produced keyed bugles* Among the lost list of 

those who made keyed bugles were the original makers$ Matthew Pace$ 

succ; eded by his j3onsj, Charles and Frederick; Samuel Potter who pro- 

duced bugles with eight keys as early as 1828; Joseph Greenhill who ad- 
1 

vertised as "specialists in keyed bugles; " John Pashen who supplied 

the Guards; and George Wigglesworth of Otleyp Yorkshirep whop during 

the period 1830-1843,, furnished many of the early northern amateur bands 

with ins truments. 

The most magnificent of all keyed bugles in existence is the solid 
2 

silver bugle presented to bandmaster William. Willer in 1850, Miller 

I* London P. O. Directoryp 1835- 
2. Appendix VI, No, 19,, 
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had served for thirty-eight years as bandmaster of the First 

Battalion Rifle Brigade Band. The inscription on the bugle reads 

"Presented by the Officers of the First Battalion Rifle Brigade to 

Mr. William Miller in token of their regard and approbation of the 

zeal and energy which he has always displayed as Bandmaster of the 

Battalion. Canterbury# Oct- 5# 1850-" The bugle has ten keys and 

was made by John Kohler of London and hallmarked by Soho silversmith 

Edward Pairpoint. 11iller was one of the last of the keyed bugle 

soloists and was nicknamed Billy the Bugler. The instrument is now 

owned by a group of trustees who anticipate being able to display it 

at the new National Army Museum in Chelsea. 

A Selection of Favorite Airs rsic] for the Royal Kent Bugle was 

written by Thoma Harper about 1825o Harper identifies himself as 

"first trumpet and bugle to Kings Theater,, the Ancient Philharmonia 

Concerts and inspector of trumpets and bugles to the Hono East India 

Coo" The book.. published by Clementi & Coo,, contained thirty-three 

selections arranged as solos.. duets and trios., some of which were 
2 

fairly difficult and ornamented with trills and grace notes., The 

earliest known instruction book for keyed bugle is Tully's Tutors 
3 

published in 1831. Harper introduced his tutor. for trumpet with 

additional instructions for Russian valve trumpet,, cornet a pistons 
10 Thomas Harpers A Selection of Favorite Airs adapted and arranged 

as Solo., Duets,, and Trios for the Royal Kent Buglej, London. 
nod.,, c-1825- 

2. Appendi I., No. 4. 
3- TallYs Tutor for the Kent Buglej, London,, n-dol, c-1831- 
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1 
and keyed bugle in 1836. A revised second edition appeared in 

2 
1837- I. T. Purday also wrote a tutor for keyed bugle about 1836 and 

A Complete Introduction to the Keyed Bugle was written by Johann Logier 

about 1837- 

Thus with the invention and wide acceptance of the keyed bugle, 

bandsmen realized temporary satisfaction to the problem of chromatic 

melodic brass* Keyed bugles were found as standard melodic band in- 

struments until the introduction of cornopeans and cornets a pistons. 

The Royal Artillery Band contained keyed bugles from 1812, until the 

retirement of Andrew Henry., the last principal keyed bugle player,, in 
3 

1835- From that date the Royal Artiller7 used cornopeans and cornets 

a pistonso Keyed bugles fell into continued disuse among all bands 

until mid-century when they became cbsoleteo At the band contest at 

Burton Constable in 181ý5,, Enderby Jacksonp who was in attendance., noted 

that the instruments of the Patrington Band,, which included two keyed 

bugless "were perverse$ as vell as imperfect,. and caused their well 

meant efforts to pass totally unregarded. " Patrington were judged 

to be last in the contest while the winning band, Woldj. were almost 

completely equipped with new valved instruments. 

Thomas Harper$ Instructions for theTrumpet with the Chromatic 
Slide also the Russian Valve Trumpet, the Cornet a Pistons 
or Small Stop Trumpet and the Keyed BuPIle,, London., no do p C- 1836. 

2o I-T. Pldrdayp Tutor for the Royal Kent Bugl j, London., node 
c. 1836. 

3- Henry George Farmer., History of the Royal ArtillejZ Band, 
London# 1954p P-437- 

4. Endexby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s 
in Musical Opinion and Music Trade Reviews November 1j, 1896, p. 102. 
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The keyed bugle received wide use in bands in England, America, 

France, Germany anaAustria- In England the instrument was replaced 

by valved cornets and cornopeans but in Vienna valves were added to 

the bugle in place of the keys and the instrument became known in 

Austria and Germany and later, in England as the flugel horn. In 

France it became known as bugle a piston or simply bugle. Carse 

gives the date of the first flugel horns in Vienna of about 1830- 

Kastner pictures bugles in E flat and B flat with three valves and 
2 

describes them as bugles or Vienese flugel. horns. 

The keyed bugle was very popular in England. its valved counter- 

part, the flugel horn.. was slow to receive widespread use. The first 

mention of the flugel horn in England is in the Royal Academy of Music 

Directory for 1856., Key and Company in the advertisement of brass 

instruments list a soprano flugel horn in E flat at 27 and an alto 

flugel in B flat at Z9. The first recorded general use of the flugel 

horn in England is in the Royal Artillery Band of 1857,, when two B 

flat flugels are listed in the instrumentation. Mandel makes mention 
3 

of the flugel horn in his book on instrumentation of about 1859- 

Mandel's German background along with other German bandmasters of the 

period may have been responsible for the introduction of the flugel 

horn in England.. Black Dyke used a flugel horn in 1860. 

In 1811, the year following Halliday's patent on the keyed bugle, 
Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instrumentsi, Londoni, 1939,, p. 291+. 

2. Georges Kastnerj, Manuel General de Musique Militaire., 
Parisi, 1848., Pl. XVI. 

3. C-Mandel., The Instrumentation of Military Bands., London.. 
n. d. 0 c-1859, pp-4.11j, 13j, 239 399 42. 
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William Close of Dalton., received a patent for "Improvements on trump- 

ets of different denominations, namely, the treble or common trumpets 

the French horn or tenor trumpets and the bugle horn*" In contrast 

to Halliday's two-page general description of the keyed bugle# Close's 

specification is quite detailed# covering eight pages and is the first 

English patent specification relating to brass instruments to contain 

technical descriptions and demensions for construction of the instru- 

ments. Close's unique system for providing additional notes on the 

trumpets French horn and bugle consisted of adding supplementary tubing 

to the main instrument body. These supplemental tubes contained 

finger holes for altering the pitch. The theory of the instrument was 

to provide additional notes or tones without disturbing the main tube 

with holes as in the keyed bugles Close's invention was not success- 

ful and no mention or record can be found of his "polyphonian trumpets" 

being used in bands or orchestrass 

Although the keyed bugle received widespread acceptance in the 

early amateur bands, it was the invention of the piston and rotary valves 

which provided the most lasting and satisfying brass instruments* The 

development of the keyed trumpetp keyed bugle and ophicleide are well 

documented in music history. The details concerning the invention of 

the valve are obscured by lack of facts and documentation. The first 

mention of a valve for a brass instrument appeared in Allgemeine 
2 

Musikalische Zeitung in 1815- This article names Heinrich St8lzel 

le Briti-gh Patent No. 3505,9 Novwiber 29 18119 
2� G. B. Biereyp "Neue Erfindungj, " in Allgemeine Musikalische 

Zeitung, MaY» 18159 P-310- 
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as the inventor of a device by vihich all the sounds of the chromatic 

it scale over three octaves could be -Dlayed on the horn* Stolzel is 

again named as the inventor of a valve in a further article in Novenr- 
I 

b ers 1817. A third article of July 1818 gives credit to StOlzel 

and B11imel for the invention and they jointly received a patent for 
2 

ten years protection in Prussia. Even though St"Olzel's name 

appears in the articles of 1815 and 1817s the persistent story that 

BlImel actually invented the valve and St"olzel was the promoterp 

cannot entirely be dismissed. The patent was issued to BAhmel and 

Stolzel and according to Mahillon.. as quoted by Morely Pegges it was 

Blthmells signature alone which appeared on the original specificat- 
3 

ions. Valved instruments were first made in Berlin by Griessling 

Schlott and in Carlsruhe by Schuster and were introduced to Paris 

makers by Spontini who sent several two and three valved instruments 

to Paris between 1823 and 1831- 

England's first participation in the development of valves was 

contributed by-John Shaws born on Hay Ridge Farm., near Glossop,, Derby- 

shirej, in 1800* Hay Ridge Pam remains a working farm todayj, located 

two miles east of the Snake Inn on the Sheffield to Glossop A57 road. 

le Friedrich Schneider# "Wichtige Verbesserung des Waldhornsu., in 
Allzemeine Musikalische Zeitun » November, 18171, p. 815- 

2. Allgemeine Musikalische ZeitwiR, July� 1818jo P-531- 
3* R. Morley-Pegge, The Horng London# 19609 P-32. 

Georges Kastner., Ibnuel reneral de Musique lülitaire� 
Parisq 1848, p. 192.. 



The present house was built in 1820s while the original house and out- 

buildings have an earlier origin. Shaw grew up at Hay Ridge and had 

the unusual opportunity, for a farm boys of attQnding Dronfield Schools 

near Sheffield.. where he and his brother Jamesp showed an early inter- 

est in mechanics. In later lifes he was able to play the cornets flutes 

violin# cellos dulcimer., bassoon and serpent. After completing his 

-schooling at Dronfieldp John Shaw left home (about 1820) for travel 

through the United Kingdoms beginning in Scotland. Having little money# 

he made his way playing the flute in taverns and inns. From Edinburgh 

he went to Dublin. 

While enjoying the Irish hospitality in a Dublin taverns Shaw and 

the other guests were entertained by a strolling Irish piper. Shaw 

challenged the piper saying that he could get better music from two 

straws. The challenge was accepted and Shaw promptly began cutting on 

two straws making one into the chant and the other into the drone. He 

then proceeded to play,, receiving cheers of encouragement from those 

present. His success so enraged the piper,, that he charged Shaw with 

a clasp knife* Only the quick intercession of those present prevented 

the attack from being fatal. 

From Dublin,, Shaw travelled to Londonj, arriving with only sixpence- 

halfpennyo To earn money he sold his straw pipes in the streets at 

3/6 a pair- When he left Londons to return to Glossop,, he had acc=a-- 

lated Z10 from his sales* 
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Shaw returned to Glossop and. in 182J+. received a patent for 
I 

transverse spring slides for the trumpet. He had developed a 

system of valves that was original and in no way similar to those 
2 

to Of Stolzel and B11imel. Enderby Jackson relates the-story later 
3 

quoted by Russell and Elliotj, that James Shaw,, brother to John Shaws 

'was a sea captain and had brought him a cornet a trois pistons from 

Russiaj, from which Shaw developed his ideas. This story is totally 

untrue* Shaw's system was so completely different from the early 

piston valves that his system could in no way be considered a copy. 

More important is. a letter written by John Shaw's nephew,, Henry C. 

Hardman in 1895- Mr* Hardman states in clear terms that Shaw had 

only one brother,, his name being James,, and that James Shaw was not 

a sea captainj, but a hard-working farmer who stayed on at Hay Ridge 

Farm for many years. Mr. Hardman makes the point that neither John 

Shaw nor his brother James had ever been out of the United Kingdom. 

Shaw called his invention "Transverse Spring Slides for Trumpets, 

Trombones., French Horns# Bugles and every other Musical Instrument of 

the like Nature-* These are called slides by Shaw but are a definite 

type of valve. The transverse spring slides differed from all other 

systems earlier or later., except possibly the later Vienna double 

valves. Shawls trumpet had four double slides, whichs, with no slides 
1. British Patent No. 50139 October 7j, 1821+. - 
2. Endexby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s 

in 15isical Opinion and Misic Trade Reviews May ls 1896s P-538- 3- John F-Russell and J. H. Elliots The Bra3-s Band Yove_ments 
Londons 1936., p. 46. 
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in action,, used all the available tubing except one small portion 

controlled by the fourth slide. In this manner, the tr=pet produced 

C and all its harmonics, The fourth slide opened the extra tubing 

and lowered the instrument a semitone to Bo This acted as a descend- 

ing valve with the same effect as the second (semitone) valve of mod- 

ern brass instruments. The remaining three slides were ascending 

valves which cut off various lengths of tubing. As each of these three 

slides were pressed., the air was diverted away from a portion of tub- 

ing. These three ascending slides caused the instrument to be shortened 

to the effect of a half tone.. a full tone and a tone and a half. All 

four slides worked independent of each other and were not used in corm- 

bination. Because Shaw's slides were double valves., they are often 

compared with the Vienna double valve which appeared about 1830. There 

is little relationship between the two systems other than the fact that 

each eaploys the use of a double tube. 

From what source Shaws the farmers received his inspiration for mak- 

ing valves for trumpets is unknown. It may have been from the old Mill Cý 
Town Band in Glossop. No doubt he had some occasion to hear the trumpet 

during his visit to London. Eric Halfpenny has presented the interest- 

ing thought that John Shaw, while in Londons, may have associated himself 

with Thomas Shaw of the famous Shaw family of instrument makers in 
1 

London. Halfpenny asksq "Was John Shaw,, the land Cool of T-Shaw & Co.? " 
1- Eric Halfpennyj, "william Shaw's Earmonic-Trumpetp" in Galpi 

Society Journal,, vol. XIII, 1960, poll. 
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The mark I To Shaw & Co. I was used about the time John Shaw visited 

London, and was shortly thereafter discontinued. It was the Shaw 

family of London that made the harmonic trumpet in 1787- It is 

Only interesting conjecture that John Shaw, in listening to talks 

about the harmonic trumpet$ conceived the idea of a better system 

Of chromatic tones. 

Another conjecture is that Shawp being mechanically minded, may 

have wanted to devise a system for the trumpet which would be more 

satisfactory than the keys were on the keyed bugle* Three of his 

transverse spring slides were actually a mechanical way of shorten- 

irIg the tubej, just as the keys shortened the tube of the bugle. The 

descending valve lengthened the tubej. just as the sixth key length- 

ened the tube on the keyed bugle. The bugle had five keys which 

shortened the tube and one which lengthened* Shaw's trumpet had 

three slides which shortened the tube and one which lengthened- Though 

his patent mentions applications to other instruments including the 

bugle# Shawls main interest was in the trumpet. 

Enderby Jackson states that he quotes directly trom Shaw's notes 

and papers when he says that drawings for the transverse -spring slide 

instruments were signed as drawn in Mr. Battee's brass instrument 
1 

workshop at Sheffield on February 9p 1825- This small item has been 

quoted by nearly all succeeding writers but a search of the Sheffield 

1- Enderby Jackson., "Origin and 1ýromotion'of Brass Band Contests#" 
in Musical Opinion and Trade Reviews September ls 1896# P-815- 

I VIEFFIELD 
UNIVERSITY 
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directories and rate books of this period reveals no Mrs Battee or 

any name similar to his. 

Because Shaw applied for and received a patent inwhich his in- 

vention was well described and accompanied by drawingsj, much emphasis 

has been given to his "invention of valves"* How many, if any# of 

these instruments were made is not known. No examples have been known 

and no mention is available of any use of,, or performance on these in- 

strumentse No further developments in brasses or valves can be 

strongly linked to the transverse -spring valves. John Shaw's patent 
1 

of 182)+ proved to be of no practical and little theoretical values 

John Shaw's "English patent of 1827" is referred to by Enderby 
2 

Jacksono Here Jackson is in errorj, for there is no patent recorded 

for John Shaw in 1827o Jackson's account of Shaw's papers indicate 

that his new valves of 1827 were improved piston valves. Jackson 

described a drawing as "a well executed drawing of a chromatic trumpet 

(dated November 7v 1827) with four clean button-top# pistoneds upright 

valvesp having singular connecting top and lower side tubes to each 

valve. The wind enters the first valve., traverses the opened waysp 

and leaves by the fourth valve. The most noteworthy invention here 

is that the bottom of each of the four valves is opens as is the cornet 
3 

a pistons of today. " Jackson also quotes a letter from A. Elland (sic] 

10 A-Sax employed the ascending valve principle on some of his later 
inventions but these received little acceptance. 

2. Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests". in 
Musical OPinion and Music Trade Reviews September lp 1896, P-815- 

3. Andrew Ellards instrument maker of Sackville Street., Dublin,, 
1819-1838- 
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to John Shaw dated December 8,1827a "I have no objection to your 

taking to London the trumpet which you have operated and worked in 

cq factorye I am to have the first offer of purchase when your pat- 

ent Is completed. You will then either come to Dublin,. or send me 

completed sarple instrument-' This brief description is all that is 

available concerning Shawls piston valve trumpet* If Jackson's ob- 

3ervation3 were correct concerning the open bottom valvesq Shaw was 

years ahead of the others# for Moritz did not introduce the success- 

ful Berliner-pumpen until 1835s and the more successful Perinet valves 

did not appear until 1839. Both of these systems eliminated the wind 

Way exits from the bottom of the valve. Shaw and Ellard had plans 

for promotion of the piston valve trumpet. No information is available 

as to why their plans were not completed. The specifications were not 

entered at the patent office and no record or examples of these instrtr- 

ments have been knowns other than the one mentioned in Ellard's letter 

to Shaw. 

Valved instruments, primarily horns, were produced in Germany from 

1818p and one of the first valved cornets to be produced may be the 

example listed in the Paris collection catalogue (1894 supplement) as 

No* 1141, made by Courtois Freres in 1828* Halary is also given credit 
1 

for making the first valved cornets about this same time. 

The original valveless cormet was a small circular instrument which, 

1- Adam Carse, musical Wind Instrtrnentsl London, 3.939, P-244- 
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after the invention of valves generally became known in France an the 

comet simple or cornet ordinairej, so as to distinguish it from the 

cornet a pistons. The comet a pistons is of definite French origin 

and the name cornet a pistons continued in general use in England, 

until the middle of the nineteenth century when it was shortened to 

cornet* Ilarq of the first comets were made with two valves but the 

third valve became standard on nearly all comet a pistons by 1832. 

Both two and three valve cornets were made for a few years after 1830.. 

but no two valved cornets were made after 1835- 

Ludwig Embachp music instrument maker in Amsterdam from 1820 to 

18420 took out several patents for horns and trumpets in 1821+; and in 
2 

1825 won a prize modal at Haarlem Exhibition. He produced the corno- 
3 

Pean in 1830- The comopean and the comet a piston verep for all 
4 

practical purposes# the same instrumento John Russell has suggested that 
5 

Embach's oornopean was an alteration of John Sham's 1827 trumpeto This 

'would seem unlik-elyp for no production or promotion of Shaw's trumpet 

has been evidenced. As described by Jackson,, Sham's instrument was a 

trumpet with four valves in which the wind way made its exit from the 

fourth valve. Embach's cormopean was a conical bores, horn-like instru- 

ments not a trumpet and had three St"olzel valves in *iich the wind way 

10 Georges Kastnerp Cours d'Instrumentation, Pariss, 1837, p-51; manuel 
General de Vusique Militaire, I-lariat 184.8,, Pl. Xvj, lio. l. 

2* Lyndesay C. Langwill, An Mex of lbsical Wind-Instrtment Makers. 
Edinburgh, 1960, p-31- 

3- Enderby Jackson, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests" in 
The British Yusician, July 1896, P-152. 

4- Appendix VIj, No. 11. 
5- John F-Russell and J-H-Elliot, The Brass Band Yovement, 

London# 1936,, p. )+3. 
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made its exit through the valve bottoms. It would be more probable 

that Embach received inspiration from the cormet a piston3 alresqy 

being produced in Paris with StSlzel, valves. 

AlthOugh John Shaw patented his transverse spring slides in 1824. 
1 

and according to Jackson, produced a piston valve trumpet in 1827, 

no actual or specific use of valve instruments in England is recorded 

prior to 1831. The valve system had been produced in Russia for Jack- 

son relates the following information. 10hen Earl Cathcart was diplo- 

matically engaged at St. Petersburg he was =ch pleased by the novel, 

pure, singing tone of the set of brass instruments played by the band 

of the Imperial Guards; and that the emperor was so gratified that he 

presented the Earl with a similar set for use in the Farl's own regiment 

of Second Life Guards; but on the understanding that when they were 

played in public the valve portion (as was done in Russia) should be 

covered, no as to escape the public gaze, and thus prevent the mechan- 

ism from being pirated. The instruments in question were duly brought 

to London.. and it is stated that whenever the band used them in public 

a coverlet was placed over the fingering hand, thus hiding the three 

valves and the necessary connecting tubing from view. I have been told 

that these instruments were cornets a trois pistons, and were a Russian 

Itubewithin a tube' advance upon Schuster's latest closed bottomed box 

passages. It is said that the instr=ents were in possession of the 

I- Enderby Jackson, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests", 
in Musical Opinion and Vusic Trade Review,, September 1,1896, P-815- 
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regiment until superseded by British improvements sometime in the 

forties*" 

Although this account, as related by Jackson., is basically true, 

the reference to the instruments being three valved cornet a pistons 

is open to suspect* The use of these instruments, valved trumpets., 

in the Second Life Guards., is confirmed by a statement in the United 

Service Journal of 1831 which mentions the "famous Russian chromatic 

trumpet-band" of the Second Life Guards and also states it is the only 

one of its kind in England. Further confirmation of their existence 

may be taken from Harper's tutor of o-1836 which sham a picture of a 
1 

two valve "Russian Valve Trumpet. " The presence and confirmed use of 

valved trumpets in the Second Life Guards Band of 1831 may be taken as 

the first general use of valved instruments in England. The intro- 

duction of the cornopean and cornet into England is less definite. 

The mmical world of December 15s 1837 gave a review on music sel- 

ections titled The Cornopean by George MacFarlane. The December 29j, 1837 

issue of musical World contained an article explaining the cornopean as 

follows: 

"The cornopean (known in France as cornet-a-pistons) is not,, as it is 

general, ly supposed to be, of French invention., for it was well known to,, 

and in general use among the Germans for a considerable time prior to its 

introduction into France; and for the origin of the system of valves we 

Appendix VIq No. 10* 
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are indebted to the Russians, who first invented and applied them to 

their trumpets and horns; the Germans next adapted the Russian in- 

vention to their brass instruments$ and it was upon their models that 

the French made farther improvements. The cornopean was first intro- 

duced into England, by Mr. MacFarlane, about four years ago, as it was 

then used by the French; Mr. MacFarlane immediately saw that by adding 

the third valve., it having at that period only two., and those very irx- 

perfect# its power would be considerately increased and its utility more 

generally acknowledgeds besides which he has also added a new system of 

springs. On his inviting the attention of the music masters of the 

different regiments of guards to the instrument,, it was instantly adop- 

ted by the excellent band of the Coldstream,, all the others following 

their e-Wmple, and military bands are now considered incomplete without 

it. " 

The Musical World does not offer its source for the information 

but the content of the article suggests that the information came from 

either MacFarlane or someone closely associated with him- The term 

cornopean was not used in Paris where the term cornet a pistons was in 

use. This tends to verify Jackson's statement that the cornopean was 

originally developed by Embach of Amsterdam. The phrasing of the 

opening statement in the Musical World suggests the author thought the 

cornopean and cornet a pistons to be one and the same. Giving credit 
lo George MacFarlane was bandmaster of an infantry regiment. He 

suggested the clapper key for the cornopean and in 1860 co- 
introduced a patent for improvements to lower brasses and 
ophicleides. 
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to the Russians for the invention of the valve is in error according 

to the facts available today. The Russians copied the valve system 

from the Germans as did the French and others of later date- This 

impression that the Russians invented valves came from the use of 

Russian valved trumpets in the Second Life Guards* The statement that 

Mr. MacFarlane first introduced the cornopean into Englanaabout four 

years previously [1833) 
0 "as it was then used by the French"s is con- 

tradictory, It is generally accepted that MacFarlane did introduce 

the cornopean into England. If so,, why did he not call it cornet a 

PistOnss "as used by the French"q instead of cornopean? Although 

lbcFarlane was aware of the use of the cornet a piston in Paris he may 

have purchased the cornopeans which he considered to be superiors from 

Embach. English instrument makers immediately made copies of the corn- 

opeanp most of which had a clapper key suggested by MacFarlane to facili- 

tate shakes* 

The English makers and dealers looked to Paris for instruments and 

ideas., for Langwill notes that few of Embach's instruments were actually 

used in England and no examples are on exhibition in any major English 
1 

collections. These early manufacturers of cornopeanswere Charles 

n Pace and J. K6hler of London and George Wigglesworth of Otley,, Yorkshire. 

The use of instruments called cornopeans continued until about 1850 when 

the term cornet became the generally accepted name in England. By 

I* Lyndesay G-Langwil1j, An Index of Musical Wind-Instrument Makeva,, 
Edinburgh, 196o, P-31- 
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this time also, the MacFarlane clapper key was no longer in use. 

The Musical World article also stated that MacFarlane introduced the 

cornopean to the Coldstream Guards who adopted its "all others follow- 

ing their example,, and military bands are now considered incomplete 

without it. " No doubt the acceptance of the cornopean was assisted 

by a desire to "keep up" with the Second Life Guards who had their 

Russian valved trumpets. The cornopean was introduced into the Royal 

Artillery Band in 1835- This was a two valve cornopean made by 

Charles Face* By 18399 the Royal Artillery listed the use of three 

cornets# rather than cornopeans and a concert program of 1846 -lists 

Mr- James Lawson as Solo Cornet a pistons. 

Jackson states that Walker and Hardman's brass band was formed at 
2 

the latter end of 18339 some of the players playing cornopeans. This 

would be about the same time the Misical World gives credit to Mac- 

Farlane for introducing the cornopean. In 1836 Mr. Joseph Bean formed 

a band in the East Riding of Yorkshire which included cornopeans. Staly- 

bridge Band added a cornopean to their instrumentation in 1839 and the 

five bands competing in the band contest at Burton Constable in 1645 

contained both cornopeans and cornets a pistonse 

English makers of this some period began copying the French model 

of the cornet a pistons and the cornet was soon produced in much larger 

quantities than the cornopean. Paris was the centre of instrument de- 

1. Henry George Farmerp History of the Royal Artillery Ba 
London$ 1954, p-117. 

2. Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests",, in 
Musical Opinion-ana Music Trade Reviewj, September lp 1896, P-815- 
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For this reason., the name cornopean was superseded by the name cornet 

a pistons and by 1850 the cornet a pistons was generally known in Eng- 

land as simply cornet. 

The cornet a pistons was well known in England prior to 1836 for 

Harper makes mention of it in the title and text of his tutor.. to the 
1 

exclusion of the cornopean. Henry Keat made cornet a pistons in 
2 

1835 and J-T-Slugg made two references to Harper playing the cornet 

in the Manchester Festival of 1836 in addition to his playing the 

.3 tr=pet. In 1836,, the soprano,, Malibran asked Balfe to write an 

opera for her and he responded with the Maid of Artois. In his score 

of 'this opera,, Balfe wrote for cornet a pistons, the first appearance 

of the cornet in an niglish orchestra score* The Musical World of 

December 8# 18379 had referred to the cornet a pistons as "the beloved 

of coach guards and cads" in a discussion of Joan of Are by Balfe. 

This was the issue of Musical World which preceded the review of Mc- 

Farlane's Cornopean Instructor. 

In 1835.. Moritz in Berlin., introduced the Berliner-pumpen piston 

valvewhich allmed a less restricted winftay through the valves. These 

were rather short, fat valves which Moritz produced in collaboration with 

1* Thomas Harper., Instructions for the Yump t with the Chromatic 
Slide also the Russian Valve Trumpet. the Cornet a Pistons or 
Small Stop Trumpet and the Keyed Bugle, Londons n. d.,, c-1836. 

2* Henry George Faxmer., Historýv of the Royal Artillery Band, 
Londonp 19549 P-117- 

39 J. T. Sluggs Reminiscence of Manchester Fifty Years. Aqo, Manchester, 
1881s pp-301P 3029 305- 

4. William Alexander Barretti, Balfe, His Life and Worksp 
London, 1882s p. 110. 
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Wieprecht,, Germany's leading exponent of brass instruments. The 

Berliner-pumpen were copied by other makers including A-Sax of Paris. 

John Shaw patented his most successful invention relating to 
1 

valves in 1838. He had$ up to this date$ produced "five original 

types of valves for the lengthening and shortening of the brass 

instruments. " He also complained that his valve originalities "have 

been copied in all parts of the continents to the great fi=ncial in- 

Jury to said John Shaw. " Constructed on an entirely new ideap Shaw 

called his invention swivel valves. These were neither piston nor 

rotary valves but devices for diverting the air column by rotating 

flat discs. For this reason., they are often referred to as disc 
2 

valves* Instead of piston valves Shaw installed three rotating 

discs located along the line of the main tube. Each of these three 

discs butted against another of similar design to which additional 

tubing was attached* When the valve stem was pressed# one disc ro- 

tated on the others bringing the additional tubing into use. 

Shaw negotiated with J. A. K6hler of London for the manufacture of 

instruments using the new swivel system. Although there is no evi! - 

dence that Shaw ever made instrumentsp several facts indicated that he 

did make swivel valves at Glossop for installment to instruments by 

the maker* Shaw is listed on the patent specification of 1838 as brass 

1. British Patent No- 7892p December Is 1838- 
2@ Adam Carsel Musical Wind Instruments., London., 1939p 

plate XXIIj Co 
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worker. His original plan was to make the swivel valves and supply 

them to K&iler who was to manufacture the instruments using Shaw's 

valves* K"ohler actually made very few instruments with Shaw's own 

original swivel valves,, for he (K"ohler) soon produced a modified system 

of his own called Patent Lever Valves,, much to the objection of Shaw* 

k"ohler's Patent Lever Valves were constructed on lines suggested by Shaw 

in his patent specification and Shaw objected to the changing of the 

name from swivel valves to lever valves and to the fact that Jeohler 

was making his own valves rather than being supplied by Shaw* Y,; hler's 

Patent Lever Valve consisted of an enclosed circular disc which pre- 

vented exposure of the working surface to dust and dirte Kghler later 

introduced further improvements in the Now Patent Lever Valve in which 

the fixed plate had four holes and contained both the mainwindway and 

the supplementary tubing. The moving plate then carried only the two 

small connecting tubes* When K; hler's exclusive contract to the swivel 

valve expired# Shaw advertised in 1855 that his original patent swivel 

valves were available from him to those makers who wished to use them 
1 

on their instruments. Shaw evidently still anticipated being able to 

make the valves and supply them to the trade* There are no examples of 

Shaw's swivel valves installed on any instruments other than those made by 

K"ohlero By the time IdShler's rights to the valve expired# the valve 

1. Rudall., Rose & Cartep Musical Directo 9 London.. 1855- 
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system lost its popularity and was superseded by the widely used 

Perinet valves. 

The swivel or disc valves had many advantages in that they pro- 

vided smooth action and an unrestricted windway which., along with the 

rather un-severe U bendss provided good intonation and blowing ease. 

The British ArnW adopted the New Patent Lever Valve instruments and 

the Crystal Palace Band conducted by H. Schallehn during the years 1854- 

1856 were equipped with eighteen disc valve instruments in 1854. They 

were preferred by many leading players for their smooth action and 

rapidity in execution. Although the theory and application of the 

disc valve system was equal to piston and rotary valves,, and in many 

instances., superior; the disc valves had a serious fault* The limits 

of metal technology prevented a solution to the fact that these discs 

involved a plate constantly rotating against another,. causing rapid 

wear and subsequent air leakage resulting in poor w, ical tone product- 

ion. On the very latest modelsp a spring mechanism was devised to ad- 

just the discs as they wore. The constant attention to this leakage 

problem resulted in their eventual disuse in the late 1850's after 

twenty years of limited successe Kohler diverted his time and efforts 

to the already successful and popular Perinet valves. 

The cornopean and cornet a pistons were quickly accepted into English 

musical circlez. The cornopean was used extensively in military and 

amateur bands whereas the cornet a pistons found favour not only in the 
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bands but also in- the theatre and opera orchestra. The strong in- 

fluence of instrumental activity in Paris overwhelmed the efforts of 

Embach in Amsterdam and prompted the London makers to favour the name 

cornet a pistons over that of cornopean. K6hler and others made both 

the cornet a piston and the cornopean in an effort to provide either 

instrument to their customers. 

Prior to 1839# brass instruments could be found with a wide variety 

of valve systems* The most widely used system in England were the 

11 Stolzel valves. Others included the Vienna double valves (1830 

rarely used in England)., the rotary valve (1832 not a popular system in 

England), the Berliner-pumpen (1835) and Shaw's disc valves (1838). All 

these valve systems were eventually superseded in England by the Perinet 

valves developed in Paris in 1839- These valves were made by Francois 

Perinet and were first used by himself and GoBesson in Paris. The 

Perinet valves eliminated the windway exit through the bottom of the 

"lzel valve and did not have the tende y to valve as in the slender StO no 

slow action as did the fat Berliner-pumpen. The windways were less 

n 
restricted than, and accoustically superior to the StOlzel valve and the 

action was quicker and smoother than the Berliner-pumpene It is the 

Perinet, style piston valve as modified by Oates in 1851P followed by 

later minor modifications., that is still in constant use today* 

J. P. Oatess a medical doctor and amateur musician from Lichfield 
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introduced his. equitrilateral valves at the Great Industrial Exhib- 

ition of 1851* The valves were an improvement on the Perinet valves 

in that Oates-made the best geometrical use of the available cross 

section of a piston by bringing the internal passages to the surface 

at the points of an equilatex-al triangle. Oates applied for no pat- 

ent for-his equitrilateral valves and other modifications but sold 

his ideas to Courtois and Sax in Paris# who received French patents on 

systems based on Oates' principles. , In 1855 Gustav Besson., in Parisj, 

patented a system of valves in vbich the same dimensions of bore were 

maintained through all the windways and in all possible combinations 

of the pistons* These improved Perinet valves by Sax# Courtois and 

Besson, became the standard piston valves readily copied by English and 

worldwide makers. 

As military bands began to expand their instrumentation in mid- 

eighteenth centurys the need for a satisfactory bass instrument arose. 

Bassoons were known to be used in English military. bands prior to 
1 

1760.. but the bassoon soon became useful and important as the tenor 

voice and basso cantabile. Bassoons did not satisfy-the need for a 

true bass instrument. 

The serpent had been used for church music since the late sixteenth 

century. Adam Carse refers to Abbe Libeufls Memoires concernant 

llhistoire-ecclesiastique-et civil -e d'Auxerre (Paris# 1743)j, which gives 

Henry George Famerp The Rise and Development of Military Musi 
London# 1912p P-51- 
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credit to the Canon of Auxerre# Edme Guillaume, for the invention 
1 

of the serpent* Military bands began to use the serpent as a bass 

instrument at the close of the eighteenth century. The Coldstream 

Guards Band were formed in 1785 and included one serpent among the 
2 

twelve instruments. The Grenadier Guards Band of 1794 were composed 

of one flutes six clarionets,, three bassoons., one trumpets three horns, 

two serpents and Turkish mtisic. Serpents were generally considered 

to be essential to the military band from this date (1794) until about 

1835- George Hogarth, writing in 1837, said., "It may now be consideredj, 

however., as being superseded by the trombone and ophicleides and is 
3 

almost entirely laid aside., even in military-bands. 

The serpent was unsatisfactorY in many ways* The length required 

to produce the bass tones necessitated the instrument to be curved in S 

shape., which made the instrument a great inconvenience, particularly on 

the march. The tone holes had to be placed in such a way as to be 

within the reach of the players' fingers* This placing of the holes 

for convenience caused accoustical faults resulting in poor tone and bad 

intonation. The serpent was# by tradition and heritage a bass cornetp 

hence it was almost always made of wood, covered with leather,, which in 

turn,, made the instrument very susceptible to the elements of the 
4 

weather. 

1. Adam Carse., Musical Wind Instrumentss London., 1939# p. 268. 
2. Henry George Farmerp The 

, 
Rise and Development of Milita 

Music., Londons 1912p PP-r9-#70- 
3- George Hogarths 'In2sical Instruments"s in Musical Worial 

February l7v 1837# P-132* 
4- Adam Carses Musical Wind Instruments., London,, 1939v p. 273- 
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In an attempt to correct some of the faults found. in the ser- 

penti, several modifications were initiated. The most important to 

English history mas the creation of the bass horn in 1800 by Alexander 

Frichot,, a Frenchman living in London at that time. Frichot was the 

serpent player in the Ancient Concertsj, London$ in 1793 and 1794- 

He collaborated with George Astor* the instrument makers and the 
1 

first brass bass horns appeared in 1800- Frichot published a tutor 
2 

for bass horn which was sold with the instrument- The bass horn 

was., for all practical purposess a brass serpent which was more conven 

ient in shape and less trouble to maintain. Bass horns were usually 

made entirely of brass in V shape with the bell pointing up in a simi- 
3 

lar fashion to the later ophicleide and sax horn. Most models were 

played in the same manner as the later serpents in that they had six 

finger holes and three or four keys. The mouthpieces were usually 

made of ivory and were shaped like small tea cups with narrow rims 

and a bowl-like cup in order to allow the player max-Imum latitude in 

lipping the notes into correct pitch. The instrument became very 

popular in England and is often referred to as the English bass horn 

to differentiate between the bass horn and the continental models such 

as the Russian bassoon. The bass horn provided little tonals technical 

1. E. L. Gerbers, Neues historisch-biographisches Lexikon der, 
Tonkunstlers Vol-lp Leipzig,, 1812., p. 199. 

2* "A Compleat Scale and Gammut of the Bass Horns A New Instrument 
invented by Mr. Frichot and Manufactured by G-Astors Music and 
Instrument Seller. " 

3- The Keighley Museum displays a copper bass horn made by Charles 
Pace., London, c-1834-181+9 and an unmarked wooden bass horn with 
brass keys and fittings. 
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or theoretical advancement over the serpent. Its main contri- 

bution was that it was more convenient and less troublesome than 

the wooden serpent. In the military band and early amateur banas,, 

the bass horn was used in place of and together with the serpent. 

The first authenticated use of the bass horn in an English wind band 

occurred when Patrick Carty joined the Royal Artillery Band after an 

amalgamation of the Royal Artillery Band and the Royal Irish Artill- 
1 

ery Band in 1802* Langwill states that James Power supplied a bass 
2 

horn to the Royal Artillery in October of 1803. Farmer quotes a 

letter dated 1806 which listed one serpent and one bass horn in the 

Royal Artillery Band and requests an additional now bass horn to re- 
3 

place the serpente Serpents were used howevers in the Royal Art- 

ill ery Band,, along with bass horns for many years where the last use 

of the serpent was in 1848. 

The instrumentation of the Stalybridge Band of 183J+ included one 

serpent and one bass horn. Besses ol th' Barn Band were formed in 

1818 and included two bass horns. As late as 1838s Besses included 

a serpent in the band with the notationt "made by the performer-" 

1. Henry George Farmers 
London$ 1951+,, p. 86. 

2. Lyndesay G. Langwill, 
lbkerst Edinburgh,, 1 

3- Henry George Farmers 
London# 1954s P-85- 

History of the RQval Artillery Bands, 

An Index of Musical Wind-Instrument 
96o,, p-92. 
History of the Royal Artillery Band, 
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In 18239 the Reverend Joseph Cotter received a patent for 
1 

11certain improvements in wind musical instruments. " These improve- 

ments were an early attempt to expand the compass and variety of 

brass instruments. Cotter made modifications in the bass horns act- 

ually designing two different instruments. One of these was an en- 

tirely new contra bass horn which he called the hibernicon. The 

other instrument was a modified standard bass horn which he called 

a tenor* Cotter's concept was that the contra bass should play the 

bass part and the existing bass horn which he called tenor$ should play 

the tenor parts. The name hibernicon is not mentioned in the patent 

specification but the instrument is described and named by Cotter in 
2 

a letter written by Thomas Moore and dated August 6,1823- The only 

known use of the bass hibernicon was at the York Festival in 1835. It 

was sixteen feets five inches$ double the length of the bass horns and 

provided a true bass voice for the wind instruments* 

The only known use of Cotter's tenor instrument was on a concert 

presented by the Distins, in Bath., October 30P 1837., where the instrument 
3 

was listed as the Royal Hibernian Tenor Horn. 

Thomas Moore's letter mentions Cotter demonstrating it to the 

First Life Guards in London in 1823- No specimens of these instrw- 

ments remain today and no makers of the period 1823-1835 are listed as 

makers of the hibernicon. 
1. British Patent No. 4849j, October 9p 1823. 
2. R-Morley-Pegges "Hibernicon! 't in Groves Dictionary of Music 

and Tyhsicians, Vol. IV., Eric. Blom., ed. j, London., 1954p p. 272. 
3* Bath Herald# October 27p 1837- 
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Cotter's invention not only was an attempt to provide a true 

bass instruments but also marked the earliest English attempt to ex- 

pand the brass instrument family. 

Serpents and bass horns were not only used side by side in mil- 

itary and amateur bands, but both found occasional use in the orches- 

tra. Numerous examples exist of the use of the serpent in connection 

with outdoor music but the serpent also found use in the orchestra. 

Wagner scored for serpent in Rienzi in 181+2j, Spohr wrote for bass horn 

in his Ninth Symphorky (181+9) and Bennett included a part for serpent 

in his May Quee in 1858. The tradition of the serpent in church 

music rendered it difficult to be entirely replaced by the bass horn. 

The availability of -serpents and the expense of new bass horns also 

precluded the bass horn from completely displacing the old serpent. 

The ophicleide provided further fulfillment of the much needed 

bass instrument and eventually replaced both the serpent and the bass 

horm. After being introduced by Halary in Paris in 18179 the ophi- 

cleide was quickly accepted into bands and orchestras in France and 

England* Halary did not receive his French patent for the ophicleide 

until 18219 Meanwhile Johann Rieal produced a twelve keyed ophi- 
I 

cleide in Vienna about 1820* Riedl called his instrument bombardon. 

This was the first application of the name bombardon to a bass cup 

mouthpiece instrument and the name bombardon was adopted by Moritz for 

some of his valved tubas in 1835- 

1. Curt Sachs# Real Lexikon der Ilusikinstrumentep Hildesheim,, 
1964, P-54- (reprint of Berlin edition., 1913-) 
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The ophicleide enjoyed much wider acceptance than either the 

serpent or the bass horn for it was a rmch superior instrument with 

a tone that was rich and even throughout the register- The rather 

I sophisticated key system made the instrument fully chromatic with 

reasonably good intonation. Hogarth said "in playing the contra basso 

part in great choruses., 
[the ophicleide) is magnificent in the ex- 

1 
treme. 

Halary actually designed a set of keyed instruments but the ophi- 

cleide in B flat or C proved to be the most popular. This was an 

eight foot instrument with a compass similar to modern baritones and 

euphoniuras - 

One of the faults of the serpent and bass horn was that the holes 

had to be small enough to be covered by the fingers and close enough 

together to be reached by the fingers. In the ophicleidep this prob- 

lem was eliminated for the holes could be made of the correct propor- 

tions and all were covered with keys* The bore of the ophicleide 

was conical which mellowed the tone. Orchestral composers were quick 

to add the ophicleide to their scores. Spontini, scored for ophi- 

cleide in Olympic in 1819. Mendelssohn employed the ophicleide ex- 

tensively and the ophicleide part to Mid Sumner Night's Dream is prob- 

ably the best known ophicleide part in orchestral literature* Dau- 

beny quotes an unnamed imisic critic of 1831* as saying., "the ophicleide 

I* George Hogarth,, "Ifusical Instruments"s in Yusic3l World., 
February 17,1837, P-133- 
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is destined to operate a great change in the constitution of the 
1 

orr-hestra. 11 It was the next year (1835) that Moritz introduced 

the bass tuba. 

At the time that the ophicleide was introduced, the growth of 

amateur bands had begun and as new bands were formed they made pur- 

chases of new ophicleides in preference to the less satisfactory bass 

horns and serpents. The first English band to use the ophicleide 

appears to be the Royal Artillery in 1820. The earliest recorded 

use of the ophicleide in an amateur band is in Walker and Hardman's 

Band in York in 1833 although ophicleides must have been included in 

some of the many now unnamed bands that were being formed during 

the period of 1820 to 1833. The Stalybridge Band added an ophicleide 

in 1839- During this same years the Royal Artillery had two serpents., 

two bass horns and one ophicleide. From 1840,9 nearly all bands in- 

cluded one or more ophicleides. 

As is true in many instances where the life of a product is to be 

taken over by a new items last minute improvements are often applied 

to the original* As the ophicleide was losing ground to the new 

euphoniums and bombardonss efforts were made for improvement by Joseph 
2 

Robertson's patent in 18519 and NacFarlanes Newton and Cartes patent 
3 

of 1860. Robertson's patent covered several different inventionss 

le Ulric Daubenys Orchestral Wind Instruments., Londons 1920s p. 112. 
2. British Patent No. 13,, 6019-April 21+# 1851- 
3. British Patent No* 2967s, December 3# 1860. 
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one of which was an ophicleide with descending keys rather than 

ascending keys* "The weakest notes will be equal to the best of 

those made on the old principles for instead of shortening the 

tubes as at present is done., the inventor lengthens them., so to speaks 

and the tones$ instead of decreasing, increase in strength and vol- 

ume. " Not on; y was Robertson's invention more theoretical than prac- 

ticals it came too late to receive a just trial. MacFarlane, Newton 

and Carte's invention related to attachments to the bells of ophi- 

cleides to alter the basic sound. 

By 1870p the euphonium had replaced the ophicleide in nearly all 

English Banaso The soloists who remained were featured because of 

their =isicianship, and as a novel reminder of past days. J. H. Guil- 

martin played ophicleide solos at the Royal Aquarium Concerts under 

Sullivan in 1876. The Gloucester Festival of 1895 listed Guilmartin 

as "ophicleide and tuba#" and the London Mbzical Directory of 1901 

listed Guilmartin as professor of the ophicleide. 

The keyed trumpets slide trumpet and keyed bugle led to the valved 

cornets which finally provided a lasting solution to the need for 

chromatic melodic brass. The serpents and bass horns gave way to the 

ophicleide which provided a temporary satisfactory bass instrument 

'which eventually yielded to the valved basses which were the final 

solution. These developments, along with hundreds of experiments 

and ideas greatly contributed to concept of a family of related 

brass instruments.. from sopranino to contra bass. 
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The first expansion of the brasses came from the originator 

of the valve,, Stolzel,, in Berlin. An 1828 edition of Die Instru- 

mentirung fýr das Orchester by Sunderlin contained a price list of 

n Stolzel's instruments which included a chromatic bass horn or bass 

trumpet in F or E flat, a chromatic tenor horn or tenor trumpet in 

B flat, a chromatic trumpet in F or E flatq a chromatic alto trumr- 
1 

pet in B flat and a chromatic signal horn, (bugle) in E flat. This 

list appeared at the time when the brass instruments in the band in- 

cluded only trumpets in F or E flat., horns,, possibly trombones and 

the bass horn or serpent. The offer to furnish either bass horns 

or bass trumpets and tenor horns or tenor trumpets not. only shows 
ft that St6lzel had two distinct shapes in minds ioess upright tuba 

shape or trumpet shape., but also suggests that two bore patterns may 

have been contemplated, conical for the "horns" and cylindrical for 

the "trumpets". All of the instruments listed were chromatic and 

now in concept except for the trumpet in F or E flat which was the 

standard military and orchestral trumpet of the day., St"olzel merely 

added valves to the F-E flat trumpet. The bass horn or bass trumpet 

advertised by St"olzel corresponds to the modern E flat bass and the 

tenor horn or tenor trumpet corresponds to the modern baritone or 

euphonium. The trumpet alto in B flat relates to present day trumpets 

in B flat v&ich were unknown prior to 1828* The signal 

I* August Sundelins Die Instrumentirung Air das Orchester., 
Berlin# 18282 P-48- 
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horn relates to the modern soprano E flat flugel horns and soprano 

cornetso 

Wilhelm Wieprecht became interested in the new valved brass 

and spoke strongly for their use in the Prussian Army bands* Carse 

states that Wieprecht included some of these valved instruments in 
1 

his Prussian cavalry band soon after 1825 and Kalkbrenner states 

that during the period 1825--1830.. Wieprecht reorganized the Trumpeter- 

Corps of the Prussian Dragoon Guards and included two tenor horns in 
2 

B flat and one tenor bass horn in B flat# each with three valves* 

These two instruments., the tenor horn in B flat and the tenor bass 

horn in B flatwere the first valved instruments to be made in the 

tenor-baritone range and the first instance of two, valved instruments 

of the same pitch havizZ different designations. The tenor horn was 

smaller in bores producing a lighter tenor sound whereas the tenor 

bass horn wasuider in bore and produced a heavier tone more charact- 

eristic of the baritone range. These two instruments have developed 

over the years and although they have undergone modifications,, are 

still used in present German and English brass bands. The two in- 

struments are known in Germany now as the tenor horn and baryton. 

In England they are called baritone and euphonium. The tenor horn 

was popular, along with the tenor-bass., known as the baritone in 

American during the period 1850-1900., after which it became obsolete. 

1- Adam Carses Musical Wind Instruments,, London., 1939., P-76. 
2* August Kalkbremer, Wilhelm Wieprech , Berlins, 18829 p. 22. 
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After 1900j, American manufactures compromised the two instruments 

and the American baritone of today is a hybrid of the original 

tenor horn and baritone (tenor-bass) - 

Wieprecht's interest in the brasses intensified and resulted 

in a collaboration with J. G. Yoritz., brass instrument maker in 

Berlin. An improved valve system called Berliner-pumpen was in- 

troduced by Moritz in 1833. The new Berliner-pumpen offered 

many advantages over the St"Olzel valve in that all entries and exits 

to the valve were on the same plane and the bottom of the valve was 

closed and did not serve as a wind way. Hence the air column had 
I 

no sharp bends through the valve. The larger valves also allowed 

for larger wind ways which also allowed for a fuller tone* To 

accomplish these improvements,, the valve had to be made short and 

fat., which caused some sluggishness in action. 

In 1835, the Wieprecht inspired., Moritz made., bass tuba was 

offered* The instrument was protected by a German patent held 

Jointly by Moritz and Wieprecht and represented the first use of the 

term. bass tuba. In appearance it resembled an ophicleide with 

valves. Mor-Itz also produced an additional bass instruments, almost 

identical to the bass tuba which he called the bombardon. The name 

bombardon had been used in 1820 by Riedl of Vienna for his twelve 

le Curt Sechs» Real - Lexikon der Musikinstrumente, » 
Berlin, 1913, p. 54. 
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keyed ophicleide. Although the bass tuba and the bombardon were 

practically one and the sames the bass tuba became thought of as an 

Orchestral instrument and the bombardon., a band instrument. Poss- 

iblY the reason for this was that the bass tuba was (and usually 

still is) made with fours fives or six valves and the bonbardon 
1 

was made with three valves* Kastner in 181jB gives illustrations 
2 

making no differentiation between "bombardon or bass-tuba"* The 

idea of putting similar or like instruments in sales catalogues under 

different names has continued into modern times* The C-G-Ccnn 

Corporation of Elkharts Indiana$ U. S. A-s pictures six different models 

of baritones and euphoniums in their current catalogue. These six 

are identical in every dimension and size except that there are vari- 

ations in the number of valves (three or four) and the direction of 

the bell (upright or forward). The differences between these barit- 

ones and euphoniumss other than the number of valves or the direction 

of the bell., is in name only. The feeling that the tuba is an orch- 

estral instrument and the bombardons now called the basso is a band 

instruments is still very persistent. 

Valved tubas or bombardons were introduced in England during the 

years . 1810-1850. The Wold Brass Band of 1845 contained a valved 

tuba and Farmer relates that these instr=ents'were introduced into 

I. Modern basses designed for bands often include four valves. 
2* George Kastnero Manuel General de Musique Militairep 

Paris., . 184.8a Pl. XVI. 
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the Royal Artillery Band during the years 1845-1850 under Bandmaster 
1 

Collins. Jackson, 'writing in 1896s states that he arranged music 

for the Cyfarthfa Band in 1847 which included parts for E flat bomb- 

ardonse He also states that the formation instrumentation of the 

Cyfarthfa Band was "also that of most of the Yorkshire and Lancashire 
2 

bands about that period"* Jackson's memory as to dates and instxu! -- 

mentation ncmer3clature is suspect. He also mentions the Cyfarthfa 

Band of 1647 as including a euphonion* This would appear to be too 

early for the euphonion by that name. It my have been a sax bass 

in B flat but unli ely at that period to be called euphonion. The 

Black Dyke Mills Band was formed in 1855 from fragments of a local 

village band and John Foster lalls outfitted the band with new brass 

instruments which did not include euphoniums.. sax basses or bombard- 

ons although these were added within a few years prior to 1860. 

In 1843,, a German conductor by the name of Sommer made improve- 
3 

ments, on the tenor-bass in B flat and called it the euphonion. Ace- 

ording to Fetis., Sommer made concert tours in 1843 and 1844,, featur- 
4 

ing his new instrument. Sommer may have taken the name euphonion 

from the glass harmonica of the same name invented by the German 

1. Farmer, Henry George# Historyofthe-Roval Artillery Ban 
London, 19-ý4, p. 156. 

2. Enderby Jackson, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests, " 
in Misical Opinion and Yusic Trade Review,, July is 1896, p. 674- 

3. Riemann Ihsik Lexikon,, Vol. 1, Mainzo 1959s P-309- 
4. F-J-Fetis Biographie Universelle des Musiciens., Vol. 8s, 

Pariss 18j5. p. 62; Brockhaus, Konversations-Lexikons Berlins 
1902., P-395- 
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PhYsicilt,, Chlandi in 1790- 

In the Mi-O'sp Alfred James Phasey was ophicleide soloist with 

the Coldstream Guards Band. The exact date whenr-hasey changed from 

OPhicleide to a valved instrument is not knawn, but would be about 

1848 or 181+99 Upon changing to a valved instrument of the B flat 

sax bass type., 11hasey widened the bore proportions and made several 
1 

improvements and *was practically the inventor of the euphonium. " 

Pb, aseY's euphoni=, howevers differed from the later euphoniums 

which were quickly accepted into brass and military bands- His 

"improved" euphonium was pitched in C, a fundamental pitch that was 

little used,, giving way to the' more popular and practical B flat Mph- 

onium. 
2 

Phasey's first euphoniums were four valved., with the fourth 

valve lowering the pitch three full tones. 
3 

Other four valve brass 

instruments that preceded Phasey and nearly all that followed employed 

a fourth valve which lowered the pitch two and a half tones., the same 

as the first and third valve combination., but more correctly in pitch. 

His "improved euphonjure was later sold by Chappell and Hammondso who 

took over Jullien and Co. completely in 1858- Jullien was agent for 

Courtois and Besson of Paris,, as was S. Arthur Chappell,, his successor. 

Phasey's euphoniums may have been made by either of these high quality 

firms. The Royal Mitary School of Kamic (Kneller Hall) opened in 
I* James D. Brown and Stephen S. Stx-atton, British ITusical Biogra y. 

Birmingham, 1897, P-318. 
2* Keys Rudall & Co. advertised a euphonium in 0 with four rotary 

valves in 1857- 
3- The spelling of Black Dyke varied from Dyke to Dike from 1855 until 1912 when Mr. Harold Fosters, Director of John Foster Willss, re- 

quested the permanent spelling of Dyke. All references in this 
text uses the original spellings. 
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1857 and Phasey was appointed professor of euphonium. A tutor 

for euphonium-was written by him and published by Chappell and Co. 

about 1863- His tutor was one of the earliest published for euph- 

oniume Fhasey also was a meaber of the Queen's private band and 

a member of the Crystal Palace orchestra for twenty-five years (he 

also played bass trombone and wrote a tutor for tronbone). He 

served as bandmaster of St. George's Rifle Volunteers and his son, 

Alfred James., was also a well known euphonium player. 

The name euphonium or euphonion was generally unknown in England 

prior to 18500 for instruments of that class 'were usually called sax 

bass or B flat bass or some similar derivative from the saxhorn or the 

German tenor-bass. An instrument of this type used by the Told Brass 

Band in 1845 was called a valved bass. The Grenadier Guards Band of 

184-8 included 
1 
an alt horn (baritone horn] and two ophicleides but 

no euphonium. The earliest mention of euphonium or euphonion in 

England occurs in a storemn's list of the Grenadier Guards Band of 

1851 which lists a euphonium among the bandts instruments and the 

trade description of Koenig and Pask EPask 
and Koenig] at the Great 

Industrial Exhibition of 1851# which also lists a euphonion among 
2 

their instruments for sale. The price list of Key and Co... London, 

1. Harold C. Hind., "Ifilitary Band, " in Grove's Dictionary of Music 
and Musicianss 5th ed., Vol. V., Eric Blom., ed-p London, 1954P P-770- 

2- Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations., 
Official Cataloaue, 5th ed... September 15,1851, p. 68. 
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included# in 1854s a euphonium with four valves at L16 and from the 

next few years following that date,, the euphonium was included in 

nearly all the catalogues of English brass instrument makers and 

sellers. 

Although Phasey did not invent the euphonium., nor introduce in- 

struments of this type into England., he did design the instrument 

along the lines we know today and his influence was a factor in the 

euphonium being quickly accepted as an important instrument in mil- 

itary and amateur bands all over Great Britain. 

Phasey's tutor mentions a euphonium with side action valves with 

the four valves in linep all played by the right hand and the bell at 

the left ear German Style s but his instruction book describes 

his improved euphonium as having three valves played by the right 

handj, the fourth played by the left hand and the bell to the right 

ear* From this description we know that, although pitched in C., 

Phasey's instrument was similar in appearance to the modern euphonium 

used in England today. No verification exists., but Phasey is also 

thought to be the first to use the word euphonium as distinguished 

from euphonion introduced by Sommer in Germany. Several makers and 

publishers used the word form euphonion into the twentieth century, 

even though the popular and most widely used term was euphonium. 

1hasey's development of the euphonium was one of three influential 

English contributions to instrumental advancement during the first 
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half of the nineteenth century. The other two were the slide trumpet 

(c. 1800) and Halliday's keyed bugle (1810). 

In 1844 and 1845 in Pariss Adolphe Sax) capitalizing on the 

efforts of his predecessors and contemporaries,, through improvements 

and modifications to brass instruments,, introduced the first complete 

and proportionately related sets or families of valved brass instru- 

ments. His first set of instruments were of conical bore and became 

known as saxhorns and were immediately accepted and copied by French 

and English makers. A second series of instruments called saic- 

trombas were primarily of cylindrical bore and enjoyed less success 

and received little attention in England. 

Each of the various types of instruments which came to be called 

saxhorns had previously been made by German and some French makers# 

but Sax was the first to make them all as a set with complimentary de- 

signs in bore proportionsq valves.. and bell flair. Sax (or his 

father) had been to Berlin prior to 1844 and purchased valved instria. - 
1 

mentswith Berliner-pumpen valves from Moritz. Sax's first saxhorns 

were made with Berliner-pumpen valves, copied from Moritz. The first 

saxhorns were made in trumpet shape but prior to 1848 Sax had changed 

to the upright tuba form for all his saxhorns including the soprano 

in E flat and the alto in B flat* Kastner (1848) lists a set of 
1. Adam Carse., "Adolphe Sax and the Distin Familsel 9 in Music 

Reviewp Vol. 6,1945, p-198. 
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saxhorns with three valves and a set of saxhorns with four valves 

which included E flat soprano.. B flat contralto, E flat tenorp B 

flat bass [small bor]e.. B flat bass Ciarge bore),, and E flat contra 

bass. The two B flat bass saxhorns were improvements on the German 

tenor horn in B flat and the tenor-bass horn in B flat. The E flat 

contra bass was an improvement on Ybritz bass tubas and bombardons. 

With the introduction of the B flat contralto saxhorns brass 

players had a choice of three melodic instruments, the B flat con- 

tralto saxhorn in upright form, the B flat cornet a pistons or the 

B flat cornopean. Due to the similarity of these three instruments 

and the fact that by 18ý4-1645, the cornet a pistons was so well est- 

ablished., the contralto saxhorn.. although adopted by French Army bands 

for a periodp never received wide use. Henry Distin included B flat 

sax alto tubas in his own catalogue of instruments for several years 

and the Black Dike Mills Band included one of these in its original 

instrumentation, but generally# they were not included in the instruý- 

mentation of English bands. 

Clappe, writing in 1911p revealed a fondness and preference for 

the E flat and B flat saxhorns over the cornet. "In France the R 

flat sopranino and B flat soprano contralto are largely used to take 

parts which with us are assigned to E flat and B flat cornets, a pre- 

ference that evinces judiciousness and superiority of musical taste. 
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'The mouthpiece of the soprano saxhorn is deep from the lip to the 

throat# approximating in this respect somewhat to the mouthpiece of 

the horn. This gives mellowness of tone which the Instrument poss- 

esses. Its large bore gives a fullness and richness to the tones 

below which cannot be had by the cornet* Monsieur Pares., bandmaster 

of the Garde Republicaine of Paris, himself a cornet player of high 

orderp says that the low notes come out much more easily and with 

better effect on the soprano saxhorn than on the cornet. Further- 

more., he calls it the singer Per excellence of the band. ' - Mahan. 

In Belgium,, also.. the B flat saxhorn is used in preference to the cor- 

net. The sopranino, possesses the quality of brilliancy devoid of 
1 

the shrillness associated with the tones of the E flat cornet. " Such 

was Clappe's endorsement of the soprano and contralto saxhorn. 

The soprano and contralto saxhorns were made with a broader bore 

than the cornets of the same period but the responsibility for the 

mellow tone production lay mainly with the horn style mouthpiece more 

than the instrument itself* These upper voiced saxhorns were not 

used in England to any great extent., for the English preferred the 

cornet a pistons and the cornopean. The remaining saxhorns were 

quickly accepted by English bandsmen and became the foundation for the 

brass band. The sax tenor horn in E flat retained its name of sax: 

tenor through the nineteenth century. Eventually the sax was dropped 

1. Arthur A-Clappe, The Wind-Band and its Instruments, London., 
19129 pp. 124# 127- 
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and the shorter term of tenor horn came into general use at the 

end of the century. The B flat bass (small bore) took the name 

of alt horn about 1848 but soon became known as the B flat bari-- 

tone which it is still called in modern brass bands. The B flat 

bass (large bore) modified by Phasey,, became known as the euphon- 

ium from 1850- The sax E flat contra bass was introduced into 

England during the years 1845-1850# taking the German name of bonb- 

ardone These bombardons were not German instruments,, howeverp 

but French copies of the German instruments. The French used the 

term bombardon for these bass instruments as early as 1848, for 
1 

Kastner did not differentiate between bass tuba or bombardon. The 

wolaBrass Band of 1845 contained a valved tuba, the Grenadier 

Guards Band had a bombardon in 1W and by 3-850., the Royal Artillery 

Band had four E flat bombardons. The name bombardon was used con- 

currently with the more accurate name of E flat bass, into the 

twentieth centurys finally giving. way to the more popular term of E 

flat bass. 

Sax had made larger contra basses in C and B flat as early as 

181+5 although V-P-Cervery.. a Bohemian makerp is often quoted as being 
2 

the first maker of the large BB flat and C contra basses in 1845. 

These large basses came into use in England sometime after 1851j, for 

lo Georges Kastner., 11anuel General de Misique 11ilitaire., Paris, $ 
1 1848, Pl- XVI- 
2* Curt Sachs, The History of Musical Instruments., Londons 

1942., P-430. 
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the Rudall, Rose and. Carte price list of 18, ý4 shows a contra bass 

or bombardon in C with three valves at Z16. Within af ow years 

the instruments in C were no longer available,, but bands began to 

use a pair of B flat basses after 1860. One of these basses was 

of small proportions and was called the B flat bass and the other 

was of large proportions and was called a BB (double B) flat or 

monster bass* These large basses were slow to be used by bands., 

for the massed band of 1#390 players at the 1860 national contest 

at Crystal Palace included only two EB flat basses. 

Circular basses,, designed for convenience in marching,, orig- 

inated in Russia and were introduced in Western Europe by Ignaz Stow-- 

asser of Vienna in 1849. They were made in the same keys and valve 

combinations as the bombardons and were available in England after 

1851- In 1856, Key and co., s price list included a "contra bomb- 

ardonp in B flats three valves., New Model to encircle the body of 

the performers Z21. With rotary actions Z2/2/0 extra. " At the 

second national contest at the Crystal Palace in 1861, the prize 

awarded to the band winning first prize (Black Dyke) was a "monster 

champion contra-bassp to encircle the body of the performer, with 

three pistons.. in E flat., made by Henry Distin. " A very early photo- 

graph of the Black Dike Mills Band shows the band with two circular 

basses* The Gerrons called their circular basses helicons but the 

term was not used in England. The circular basses were used to a 

1* Appendix VIs NO-5- 
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fair extent in military bands but did not receive wide use in amateur 

brass bands. Algernon Rose suggests the reason for this was that 

the circular basses were difficult to stow away on railway carriages. 

The fact was that the circular basses cost nearly twice as much as 

the conventional basses. 

The circular bass projected the tone forward of the player. At 

the end of the-centuryp this forward projection of the bass sound raised 

objections from John Phillip Sousa who suggested that the instrument be 

redesigned so that the bell would point upwards in the manner of the 

bombardons. This suggestion led to the creation of the sousaphone in 

1909# the original models of which bad the bells pointing skyward. The 

instruments proved to be awkward and difficult to balance and the bell 

was redesigned to the front once again- In Americas the sousaphone 

in modern bands has completely replaced the bonbardon and tubas in 

marching and concert. 

The Distin family contributed more to brass instrument popularity 

and development in England than any other individual or group of indiv- 
2 

iduals. 

John Distin, the father, was born in 1798, served as a band boy 

and trumpeter in the South Devon Idlitia ana joined the Grenadier Guards 

as solo keyed bugle player in 1814. After joining the Guards Bands he 

suggested that the keyed bugle., as originated by Hallidays should be 

I. Algernon Rose, Talks With Bandsmenp Londons n-d-s c-1895, P-241+- 
2. Appendix IV, History of the Distin Family. 
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modified from five keys to six* This new improved six keyed bugle 

became the standard keyed bugle everywhere and was the model from 

which Halary of Paris developed his ovm set of keyed instruments in 

1817- The most important instrument from Halary's developments was 

the ophicleide. 

Distin was a member of the private band of George IV and in 1837., 

served as principal trumpet at the coronation of Queen Victoria* In 

that same year he began a series of concert engagements with his four 

somas the five of them playing brass instruments which included the 
1 

slide trumpet., trombon. e and French horns. The instruments used by 

the quintet varied from time to time and from 1833j, they played on 
2 

instruments made by Clarles Pace of Londono By 1&+0, Distin had 

taken up the coxnet a pistons in addition to the slide trumpeto 

In 1844s John Distin took his family to the continent for a mmical 

toure No mention of the tour prior to their arrival in Paris is made 

by the Distinse Comettant's co=ents that the tour through Belgium 
3 

had been unsuccessful may be correcto The family arrived in Paris in 

the spring of 184J+. Henry Distins eldest of the sonso tells in a 

letter written to Enderby Jackson in 1896, of incidents that happened 

upon their arrival in Paris 

Henry Distin. made the rounds of several manufacturers of in-strumentas, 

1. Adam Carses "Adolphe Sax and the Distin Family", j in The Music 
Reviews Vol. 69 1945, P-195- 

2. Enderby Jackson., "origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests". 
in 

' 
The British musician., July 1896, P-152. 

39 Oscar Comettant, Histoire D'un Inventeurp Paris# 1860, P-53- 
49 Enderby Jackson, "Origin and I-, romotion of Brass Band Contests,, " in 

Musical OPiniOn and Music Trade Reviews July 1,, 1896, p. 674- 
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for he intended to start in the instrument business at a future 

date and was anxious to gain as much knowledge as he could. He 

stated that the family attended a concert at which they heard a 

new brass instrument played by "an artist I have forgotten. " The 

instrument was a modified valved bugle and the artist was Arban. 

The Distins were excited over the sound of the new instrument and 

visited the maker's workshop the next day. The instrument had been 

made by Adolphe Sax. 

According to Henry Distinjo Sax had only completed three of his 

new instruments., an E flat soprano., aB flat contralto and an E flat 

alto tenor 
-- 

None of the three instruments were for sale. The 

Distins borrowed the three campleted instruments and after several 

hours Practiceo returned to Sax with several suggestions for alter- 

ations With which Sax concurred. Sax then agreed to complete five 

instruments "bearing his name" for the Distins. 

The now instruments were publicly introduced by the Distin quin- 
tet as Adolphe Sax's grand new invention., "Sax-horns", at a concert at 

The Opera Comique conducted by Hector Berlioz* The music was a sPec- 

ial arrangement of Meyerbeer's Robert le Diable. The concert was high- 

ly successfuls the Distins receiving the only encore of the eveningi, 

and they were subsequently asked to perform at the Paris Conservatoire 

for which they each received a silver medal. From that points they 

met enthusiastic audiences including King Louis I-hilippej, who presented 
1 

with a solid silver set ofirstrumentse 
1. A silver tenor horn with rotary valves in The Adam Carse collection 

is engraved: "La Famille Distin, Ad. Sax & Cie-,, a Farisj, T. Distin,, 

London. " It was Theodor DistinWho played tenor horn. 
% 
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John Distin maintained that it 'was the Distins who.. through 

their successful concertas made Sax famouso Distin claimed that 

qiot only were they the first to introduce and concertize on the 

instruments,, but they also "perfected the tenor and bass instruments. " 

Distin also claimed that Sax originally intended to call his instr%i7 

ments bugles a cylindres and it was the Distins who first called them 

saxhornso 

In his biography of Sax., written when Sax was still living., Com- 

ettant tells of the association between Sax and Distin from an en- 

tirely different view. According to Comettantp the Distinswere des- 

perate after their concert failures in Belgium and came to Sax in des- 

pairs begging for help and advice. Sax replaced their "inferior" 
1 

instruments -with his own and John Distin in a "transport of joy"s 

embrac. ed the inventor with deepest gratitude. From that moments the 

Distins enjoyed unparalleled successp thanks to the new instruments 
2 

by Sax. 

Irrespective of these conflicting accounts of the meeting of Sax 

and the Distins,, the outcome was mutually beneficial to both* 

Henry Distin in his letter to Jackson stated that Sax made five 

instruments for the Distin familye This has led to the logical., 

le These instruments were the slide trumpet played by John Distin 
and cornet a pistons# alto trombone in D flats keyed bugle and 
French horn played by the sonal 

2* Oscar Comettant., Histoire Dtun Inventeurs Fariss 1860, p. 53. 
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but erroneous conclusion that all five instruments were saxhorns. 

Of the five instruments made by Saxt only four were saxhorms. The 

fifth was a flugel horn with Vienna double valves. The saxhorns 

were an E flat soprano, B flat contraltos E flat tenor and aB flat 

bass (baritone)* All five instruments were in trumpet shape and 

Berliner-pumpen valves were used on the four saxhorns. These five 

instruments are clearly seen on a lithograph picture by Baugnet of 

JulYs 1645- This picture datea seven months after the Distins re- 

turned to London from Paris. George Distin died in 1W and a 

lithograph made shortly after his death shows John Distin and his 

remaining three sons with the quartet of saxhorns., the flugel horn 

being discarded. 

After their success in Frances the Distins returned to England 

in Novembers 1844 and played in a concert with Jullien at Covent 

Garden Theatre on December 3., 1844- The concert was a successp but 

the appearance of the Distins at Jullien's concert was not the first 

appearance of saxhorns in England. Prior to the Jullien concerts 

Sax# Arban and Dubois., the trumpeter from the Paris opera# had been 

in London and gave a few performances on saxhorns in October# 1844 

with a band conducted by Laurets London cornet a pistons soloist and 

band leader* Sax and his companions withdrew from the engagements 

after only a few performancesi, for the concerts did not prove satis- 

factory* Saxhorns were actually introduced to England by the in7ent- 

or., Adolphe Sax# although circumstances were far from ideal* The 
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Distims' introduction of saxhorns were under more than favourable 

conditions (Jullien's programmes were very popular and well received). 

The name saxhorn was not used in connection with the Distins' con- 

cert as had been the earlier case for the concert by Sax. Jullien's 

manager would not allow the name saxhorn to be used.. for they had 

ben played in the Adelaide Gallery and "proved a failure"- 

It was unfortunate irony for Sax that his English introduction 

of his own instruments billed under the name of saxhorns should prove 

unsuccessfuls whereas the performance by the Distins on the Unnamed 

saxhorns was highly successful. 

John Distin. and Sons began selling instruments and rmi ic in 

184.50 The business was at first conducted from their home and Most 

of the instruments sold by them were made by Sax in Paris. In 1846 

the business moved to 31 Cranbourn Street and Distin was appointed 

sole agent in England for Sax instrumentsý An early saxhorn of 

long tuba forms an E flat tenorp is inscribed, "sold by Distin and 
2 

Sons., 31 C. ranbourn Ste., Leicester Sq. j, London*" This instrument 

has three Berliner-pumpen valves and is one of the first Sax instru- 

ments to be made in tuba form following the original trumpet shaped 

saxhorns, Distin sold instruments made by other makers as well as 

those made by Sax., often as saxhorns, much to the displeasure of 

1. Musical Worlds February l3s 1845s P-76. 
29 Roy Mickleburgh Collection$ Stokes Crofts Bristole 
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Urg Sax. 

Henry Distin maintained his ultimate goal of making his own 

instruments. With this in minds it can be seen that Distin was 

not particularly anxious to press the name of Sax to the public's 

attention when he anticipated manufacturing saxhorns of his own. 

Distin's business flourished., for bands were being formed at 

a rapid rate all through the north of England. At the contest at 

Burton Constable in 1845., the Brocklesby Band included two sax 

tenor horns and a sax B flat bass (baritone)* In 1850 Distin began 

to manufacture his own instruments and in 1851 advertised as "Instruý- 

ment Maker., to Her ITajestyts Army and Havy". Also in 1851, the 

Distins played on their own newly designed instruments on their in- 

frequent concert appearances. Distin contin: ued to produce large 
. 

numbers of his own instruments and in 1853,, Sax transferred his agency 

to Rudall., Rose ý and Carte. 

Rudall, Rose and Carte's franchise for Sax's instruments was pre- 

ceded by Rousselot & Co.,. whose advertisement in the Musical World of 

1851 announced that they were the- "representatives of the eminent in- 

ventor of the Sax horns., who has gained the sole Council Medal f or 

the Military Band Instrumentso they are able to provide purchasers 

with genuine Sax Horns., French Horns,, Trombones# Cornets with or with- 

out the patent slides etc.,, at moderate prices. " Rousselot was a 
1. Musical Worlds November 8s 1851P P-718. 
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cellist who operated a business of imported instruments from the 

years 1850-1857- Evidently, the split between Sax and Distin 

occur-red sometime during the Great Exhibition. By this time, the 

Distin family had greatly reduced their concert appearances. There 

is no evidence that the other brothers took an active interest in the 

business* Theodore became a well known opera singer. William enter- 

ed a British Patent for rotary valves in 1855 and little is known of 
1 

him after this date. John Distin., the fatherp died in 1863, In 

1868# Henry Distin sold the business to Boosey and Co. for Z9s7OO and 

moved to Philadelphia 'where he associated with J. W. Pepper. 

During the years 1845-1868, Henry Distin devoted all his energies 

to his business* He entered six specifications for patents relating 

to brass instruments. Two of these received provisional protection 

only and four received fall patent protection. He also received pat- 

ents for improvements on drums. His first brass patent, received in 

1855# was for a three valve attachment to the regulation service bugle. 

In 1856j, Drurx-Major James Lawson of the Royal Artillery Band, formed a 

bugle band kno; wn as the Royal Artillery Chromatic Bugle Band using 

Distin's invention. Lawson added two E flat soprano bugles and four 

2 

E flat tenor bugles to the banap in addition to the eighteen regulation 

1. British Rktent No. 2688, November 28,1855- 
2* British Patent No. 11+65p June 26p 1855. 
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I 
berýrice bugles* AU the bugles were made of copper by Distin. 

Lawson's bugle band of twenty-four players was a model for other 

regimental bugle bands which were quickly formed. The Royal 

Artillery bugle band eventually became a brass bands winning a 

first prize at Crystal Palace, then was converted to a military 

band and was eventually disbanded. 

When Distin began to manufacture his own instruments in 1850p 

he called his newly designed instruments euphonic horns. At this 

time., the English brass instrument trade began a phase of develop- 

ment that enjoyed fifty years of prosperity concurrent with the con- 

tinuous growth of brass bands* In addition to the brass banass 

the Crimean War created new interest in military and volunteer bands. 

New makers appeared in London., Birmingham., Wanchesters Liverpool 

and several provincial towns while the established makers were con- 

tinuously expanding their facilities to meet the demand for new in- 

strumentse After 1850# the desirability of French instruments di=- 

inisheds even though French instruments could be purchased for less 

money than the English made instruments. By 1865s practically all 

bands were being supplied with English instruments. In addition to 

Distins the other leading brass makers of 1850 included John Kohler,, 

George Butlers John Callcott, Rudalls Rose and Co. (later Rudalls Rose 

and Carte)s Richart Garrett., Gisborne (Birmingham)s Joseph Greenhill 

I. Henry George Farmer., "Bugle Band, " in Grove's Dictio 
, nary 

of Music and Yusicianss 5th ed. # Vol* I# Eric Bloms ed-9 
Londons 1954# p*1006* 
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(discontinued in 1851),, ' Joseph Higham. (Manchester)# Jordan 

(Liverpool) j. George Keat,, Henry Keat and Sons, Key and Co., 

11ahillon and Co.,, George Metzler and Co. p C. Pace and Sons, John 

Pashen, John Pask.. Johii Roe (Liverpool) 
j Townend (Bradford), and 

Ward (Liverpool) Boos ey was'making woodwind and limited brass 

in 1850 and bought out Distin in 1868. ' Other makers who soon foll- 

owed were Campton and Co. j, Burbage (1855), F. Besson (1858)., Hawkes 

(1860),. and William Hillyard (1862) No important maker of brass 

instruments appeared after 1862. At the end of the century, as 

the industr7 began to recede, the number of manufacturers were re- 

ducedp most of which ceased to exist. Others eliminated the manu- 

facture of ins. truments and became sellers and agents. At the beginn- 

ing of the twentieth century,, only three major makers of brass in- 

struments remained. They were Bessonp Boosey and Hawkese Boosey 

and Hawkes merged in 1930 and merged again with Rudall,, Rose and Carte 

and Besson in recent years. 

The most important innovations of the early 1850's were the in- 

troduction and development of the low brass instruments. 

Although a few low brass instruments were used at the Burton 

contest in 1845a the alt horn and bombardon appeared in the Grenadier 

Guards in 1848 and Phasey began to develop the euphonium just prior 

to 1850# these Instruments were not in general use until after the 

Great Industrial Exhibition of 1851 where various makersp particular- 

ly the French and the Germans, had a wide range of low brass on 
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exhibit* Sax displayed his entire line of saxhorns including the 

baritone., B flat bassp E flat contra bass and B flat contra bass, 

for which the jury awarded the Council Medal saying,, "his saxhorns, 

double bass in E flat and B flat have left ophicleides very far in 

arrear"* Courtois received honourable mention for his bonbardons 

as did Labbaye and Gautrot. F-Sommer of Prussia also received 

honourable mention for his Sommerophone. 

Awards to English makers included the Prize Medal to John K6"hler 

who exhibited a complete range of brasses including a tuba bass s=- 

horn and a "patent lever bombardons, the largest instrument made" [by 

dhler] 
- Koenig and Pask were awarded a Prize Medal for clarinets 

and brass. Their exhibit included a euphonium,. the only mention of 

the instrument by that name at the Exhibition. 

At the conclusion of the Great Exhibition,, Koenig dissolved his 
2 

issociation with Pask and joined Jullien and Co. The English makers 

took full advantage of what they saw and learned at the Exhibition. 

Rudalls Rose and Carte advertised their appointment as being sole 

agent in England for Sax's instruments in 1854. Simultaneous to 

their advertising Sax's instruments., they also offered a complete list 

of saxhorns of their own manufacture at a slightly advanced price over 

StLxls instruments* Key and Coos Distins Kghler, Higham and others 

lo Grisat Exhibition of the Industry of All Nations# Jury Awardsp 
Londong 1851P P-332. 

2* Musical World, November 8,1851, P-719- 
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were able to offer a complete line of saxhorns by 1855- 

In 1851# George MacFarlane exhibited an improved cornet a 

pistons with short action valves which won a Prize Medal- This 

instrument was sold by Rudall., Rose and Carte and led to the short 

action valve euphonium endorsed by Alfred Phasey Jr. in the 1860's. 

Carl Boose's new patent model cornet a piston appeared in 1851* but 

no British Patent is recorded for this instrument. Boose's cornet 

was made by Boosey and Sons and had several unique features includ- 

ing a bell that inclined upwards at an angle of forty-five degreesj, 

not unlike the trumpets of the modern Jazz trumpeter., Dizzy Gilles- 

pie. The instr=ent also could be taken to pieces and placed in 

the pocket. 

In 18569 Key and Coo in co-operation with Radalls Rose and Carte,, 

advertised the solocornu to replace the cornopeans stating: 

"The deficiency as to volume of tone of the Cornopean, as a Leading 

and Solo Instrument for Military Bands., has always been a subject 

of regret. With a view to remedy this defects Messrs, Rudall & Co. 

have been induced to institute a series of practical eaperimentss the 

result of which has proved eminently successful. By the application 

of a scientific calibre of bores an instrument has been produced of a 

rich sonorous., and brilliant quality of tonep combined with the sweet- 

ness of the Cornopeans and a much greater freedom and power; an InatrLx7 

ment calculated to bear up against and make its way through the power- 
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ful Bass and Tenor Brass Instruments in their present improved 

state. The Solocornu in E flat is designed to lead the Brass 
I 

Bands and those in B flat and A flat the Full Military Band-" 

Key and Co. also listed a complete set of saxhorns without 

calling them saxhorns. The price list from 1856 included: so- 

prano horn, tuba in E flat; alto horn, tuba,, in B flat; tenor horn; 

tuba in E flat; baritone horn,, tubav in B flat., sometimes termed 

tenor horn., clavicor or alt horn; bass horn or tuba., in B flat with 

three valves; bass horn$ tubes in B flats euphonionp with four 

valves; contra bass horns tuba., bombardons in E flat; contra bass in 

C or bombardon. Key also listed a "New Model contra bombardon in 

B flat to encircle the body of the performer; the same,, ordinary 

model. In this list we see the beginning of the breakaway from the 

term saxhorn and the use of the terms tenor horns baritone# euphonion 

and bombardono 

Numerous new and modified systems were subject to experimentation 

and patent applications as noted in a : List of patents specificatiom 
2 

relative to brass instrumentse The list of patents registered in 

the British Patent Office from 1851 to 1962 shixvs a wide variety of 

ideas applied to brass instrumentss the majority of which., like A. E. L. 

I* Rudalls Rose and Carte$, Masical Directory,, 1856s np. 
2* Appendix III. 
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Belford's patent of 18559 were continued efforts to modify and 
I 

improve the valve system. Many patents reflected impractical or 

untried principles such as VeScully and B. J*Heywood's proposal in 
2 

1855* to use aluminium. for the construction of instruments. One 

of the most astounding proposals was A. J. Sax's patent of 1865 for 

making brass instruments with an attachment to hold a sulphur base 

antiseptic to keep players healthy as they inhaled the fumes through 
3 

their instrument* 

During the period 1858-1868# Distin and other makers experimented 

with new designs for instruments including circular shapes and adjust- 
1+ 

able and removable bellso In 1860, John Midgley of Keighleyp York- 

shirej, invented a double slide contra bass trombone., two of which were 
5 

built by F. Besson of London* Canon Galpin relates that Jorg Neuschel 

was asked to construct a double slide trombone in 1542 and a collection 

in Cologne contains a double slide trombone made by Jobat Schnitzer of 

Nuremberg dated 1612& Canon Galpin also gives information that about 

1817 Gottfried Weber introduced a bass trombone with a double slide and 

that Rowe (Sic] of Liverpool,, brought out a contra bass possune with a 

14, British Patent No- 558s, may 13. - 1855- 
2* British Patent No* 2084j, September 15,, 1855- 
3e British Patent No. 3-12# January 33., 1865- 
4- Metzler & Waddellj, British Patent No* 1836, August 12s, 1858; 

Henry Distins British Patent Noo 20179 September 6,1858. *- 
A*Saxs, British Patent No. 1284,, May 2j+., 1859; 
MacFarlanep Newton and Carte# British Patent No. 29679 
December 3j, 1860. 

5o Britisk Patent Noo 3194,, December 319 1860- 
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1 
double slide in 1838- (Canon Galpin's reference contains two 

printing mistakes where Rowe is used in error for the correct 

Roe and the date 1738 is given imtead of the correct date of 1838). 

John Midgleyp John Sugden and William Clapham received provisional 
2 

protection for their invention in 1860. These unique contra 

bass trombones were played in Keighley brass bands including Marr- 

iner's Band, by Midgley and William Wilkinson. At the second Mt- 

ional contest held at the Crystal Palace in 1861, a competition was 

held for bass players* The prize for the beat bass solo was a 

new sonorophone bell front contra bass in E flat made by 1. etzler. 

The prize was won by John Midgley playing on his double slide contra 

bass trombone. One of Midgley's contra bass trombones is in coll- 
3 

ection at Keighley 11weum. The other is unknown. 

Although the rotary valve system had been available on brass in- 

struments prior to 1850,, English players consistently preferred 

piston valves* The choice of the piston over rotary stemmed from 

two factorso one of which was tradition. The first valved inst=- 

ments introduced into England were piston valves and bandsmen remained 

loyal to the pistons they first knewe The second reason was one of 

cost. Nearly all dealers and manufacturers quoted their instruments 

1. Rev. F. W. Galpins "The Sackbuts Its Evolution and History", * 
in Proceedinszs of the Musical Association. * XXXIII9 1907# P-17* 

2* Halary of Paris exhibited a contrabass double-slide trombone 
in 1855- 

3* Appendix Us No-13. 
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with piston valves with the added notation that rotary valves could 

be supplied at extra cost. Key and Co. 's price list of 1856 stated, 

"any of the above instruments with rotary actions extra Z2.2.0. " 

To bandsmen paying Z9 for a tenor horn., the extra two guineas for 

rotary valves seemed to be an unnecessary and expensive luxury. Some 

of Distin's imported instruments had rotary valves but these were in 

minority to the piston valve instruments. 

Two patented attempts were made to provide an English rotary 

action for band instrumentso The valves of William A* Distins, brother 

to Henry Distin, are described in the patent specification as a partly 

rotary action. The January 15,1857 patent of Joseph Higham of Man- 

chesters incorporated the appearance of piston valves with a mechani- 
2 

cal rotary action* Higham! s valve stems passed do; m through the 

"Valve" casings which looked, from the exteriors like piston valve 

casings. The valve stem actually was a long rod connected to a rot- 

ary valve located below the "valve" casing.. hences with its valve stemss 

valve caps, and the three false valve casingsp the instrument did not 

have the foreign look associated with most rotary actions. Even with 

these concessions to appearance., the rotary action was not accepted 

by bandsmen. The traditional preference for piston valves remains 

with English brass players of todayo Not until mid twentieth century 

I* British Patent No. 2688, November 280 1855o 
2* British Patent No. 123P January 15s 1857- 
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did English railitary band and orchestral horn players give up their 

piston valve French horns in favour of the universally accepted 

rotary valve models. 

In reference to piston valves, Algernon Rose gives credit to 

William Brown of London,, for the invention of modern valve guides 

which keep the pistons from rotating inside the valve casing. Brown 

was an apprentice brass instrument maker working for Richart Garrett 

at 61* King Street. According to Rose., Brown invented in 18501, what 

are now known as the guides* Originally when the p iston was de- 

pressed,, projecting screws caught in nicks in the valve case and the 

spring was squeezed together as the valve was lowered. Rose relates 

that, 

"for these screws Yr. Brown substituted a circular piece of brass the 

diameter of a threepenny piecep having two prongs to it* Passing 

the pronged disc edgeways through the slots,, he twisted it round and 

allowed it to drop horizontallyp with the prongs, sticking out at the 

base of the apertures. A spiral spring was then placed within the 

tube or spring--box., above the "guides" or prongsj, and around the 

piston rod. Over the cylinder was next screwed the top washer, padded 

underneath with cork having a hole in its centre through which the 

spindle of the piston worked. Lastly# the finger-button was affixed 

to the end of the spindle, and the valve was complete. Brown's two 

guides, however, were not perfect. Courtois improved themp by making 

three slots and a tripod of three prongs. This admitted of less 

sticking and unsteadiness and ensured that the pump could not turn 
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round in the slightest degree, so that the wind-ways of the pump 

were kept in their exact places. The principle of triple guides 

is now universally adopted. " 

John Shaw's patent for swivel valves had expired by 1855 and 

Kohler discontinued production of swivel valves within a few years 

following, the patent expiration. Kohler then equipped all his brasses 

with Perinet type piston valves as used by nearly all other makers. 

Experimentation continued for better valves and in 1862., George Robert 

Samson received British Patent No. 12J+5 for a new valve system called 
2 

finger slides* Samson's system employed the use of moving slides 

rather than a piston to divert the air columm His invention was 

improved by Charles A. Goodison and instruments were made by Rudalls 
3 

Roses Carte and Co. Production of these instruments with Samson's 

finger slides was limited and only a few specimens are found in modern 

collections. 

Encouraged and influenced by Sax's numerous innovations., many of 

them successful,, English makers experimented with new designs and 

shapes,, hoping to also develop something that would revolutionise brass 

instruments as did the saxhorns. In 1856, Metzler and Waddell pat- 
4 

ented their circular shape and bell front euphoniums and basses. 

1. Algernon Rose., Talks With Bandsmen, London, n. d.,, c. 1895,, 
pp. 190-1910 

2. British Patent No. 12)+5j, April 29j, 1862* 
3- Adam Carses Musical Wi 

, nd Instruments., London# 1939* P-74- 
4. British Patent No. 1836, August 12,, 1858- 
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Metzler owned a long established London =. xsic house and instrument 

manufacturer* James Wadaell. reorganized the band of the First Life 

Guards in 1832 and stayed on as director of music until 1863- He 

died in Kensington on April 10,, 1879- The instruments patented by 

Metzler and Waddell 'were tuba shaped,, bell front instruments,, not 

unlike those employed by modern American bands. The primary differ- 

ence between these sonorophones and modern bell front instruments 

was that on the Metzler-Waddell instruments,, the mouthpiece came 

from the centre of the instrument and bent across the main tubing 
1 

at the top centre. 

On modern instruments the mouthpipe and bell are located on the 

same side with the mouth-pipe soldered to the bell tube for strength. 

These instruments were awarded a medal at the International Exhibition 
2 

in London in 1862, but received little in English bands, 

Almost simultaneous with Metzler and Waddell's patent for bell 

front instruments was Distin's patent of Septemberp 1858# for centre- 
3 

bell instruments* Distin's centre-bell. was designed in basic shape 

to look somewhat like the body portion of the French horn except that 

the bell pointed forward from the centre of the instrument. These 

instruments were made with rotary valves in a family or set from so- 

prano through baritone and gave the ultimate in compactness. Although 

1. Appendix VI,, No. l. 
2. An engraving of the London Rifle Brigade Band in the Illustrated 

London Newss June 29j 1861, p. 603# shows at least two of these 
instruments in the band. 

3. - British Patent No. 2017., September 6,1858. 
40 Appendix VIj, N6.2. 
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the design of these instruments was a practical ones very few bands 

adopted the centre-bell models. 

Distin continued to introduce improvements and new ideas- In 

1864, he patented his light valvess which were eventually copied by 

ma ny mak ers 7he light valves were combined with equisonant pistons 

which "have an equal bore throughout,, consequently instruments with 

these pistons possess an evenness and an equality of tone that cannot 

be produced upon instruments with ordinary pistons. " Distin's price 

list of 1869 shows a tenor horn listed at Z40 with equisonant pistonst 

Z5- The twenty-five per cent increase in price for the better valves 

placed a difficult decision on bands with limited funds for the pur- 

chase of new instruments. 

From the unsuccessful centre-bell instruments$ Distin progressed 

to a new design called Ventil Horns. These ventil horns, made in the 

early 1860's, were a type of saxhorn-flugel horn built in*compact cir- 

cular shape with the bell pointing upwarcb, similar to the saxhorn7 

tuba shape except the tubing was coiled in flat tight circles# rather 
23 

than an open oval. Ventil horns were included in Distin's price 

list of 1869 with the following description: 

"A very pleasing effect is produced by small Brass Bandsj composed of 

1- British Patent No. 3-896, JulY 30a 1864. 
2* Appendix VI., No- 3,4- 
3. In 1862, H-Distin became Distin & Co.., and in 1868, the business 

was sold to Boosey & Co. who maintained the name Distin & Cc* 
until 1885- 
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Distin & Co. 's Ventil Horns exclusively. They are all made upon 

the circular model* The Ventil Horn has a mellow rich tone similar 

to the Flugel Horn. " 

The ventil horns were made in soprano., alto, tenor, baritone 

and bass sax bass or euphoni= class* They were not widely acc- 

epted as a substitution or replacement for saxhorns. These ventil 

horns were erroneously pictured and described as the original sax- 
1 

horns in. Geiri"er's books, Musical Instrumentso From Distin's ventil 

horns came three instruments which enjoyed limited successi, the 

Koenig Horns, the Tenor Cor and the Ballad Horn. These three instru- 

ments were made in circular form along the lines of the ventil. horn 

with the general exception of having the bell pointing down$ rather 

than up* The Koenig horn and the ballad horn were actually variations 

on the cornet a pistons or contralto saxhorn. The Koenig horn was 

inspired by the famous cornet soloists, Herr Koenig* The ballad horns 

built in C# occasionally in the baritone range., was a late nineteenth 

century innovation to allow amateur brass players to read the melodic 

line from the piano scoree Anthony Baines gives credit to Distin 

for the invention of the ballad horn in 1870 and states that the bell 

was directed upwards or forwardsp but Distin had sold his business to 
2 

Boosey and Co-! ýand moved to America in 1868. The ballad horn was 

taken from the ventil horn family by Boosey and Co. and given the new 

pitch of C and the new name of ballad horn. 
1- Karl Geiringers Musical Instruments# Londons 1943, pl. LXII. 
2* Anthony Baines$, "Ballad Horn"s in Grove's Dictionary of 

Ybsic and tfuzicians,, Vol. l., Eric Blom., edas London,, 199+9 P-375- 
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The tenor cor was designed by Distin just prior to selling his 

business and a description of the tenor cor was given in Distin's 

1869 catalogue. "Messrs. Distin and Co. beg to call attention to the 

newly-invented horn or tenor cor., which combines the mellow tone of 

the French horn with the fulness (sic) of the tenor. The fingering 

is the same as the cornet,, hence a great desideratum hitherto greatly 

required in military bands is obtained* Up to the present timep the 

disablement of the French horn player in the bond of a Regiment has 

caused the immediate loss of that instrument, the fingering of the 

French horn being so totally different from that of any other instru7 

ment. " 

Distin's original tenor cor was built in F or E flat in saxhorn 

tuba shape. It differed from the sax tenor horn in that the bell had 
1 

a very wide flair similar to the bell of the French horn. Sometime 

after 1870, Distin and Co. $ followed by others, produced the tenor cor 

in circular shape with the bell pointing down., giving the appearance 

of a French horn with valves played by the right hand. The tenor cor$ 

being designed as a French horn substitute,, 'was generally accepted by 

amteur military bands and is still used by such groups for this purpose- 

As the French horn was seldom used in the brass band after 1860, the 

tenor cor was not used by brass bandsmen who preferred the sax tenor 

horn. 

1. Appendix VI,, No-3- 
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At the period when Distin sold his works to Boosey,, the instru- 

ments were still basically hand made. Distin and co-es production 

book of 3-868, now in the possession of Doosey and Hawkes, lists the 

instruments produced and the name of the individual craftsmen 'Who 

made each instrument. Although no one man made an instrument comr- 

pletely from start to finish., the master craftsmen were responsible 

for the constructions assembly and final quality of individual irr- 

struments. Boosey and Co. s successor to Distin and Co-s claim to be 

the first to introduce the'use of drawn brass tubes in the manufacture 
I 

of brass instruments. 

Beginning in 1865, British patents began to reflect the interest 

taken in the natural problems of intonation created by the use of 

three valves in combination. In Paris# P. L. Gautrot developed a system 

for horns which compensated the vulve slides when the horn was crooked 

into a lower key. This systeme-equitonequ received British Patent 

No* 741j, March 16,1865 under the name of W-Brooks, but was not 

accepted by English musicians. Extensive experiments with compen- 

sation were carried out in Brussels and Paris but the system de- 

vised by D. J. Blaikley in 1878 and improved in 1892 (to avoid bore 
2 

constriction) received widest use. Blaikley.. working for Boosey 

and Co. p developed a system in which comper3sation for sharp tones 'was 

1. Algernon Ros e., Talks With Bandsmen,, London., n. d. 9 c- 1895- 
pp-69p 212p 213. 

2. British Patent No. 4618p November 3J+p 1878; British Patent 
No. 21,709* November 282 1892. 
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accomplished without compromise or the use of additional valves. 

Small lengths of tubes, brought into use as the valves were used 

in combination, caused the tones to sound at their exact correct 

pitch* Fortunately for Boosey and Co. # the International Patents 

Convention of 1883 gave a fair amount of protection to the patent. 

Blaikley's compensating system has been the most successful and 

widely used patent of all British patents relative to brass instru! - 

ments., and is still an important feature of current lower brass in- 

struments produced by Boosey and Hawkes. 

British Patents continued to be granted in all areas of instrL'"* 

ment development and in . 18939 patent applications began to be re- 

ceived for inventions relative to mouthpieces. The first of these 

was granted to S-A-Chappell for a mouthpiece made with a triangular 

bore,, which was developed by Albert, the clarinet maker in Brussels- 

The Alberts were established in 1846 as manufacturers of woodwinds- 

Rendall states that Jullien first introduced Albert clarinets in Eng- 
1 

land in the 1850's- S-Arthur Chappel. 1 took over Jullien's business 

in 1858 and continued the Albert agency. In the Albert brass mouth- 

piecep the "cup is cut away pyramidically., into three planes, which 
2 

would meet at a point in the centre of the nooks By this it is 

claimed that the rotation of breath which was thought to cause power 

loss is prevented, and the sheet of vibratory air is enabled to pass 

I* F. Geoffrey Rendall.. The Clarinet., London# 1954s p. 111. 
2. Appendix VI, No. 9. 
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freely into the instrument., so that high notes can be struck with 

less than usual effort and low ones sounded with comparative ease. " 

Other patents were received for mouthpieces with rubber., leather 

or cloth covered rims to prevent irritation to the lipse Mouth- 

pieces with spring attachments to absorb shock to bandsmen's lips 

while marching were also unsuccessfully introduced in 1897 in a patent 
2 

by C. A. Allison. E-C-Roark and C. A*Dickinson of the U. S4-A- entered 
3 

a similar patent in 193.3. In 1897, H. H. Lake patented a mouthpiece 

invented by Keyes., Smith and Smith of the U. S. A. , with internal spiral 
4 

ribs to produce helical air movement. This mouthpiece was predated 

by the similar device invented by Guilbaute Rose. suggested,, howeveri, 

that the grooves in these mouthpieces were apt to get filled with 
5 

dirt. 

From 1893 to 1901P seven patents were received and granted for 

various modifications of mouthpiecesj, none of which produced lasting 

results. In 1907, A-J-Burr of the U. S. A. received British Patent No. 
6 

24P526 for a mouthpiece with an adjustable cup and throat. These 

adjustable mouthpieces have received limited use by professional 

musicians but have never received prolonged consideration from bandsmen. 

10 Algernon Rose, Talks With Bandsmen, London,, nd... c-1895, P-40- 
2- British Patent No. 165# i7rz=7 4s, 1897- 
3. British Patent No. 26#219s November 15s 1923. 
4. British Patent No. 6166,, March 9,9 1897- 
5, Algernon Rose, Talks With Bandsmens London,, n. d. p c-1895.. 

P-40. 
6* British Patent No. 24,526, November 5.9 1907- 
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Of all the brass instruments the trombone and bass trombone were 

transformed the least. In 1884 C-A-Goodison., who had improved 
1 

Samson's finger slidess patented a double slide trombone* The idea 

was not original and the purpose was to reduce the length of each 

trombone position by half so as to enable quicker and cleaner movement 

from note to note. D. J. Blaikley who devised the compenzating system 

for Boosey and Co.., produced a modification to the trombone tuning 
2 

slide in 18929 J-H. Gillmartin working with Besson and Co. # made a 

trombone which allowed a shorter first position when needed by spring 
3 

action. In 1903 a complicated system was patented in which an add- 

itional slide attached to the trombone moved with the motion of the 
4 

main slide by means of a string and a pulleye Practical inventions 

'were patented by C. Grinsted and E-E-Stuart in 1904. when they introduced 
5 

a valve for ejecting water from the slide and a slide lock. 

For the most part the patents relative to trombones were either 

inconsequential or minor modifications. The tenor trombone with its 

small bore., remained unchanged in the brass band until after World War 

II* It was after the War that manufacturers began to make tenor trom- 

, 
bones with a larger bore. The original size trombones were superseded 

by the large bore tenor trombones and by 1960 these small "pea-shooter" 

1. British Patent No. 3951p February 26,1881+- 
2* British Patent No. 21#709* November 28p 1892. 
3- British Patent No. lo, 896., may is 3-897- 
4- British Patent No. 1236,, january 17., igo3. 
5* British Patent No. 21#12)+$ October is 19C4; 

British Patent No. 21,12% October 1,9 1901+- 
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trombones were rarely seen. The G bass trombone remained unchanged 

and unnodified., although in the 1960's the B flat bass trombone with 

F attachment has been introduced into some bands replacing the G 

bass trombone. 

Ninety-one British patentas, relative to brass instruments., were 

recorded during the nineteenth century- The number of brass bands 

continued to grow until the last decade of the century when amateur 

brass bands were at their zenith., Manufacturers worked constantly 

to supply the newly formed bands and the expanding established bands 

with brass instruments. Beason employed one hundred and thirty-one 

men in their London factory in 1895 where one hundred brass instruments 

were produced each week. Fifty-two thousand Besson instruments had 

been made in London from their establishment there in 1862 until the 

year 1895* Joseph Higham, was established in Manchester in 1842 and 

produced his sixty thousandth instrument in 1893* Ninety men were 

employed by Higham in 1895. One hundred men worked at the Boosey and 

Co. factory during this last decade of the century. Other leading 

firms producing brass instruments just prior to 1900 were; George 

Butlerj, Gisborne and Co.,. Mahillon and Co. (London branch),, Metzler and 

Co. 
j, 

Rudall., Carte and Co. # Silvani and Smith and R. J. Ward and Sons. 

From 1900 until 1962.. eighty-five patents pertaining to brass in- 

struments were registered with the London Fatent Office. Except for 
I 

the German development of the double French horn in B flat and F., these 

1. British Patent No. 263,4-60., October 2., 1926. 
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patents were either minor improvements to existing system or were 

of little significance. Valves continued to receive the most att- 

ention from inventors., particularly compensating systems. The 

popularity of the cornet in the theatre and symphony orchestra drew 

attention to rapid change devices from B flat to A. The non7standard 

pitch for bands also brought attention to various methods of fine 

tuning. 

A summary of twentieth century British patents shows the follow- 

ing table of patents in nine categories: 

Patents 1900-1962 Brass Instruments 

New or modified compensating devices 
and valve systems 29 

Modifications to mouthpieces 10 

Mutes 9 

Modifications to trozbones 7 

Transposition systems 

Tuning devices 5 

Modification or new water keys 5 

New designs for special effects 2 

Miscellaneous 12 

Total 85 

By 1900,, the basic design for brass instruments as used by the 

brass band was well established and except for minor modifications 
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and improvements, the same instruments are used in present day brass 

bandse The rotary and side action valves of Germanyj, the American 

bell front instrumentsj, the sousaphone# the American amalgamation of 

the baritone and the euphonium and the orchestral B flat-F bass trour- 

bone have all failed to make any noticeable influence in the basic 

instr=ents used by brass bandsmen. 

At the turn of the centuryp the number of bands stabilized and 

then began a steady decrease. The manufacturers were faced with a 

marketing problem due to the fact that very few new bands were being 

formed. As established bands disbanded., the market was flooded with 

used instruments.. often nearly new., at very low prices. Scientific 

changes and advancements greatly altered the entertainment habits and 

tastes of the public. Jazz and social dancing became instantly pop- 

ular- Suddenly the brass band,, as an entertainment mediumj, became an 

old-fashioned curiosity and the number of bands continued to diminish 

at a rapid rate. The War of 1934-1918., greatly reduced the bands as 

the men enlisted in the war effort. They returned from the War to a 

different world, and banding, having lost its appeal., reached a very 

low ebb* In 1924s Gisbox-ne and Co., who had been making band instnx7 

ments in Birmingham since 1839., closed down. 

After the Wars the only companies still manufacturing brass instx%17 

ments were; 1-fahillon (discontinued in 1922)., Joseph Highams Metzler and 

Coop Hawkes., Rudall., Carte and Co.., Boosey and Co.,, and Besson. All 
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of these companies reduced their domestic output greatly., looking to 

foreign markets for sales. During the economic crisis of 1930 the 

number of companies manufacturing brass instruments was again reduced. 

Metzler and Co. closed down and Joseph Higham of Manchester was taken 

over by Mayer and Harrison who were sellers and dealers only. Boosey 

and Hawkes merged their two great music houses that same year* As 

England entered World War II,, the only remaining makers of brass in- 

struments were Boosey and Hawkes., Besson and Rudall., Carte and Coo 

These companies discontinued the manufacture of instruments and re- 

designed their plants for the war effort and very few instruments were 

made during the war years. Boosey and BaWkes purchased Rudalls Carte 

and Co. and Besson in the 1950's., leaving at the present time (1970)., 

only one-major manufacturer (Boosey & Hawkes) of brass instruments in 
1 

the United Kingdom. 

Although experiments with brass instruments have been continuous in 

England for nearly two hundred years# the greatest changes and advance- 

ments occurred during the period 1800-1880. By this later dates the 

instruments of the brass banareached a standard of designs appearance 

and performance that has altered little in modern bands. Gradual minor 

improvements have steadily increased the quality of instruments but 

basicallyp they remain unchanged. 
1. The Salvation Arn7 maintains a small factory at Ste Albans for 

the manufacture of their own instruments. 
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"The existence of the military band led to the formation 

of amateur bands and from the 1830's the starting point of the 
1 

people's brass bands. " - Henry George Farmer. 

Newspaper accounts of vestive occasions held during the first 

decade and a half of the nineteenth century often mention bands of 

rmi ic in attendance. Without a known exception, these bands of 

music (other than the military service) were always nameless. Possibly 

this was due to their non-attachment to a specific organization* The 

desire of newspaper editors to patronize the local regimental officers 

by mentioning their band but not the "competitiorel,, may have been a 

factor. More likely,, these loosely organized early bands may have 

had no regular name. After 1815p when there were few military bands 

available and the amateurs were more frequently called upon for their 

services,, these bands were occasionally mentioned by name or by the 

leader's name. 

Newly organized amateur bands received inspiration from the 

military bands, but did not exactly duplicate the instrumentation 

established by the military men. Being amateurs,, they did not have 

the strong professional leadership which demanded conformity to 

specific requirements. More important, the bandsmen were willing 
1- Henry George Farmer, T"he Rise and Development 

_of 
military 

YUsic2 London, 1912, p. 108* 
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to accept players based on the availability of instruments. 

The Royal Artiller7 Band of 1806, was composed of twenty-six 

players., an unusually large band but the instruments used were 

typical of the period. 

1 
Royal Artillery Band 1806 

1 soprano clarinet 3 trombones 

6 clarinets 2 trumpets 

I flute 2 French horns 

hautboys 1 serpent 

2 bassoons 1 bass horn 

drums 

26 players, total 

No record of the instrumentation of an amateur band of the first 

ten years of the nineteenth century is available. By 1812# the 

Royal Artillery Band had thirty-eight performers including boys and 

black drixmerso whilat the Coldstream Guards Band had twenty-two 
2 

players in 1815* This figure of twenty-two players was more rep- 

resentative of the size of military bands just prior to Waterloo than 

was the extra large band of the Royal Artillery* 

. I. Henry George Farmers, A History of the Royal Artillery Bands 
London., 1954.. p. 85- 

2- Henry George Farmer.. Military Musics Lonclons, 1950j, p. 42. 
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The earliest recorded instrumentation, of an English amateur 

band is that of the Stalybridge Bandp in Cheshire, 'which had organ- 

izational beginnings as early as 1812, and was firmly established 
1 

in 1814. The instrumentation of the Stalybridge Band included 

nineteen players and was patterned along the lines of the contemp- 

orary military bands. 

2 
Stalýridpce- 1814 

flutes 2 French horns 

clarinets 1 serpent 

2 bassoons 1 bass horn 

1 bugle horn 1 drum 

1 trumpet 1 triangle 

1 cynbals. 

19 players$ total 

Analysis of this instrumentation reflects changing trends and 

the availability of instruments and players. The absence of oboes 

was a continuation of their diminishing importance. Inclusion of 

four flutes rather than one or two,, was the result of the great pop, 

ularity of the flute among amateur musicians* Flute players could 

I* Stalybridge Old Band, Stalybridges 1914# pp. Us 12. 
2. Ibid.,, p. 12. 
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be found in nearly every community. Entire operas and oratorios 

were printed in arrangements for flute solo. 11acfarrens when 

visiting the Isle of Man in 18371 found the available resources 

there to be a few violins., one violoncello., one clarinet and 

sixteen flutes. The exclusion of trombones was not unusual,, for 

trombones were not always included in military bands of this period. 

The bugle horn$ although not identified as such,, was in all proba- 

bility Halliday's keyed bugle which gained immediate popularity and 

use from 1810. 

The first public appearance of the Stalybridge Band occurred 

on the Monday before Easterp 1834- No engagements were taken until 

June 2)+j, 1815 when the band played for the foundation stone-laying 
2 

of the Chapel Street Sunday Schools in Stalybridge. In 1816, the 

band numbered twenty-one players and acquired a set of sky blue uni- 

form for a procession in Glossop. The practice of amateur bands 

dressing in uniforms as did the military bands was not unusual. 

Other bands followed suit although the expense was prohibitive for 

some* 

Stalybridge's performance in 1824 can in no way be considered 

the first performance by an amateur band., but it can be regarded as 

the first recorded performance by a named band. The Stalybridge 

band has never ceased to function and is still known at present by 

1. Henry Davey, HistojX of English Music,, London,, 1895, P-449. 
2. Stalybridge-Old Band., Stalybridge., 1914., pp. 12j, 13. 
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the same n3me. 

In 1816, Peter Whartons a publican, formed a reed band at 

the Old Dolphin in the village now known as Queensbury., near Brad- 

fords Yorkshire. Little is known of this band other than the fact that 

one of the original members was John Fosters and that after a period 

of years., the band disbanded. A second village band., known as the 

Queenshead Bands was organized in 1833 as a reed band and continued 

until 1855s when it was reorganized as a brass band sponsored by 

Messrs, John Foster and Sons and renamed the Black Dike Mills Band. 

The instrumentation of bands in the military service was greatly 

reduced after 18159 being limited to ten players and a bandmaster 
2 

by a War Office regulation in 1821. This move to small bands by the 

military service plus the severe economic depression which followed 

the war., resulted in the newly formed amateur bands limiting their 

numbers to ten to fourteen players. 

In 1818, Messrs. Johnp James and Joseph Clegg., cotton manufact- 

urers., in the village of Besses ol th' Barn, near 'Wbitfield., Lancashire.. 

formed a reed band of which they bore all costs and expenses. This is 

the first instance of an amateur band being supported by the owners or 

management of a local works or mill. Originally the band was known 
3 

as Clegg's Reed Band., John Clegg playing on the keyed bugle. By 1821,, 
le Frank BarTett,, A Histq= 

-of 
Rueensbu s Queensburys 1963, p-132. 

2. Henry George Farmerp Ifilitary Music,, London., 1950,, pp. 1+3,, 44. 
3- Joseph N. Hampson., Origin, History and Achievements of the Besses 

o' thl- Barn Band., Northampton., n. d.., c. 1892., p-9. 
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the band became knawn as the Besses ol thl Barn Band. The instru- 

mentation for the band included twelve players. 

1 
Besses, 0' th' Barn 1818 

1 piccolo 2 French horns 

clarinets 
I keyed bugle 

1 trumpet 

12 players# total 

1 troribone 

2 bass horns 

1 bass drum 

This instrumentation was not unusual for the periods but does 

show the use of three instruments relatively new to bands* Of these,, 

the piccolo was the newest* Beethoven's first use of the piccolo in 

his orchestral scores was in his Symphony No* 5s completed in 3-807- 

The piccolo# at first an orchestral instrument., was not generally in- 

cluded in reed bands until after 1820. The keyed bugle had only been 

available for eight years and was beginning to receive widespread use 

in bands* Although the bass horn was introduced in 1800j, many bands 

continued to use serpents because of their avtilability- It would 

appear that the Clegg brothers., in outfitting their band, selected the 

latest instruments available to ensure a good band., hence the appear- 

ance of the piccolo., keyed bugle and bass horns. 

I* Joseph N. Hampson., Origins History and Ac hievements of the Desses 
o' thl Barn Bands Northampton., n. dep c*1892# p,, 99 
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EmPhasis has been given to works., mill and colliery bands by 

most historians., but village and town bands have always far out- 

nunbered those bands supported by industryo From a journalistic 

point of view., bands connected with a specific works were easier to 

identify and it my have seemed more worthwhile to write about the 

existence of such bands. The Stalybridge Band was active from 1811+s 

participated in the Peterloo disturbances in 1819., as well as numer- 

ous other public occasions$ yet., being a town band with no industrial 

endorsements the band and others of similar organizations received no 

mention (by name) from contemporary writers, including the eye wit- 

nesses at Peterloos who only mention the presence of bands of =Isic. 

Seldom in the local history of Stalybridges is the band mentioned un- 

til a history of the band was written in 1914. 

Contrasted with the unpublicised existence of the Stalybridge 

band is William Gardiner's account of John Struttl s band. "About 

the year 1820p Mr. John Strutt of Belper selected forty or more per- 

sons from his mills and workshopas making a band of instrumental 

performers and a choir of singerse These persons are regularly 

trained by masters., and taught to play and sing in the beat manner. 

Whatever time is consumed in their studies., is reckoned into their 

working hours. On the night of a general musters you may see five 

or six forge men in their leather apronss blasting their terrific 

notes upon ophicleides and trombones. Soon after commencement of 
this music schools it was found that the proficients were liable to 
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1 
be enticed aways and to commence as teachers of mi ic-11 The 

Harmonicon contained the additional account# "At a great sacrificep 

both of time and money,. he EStrutt] encourages its practice among 

his male and female operativess and engages a wwic master from Derby, 

twice or thrice a week, to give them lessons. " 
2 

From the phrasing, used by Gardiner, it would appear that 

Strutt's employees' band was still active in 1838- This is sugg- 

e3ted by his mention of trombones and ophicleides. Trombones were 

not always included in bands prior to 1820,, but by 1830-1835 were in- 

cluded in nearly every band. The ophicleide was developed in Paris 

by Halary in 1817., but he did not receive his patent until 1821. 

Gardiner's mention of trombones and ophicleides was from observation 

of the band at the time of his writing Masic and Friends. 

A bana composed of mining employees was established at Nent Head, 

Cumberland,, about 18202 through the encouragement of the London Lead 

Company* The sun of Z5 was given annually for the band and a small 

band room was provided for rehearsals. 

By 1820,, bands whose existence is recorded had been established 

in Derbyshire., Cheshire,, Lancashire.. Yorkshire and Cumberland. These 

known bands (Belper., Stalybridgep Besses ol thl Barn,, Queenshead and 

Nent Head) were not isolated cases. Numerous other bands whose names 
have not been recorded were in existence. The Sheffield Mercur-Y 

I* William Gardiner., Music and Friends$ Vol*20 London., 1838s, P-512. 2. Harmonicons Volel, 1833# P-72* 
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gave instructions for the procession in Honour of George IVj. "and 

the band of music t0 play ... that at ending with the words., 'God 

Save the King'. a general roll of drum and a chorus of wind in- 

struments be accompanied with three huzzas of the populace-" Hamp, 

son in his history of the Besses ol thl Barn Band described a con- 

test on July 19,1821s in connection with a procession marking the 

coronation of George IV. This contest was a spontaneous gesture on 

the part of William Johnson., a prominent band leader of that time., 

who drew Basses and numerous other bands togetherp offering a prize 
2 

for the band that should play best a piece of its own choice. 

The village of Ecclesfields near Sheffieldq must have had a band 

as early as 1820-1821., for the diary of Septimus Lester contained the 

following entry for May 9,9 1822; "Thomas Loxley buried today$ Thurs- 

days My 9. Being in the m-1sical band at Ecclesfield and likewise a 
3 

ringer, was buried with honours due his rarIc. Aged 45 years. " The 

Reve Dr. Gatty wrote., "The Ecolesfield Village Band is a primeval 
4 

institution. I should imagine there has always been one. " 

The first Dewsbury Band was formed in 1824- Russell and Elliot 

state that the band was made up of clarinets and brass instruments and 

I. Sheffield Mercurys February 12s 1820. 
2. Joseph N. Hampsons Origin, 

- 
History and Achievements of the Besses 

o' th' Barn Band, Northampton., n-dej, C. 1892., p. 10. 
3- Thomas Winder, ed... An old Ecclesfield Dia Sheffields 

1921v P-58. 
4. Alfred Gatty. A Life at One Living,, London# 1884, P-38- 
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that it disbanded in 1836, only to be reorganized with the Batley 
1 

Band just prior to 1853- About 1825., Moses Berry, colliery man- 

ager for the Bridgewater Trusteesp established a reed band at Edge- 

fold$ Worsley, engaging Yr* John Fawcett to teach the band and 

arrange the m3sic* Fawcett was a clarinet player and former leader 

of the Kendal Volunteer Band. After long service to bands* Fawcett 

died at BoltonA October 26,1867, where a monument was erected by pub- 
2 

lic subscription* Although the instrumentation of the band at Edge- 

fold is not given., it probably was patterned closely to the military 

bands of the period, i. e.,, one flute, two clarinets., two oboes., two 

bassoonsi, one trumpet,, two horns., serpent or bass horn and drums. By 

1825j the London Lead Company's band at Rent Head had been in existence 

for five successful years and other bandswere organized at Long 
3 

Uartonj, Stanhope., Garrigill and other villages. 

In 1828., the Bramley Band., later known as Bramley Old Band,, 

1. John F-Russell and J-H-Elliots The Brass Band Movements 
London, 1936, p. 67 

2. William 1jillington: Sketches of Local Musicians and 1,1usical 
Societies, Pendleburyp 1884.. P-57- 

3- Arthur Raistrick., "Two Centuries of Industrial Welfare"j, 
London, 1938, P-71- 

4- The addition of the word "old! ' to the names of brass bands became 
a practice from the 1870's when many towns and villages began to 
organize other bands in addition to the origimlo Often these 
second bands were temperance bands. The original band then took 
the added title of "old" to distinguish it from the newer rival 
bands. At this time,, bands also added the words "prize" to their 
name as prizes were accumulated from contests. The word silver 
band again comes from this period when bands began to purchase 
complete sets of instruments in electro silver plate. 
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was formed as a reed band with thirteen players* The band was 

formed by Edward Healing., a farmer and weaver of Bramley. 

1 
Bramley Band 1831 

4 clarinets 
I keyea bugle 

2 trorrbone3 

1 serpent 

2 French horns 1 drum 

2 trumpets 

13 players,, total- 

The Keighley I&seum (Yorkshire) contains a comprehensive coll- 

ection of early band instruments and band memiorabilia which includes 

a band book'with a coloured cover page depicting musical instruments 
2 

and a page of music entitled God Save the King, * The page is headed 

"Timothy Rhodesp Leader of Keighley Hew Band-" Two clues are given 

by the band book.. which is not designated., but appears to be a flute 

booke Certainly the book was pre-Victorian., as implied in the music 

title., God Save the Ki and it would appear that there was a band 

prior top or in addition to Timothy Rhodes' New Band. No information 

is available as to the other instruments or the exact date of the 

Keighley New Band. 

The iron and coal industries of Wales, and nearby English comn- 
1. J. E. Hesling Miite., Short History of Bramley Band., 

B. G. Sawrey, ad.,, Bramley, 1906,, p. 4* 
2* Appendix VI,, No. 6. 
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unities., fostered several early bands, some of which may have been 

the first all brass bands in Britain- In 1831., Colonel Wood's 

election committee for Breconshires engaged the band of the Nant Y 

Glo Iron Works., Aberystwith., for five days- The band consisted 

of thirteen men and one boy., for which they were paid wages at the 

rate of seven shillings per day for the men and five shillings per 
I 

day for the boy,, the total wages for five days being Z24. Llan 
12 

Festiniog of Merionethshires, North Wales,, established a band in 1832. 

The first suggestion of a completely brass instrumentation 

comes from Enderby Jackson's accoLmt in the British Musician of 1896. 

According to Jacksons one of the first brass bands to be formed was 

established in Blainas South Walesp in 1832.3 (Blaina Jss however; 

in Yonmouthshire). Jackson's source concerning the foundation of 

the band was a Ih? s- Henry Schallehns wife of a well known bandmaster 

of the mid 1800'so I! rs- Schallehn was a daughter to Mr. Browns 

whose iron works supported the band in Blaina* The works traveller 

brought cornopeans from Amsterdam for the Blaina Band. No further 

I. John Lloyd, Early History of the Old South Wales Iron Works, o 
London., 1906, P-175- 

2. Brass Band Annual 1895, Sibseys Bostons 1895P P-38- 
3- Enderby Jackson, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s 

in British Misician, Julyp 1896, P-152. 
4. Henry Schallehn was bandmaster'of the Crystal Palace Band in 

1851j. and served as head of the Royal Military School of Music, 
Kneller Hall., for two years* 
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evidence of the instrumentation of the band is available. it 

has not been clearly established that the band was composed en- 

t. irely of brass instruments. 

Bands continued to be formed in the early 1830's- At Boll- 

ington., Cheshire,, where Samuel Greg established a Will in 1832, the 

employees had a band made up of clarinetS.. horns and other wind in- 
1 

strumentse Rotherham had a band in the 1830'si. according to a 
2 

letter written by W. Nayler in 1890- Amateur bands were active in 

the York areas for an advertisement for Clarkson's ILsical Repository 

in York announced; "militax-y and country bands supplied on the very 
3 

lowest terms. " The. Northallerton band played for a dinner cele- 

brating W-Duncombels election to Parliament in January., 1833" and 

the ceremo: py for the ground breaking of the Whitby to Pickering rail- 

way included a band of music. 

Amateur bands prior to 1833 were often callea country bandsj, or., 

less informa3-ly,, reed bands,, and their instrumentation approximated 

that of the military bands. No evidence strongly indicates that any 

of these bands 'were of all brass Imstr=entation. 

The true English bmss band had its beginning in 1833- John 

Distin,. already established as the leading keyed bugle player in Eng- 

land, and second only to Harper on the slide trumpets accepted the 

10 E. D. Mackerness., A Social History of En-qlish Ifusic,, Londons 
1964, P-131- 

2* W. Nayler.. a letter to the "Rotherham Advertiser" of April l5s 
1890., in Reminiscences of Rotherham and District., Rotherhams 
18910 p. 42. 

3- York Chronicles July 25s 1833. 
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position of bandmaster to the Marquis of Breadalbane at Taymouth 

Castlep Scotland, 'where he continuously practised with his four 

sonso each of the five playing on brass instruments. Distin began 

teaching his sons at a very early age, for a correspondent in the 

Athenae for 1838, wrote that shortly after the disbandment of the 

private band of George IV (about 1830). Distin and his sons, two of 

whom., Henry and William,, were pupils at the Royal Academyj practised 
1 

constantly* The Distim made their first concert appearance as a 

family brass band in Scotland. Upon returning to England, in 1837s 

they were billed as the Distin family brass band. 

In York in 1833., Dan Hardman was still employed by the city cor- 

poration as a city waite. He was the last of the Er)glish waitesj his 
2 

position being abolished by the York Council in 1835- For all prac- 

tical purposes$ being a waite in 1833 meant that Hardman was the city 

bandmaster,, responsible for providing music for the city on special 

occasions. One such occasion was the York Corporation annual dixmer. 

The York Chronicle reported., "A band of music$ stationed in the orches- 

tray which was led by Mr. Hardman$ played a number of airs during the 
3 

dinner.. and in the course of the evening-" At the latter end of 

18339 Hardman and James Walker., a York trumpeter who had been learning 

1. Athenaeum, march 3.. 1838j. P-172. 
2@ John F. Russell and J-H-Elliot.. The Bross Band Movements London, 

1936j, p-47; Endexby Jackson., "Origin and Promotion of Brass 
Band Contests,, " in Musical Opinion and Music Trade Reviewl 
September 10 1896, p. 815- 

3- York Chronicle, February 7., 1833- 
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the cornopean,, fomed a band composed of cormopeansp French horns, 

trumpets, trombones and ophicleides. This was England's first 

authenticated amateur brass band. The size of the band was given 
1 

by Jackson to be twenty-four. The size of Walker. and Hardmants 

band appears to have been unusually large., based on the size of other 

contemporary bands. However,. the Bolton Reed Band of 1828 was conr- 
2 

Posed of twenty-four members and the Band of the South West Yorkshire 
3 

Yeomanry Cavalry numbered nearly thirty members in 1836. Walker 

and Hardman's conception of a band composed entirely of brass instru- 

ments may have been influenced by the visit of the Russian Horn Band 
4 

for a week's engagement in York,, during the month of April,, 1833. The 

Russian Horn Bands were composed of -some twenty or so bandsmenp each 

assigned to a single horn, not unlike a coach horn,, of specific length 

and pitch. Each player was responsible for only one pitch which he, 

blew at the specified and appropriate times. To provide a wide range., 

the horns were graduated from large to small. Of more musical import- 

ance was the performance of a trombone quintet attached to the band 

of Cooke's equestrian circuso These trombonists played for two con- 

certs given by the Amateur Musical Society in Januaryp 1833- The 

Yorkshire Gazette reported their performances in generous terms* "The 

1- Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests,, 11 
in Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review,, September li, 1896, P-815- 

2* William 1U. 11ington., Sketches of Local Tb_ýicians and Musical Soc- 
ieties Pendlebury,, 1884,, pp. 109., 110. 

3- Sheffield Ifercu p October 8p 1836. 
4. York Chroniclej, April 4,, 1833- 
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most attractive performances of the morning were,, however# the air 

of the Clough and Crow (Bishop] and the Grand March CSprake) 
per- 

formed the first by three and the last by five trombone players 

attached to Wre Cooke's equestrian circuse They were brilliant pez- 

formances., the subdued parts were exquisite- Both items -were raptur- 

OuSly applauded and encored-11 

The fact that Dan Hardman was still a city waite at the time of 

his forming an amateur brass band is more coincidental than of irx- 

portance. The early amateur bands were not an extension of the old 

city waites nor were there any strong connections between the two. 

In 1834, a second brass band was organized in York,, by the Bean 

brothers. The instrumentation was similar to Walker and Hardman's 

band except that the Bean brothers' band had only eighteen players. 

By the year 1835,, the band at Nent Head had been organized for fifteen 

years and the London Lead Company subscribed Z28.9* 8., towards new 
2 

instruments for the band. Although it is not knownwhat instruments 

were purchased., the amount of money given by the company would have 

been (at 1835 prices) enough to convert the band to an all brass corz- 

bination,, assuming that the band was composed of ten to twelve players,, 

as were most of the bands of period. 

Frequently the question is asked., "why brass bands? " Why did 

the amateur banasmen not keep to the conventional reed band instruments 

1- Yorkshire Gazettes January 5P 1833- 
2* Arthur Raistrick,, Two Centuries of Industrial Welfar j London, 

1938a P-71- 



as the military bands did? The introduction of saxhornss with 

all their refinements cannot be given much credit for the early 

conversion to brasss for the saxhorns did not appear until 1845. 

BY this dates the brass band was well established in the north of 

England. 

The best answer is that the brasses beat suited the needs of 

the amateurs. The instruments were easy to maintain and were 

Practically trouble-freep compared to the woodywinds which were sen- 

sitive to weather changes., mechanism failure and the continual need 

for attention to the reeds. The less complicated valves were more 

suited to theworking men who laboured every day with their hands. 

Also the technique and later the fingering systems for all the 

brasses were practically identical for all the instruments. Fin- 

allys and possibly the most influential factor was the excitingp bold 

and masculine sound of the brass band which appealed to the working 

class men. 

By 1836, the brass band was an accepted reality. The Bramley 

Band was reorganized and became the first temperance brass band in 

England. A brass band was organized in Hull in which Enderby 

Jackson participated as a boy of nine* Herbert Milburn began act- 

ivities in the Leeds area., encouraging men in the foundries and mills 

to organize brass bands. 

Contrary to the instrumentation of Walker and Hardman's brass 

1. John F-Russell and J. H. Elliots, The Brass Band Mavement. London,, 
1936., p. 42. 
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band, the majority of bands that were formed during the period 

of 1835 to 1855P were small bands of ten to sixteen players. 

The keyed bugle was the main melodic instrument., despite the ever- 

increasing popularity of the cornopean and cornet a piston. The 

keyed bugle remained in favour for several reasons. It was much 

more accessible and less expensive than the cornet a piston and 

cornopeano The keyed bugle was made by many English makers whereas 

most valved instruments were made in Paris, even though several Eng- 

lish makers were making good copies as early as 1833- Addition- 

allyp the Distin family generally did not use valve instruments on 

their programmes until they met Sax in Paris in 1844- To the 

bandamenp what was good enough for the Distins., certainly would 

suffice for the work-a-day bandsmen. 

R. Cocks and Co. published early in 1836,, IbcFarlane's Eigh 
1 

Popular Airs for a Brass Band. These airs were arranged for five 

different instruments suggesting an eleven piece brass band. 

2 
MacFarlane's Airs for Brass Band 1836. 

keyed bugles 3 trombones 

2 tr=pets 1 serpent 

2 horns 
11 players, total 

I. mmical woria, March 18s, 1836,, p-i2. 
2* Ibid. 
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This arrangement would be in keeping with the size and instr%r- 

mentation used by the average brass banase In Januaryp 1837, 

D'Almaine published brass band misic arranged for keyed bugles. 9 

tromboness French horns and trumpet., again suggesting a small 
I 

band. An advertisement in the Bath Herald announcing the Distin 

concerts listed the instruments used by the familY 83 tyumPOts 

keyed bugles,, trombonep French hornso and the Royal Hibernian Tenor 
2 

Horne The group was described as a brass band. F=ept for the 

hibernian tenor horn., the Distin family continued to use these same 
3 

instruments,, without valves., until 1844* Their travels and con- 

certs throughout Englands no doubt had its effect in encouraging the 

use of these instruments by amateur brass bands. 

The Bramley Band in 1837., had been a brass band for one year 

and was composed of thirteen players* 

4 
Bromley Band 1837 

3 cornopearm 

I alt bugle 

I trumpet 

2 French horns 

I valved alt trombone 

1 valved tenor trombone 

1 valved bass trombone 

2 ophicleides 

1 bass horn 

13 playex-j, total 
I* 11,1usical World, January 20p 1837s P-79- 
2. Bath heralds October 27# 1837- 
3- In the early 184.01s, Henry Distin used the cornet a piston on 

occasion with the quintet. 
4- Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s in 

British Musicianp July 1896# P-153- 



At a procession of Oddfellows at Dixon Greens FarnwOrths cele- 

brating the coronation of Queen Victoria, on June 21s 1838j, Besses, 

0' thl Barn participated with "four or five" other bandso Besses 

were still a reed band. 

1 
Besses ol thl_ Barn 1838 

I piccolo 2 bass trombones 

clarinets 1 serpent 

keyed bugle 1 drum 

2 French horns 

12 playersp total 

About 1838j, R. Cocks and Co. published Praeger's Thirteen Melodies. 

These also were for a brass band of twelve players. 

Praeger's Melodies c-ýL8L8 

2B flat keyed bugles 3 trombones 

2 trumpets 1 bass horn or serpent 

2 horns 

12 players, total 

19 Joseph N-Hampson,, Origing HistojX and Achievements of the Besses 
0' th' Barn Band, Northampton, $ n-d-j, c-1892,, pel. 2. 



The curious tradition of scoring most wind instruments in pairs,, 

except for trombones which were written as a trios prevailed not 

OnlY in Praeger's music, but in most of the band music- 

The Stalybridge Band were still organized as a reed band in 

1838, and in that Ye3r they purchased a cornopean,, the band's first 

valved ins trument pent.. The 
., plus a drums four clarinets and a ser 

Purchase of a serpent at the late date of . 1839 is unusual but not 
I 

8 irk-, Aaa r. Perhaps the band co=ittee were enticed by a bargain 

price for an old instrument. By 1839.. the majority of bands were 

using oPhicleides an4/or bass horns* Shortly after these purchases, 

the band converted from reed to brass. 

BY 184.0, numerous bands were including the coxmet a piston an4/ors 

the cOrnopean in their instrumentation along with or in place of the 

keyed bugles* In the military service, mounted brass bands became 

popular in the cavalry. The Band of the Fourth Light Dragoons were 

made up Of fifteen brass instruments plus kettle drums in 184,2. 

2 
Fourth Light Dragoons 1842 

keyed bugle 

cornets 
trumpets 

trombones 

1 ophicleide 

I kettle an=s 

2 French horns 

I. The Royal Artillery Band of 1839 included one ophicleide, two 
bass horns and two serpents. 

2* Henry George Farmerj, The Rise and Development of Mlitaryl. 'usic, 
London., 1912., p. 114. 
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Robert Cocks and Co. continued to publish yacfarlane's Eigh 

Popular Airs and Praeger's Thirteen Favorite yelodiess but changed 

the names of the instruments required from keyed bugle., to cornet. 

The Meltham Wills Band was formed in 1843.9 as a reed band supp- 

orted by the local mill but soon converted to all brasso A brass 

band was active in Batleys during this same time- 

In 1845,, Enderby Jackson was present at the band contest at 

Burton Constables eight miles from Hull* His eye witness account of 

the bands attending the contest gives a good representative view Of 
1 

the instrumentation of brass bands in the mid 184.0's- The contest 

rules limited bands to twelve players and drums were not permitted- 

The regulation as to size of the bands would not have greatly penalized 

many of the bands for nearly all were about this sizee Five bands 

participated in the contest. 

cornopeans 

2 keyed bugles 

1 trumpet 

2 
Patrington Brass Band 181+5 

2 trombones 

1 ophicleide 

3 serpents 

12 players.. total 

The keyed bugles and serpents of the Patrington Band proved to be a 

le Enderby Jackson.. "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contestsj, " in 
Musical Opinion and Music Trade Revie. w,, November 1# 18960 pp. 101# 102* 

2- Ibid. 



hindrance to them when compared with the other bands by the 

adjudicators. They were placed last in order of merit and Jackson 

remarked "Their instruments were perverse, as well as imperfects, 

and caused their well meant efforts to pass totally unregarded by 

their friends and the populace-" 

1 
Brockelsb-v YeomanrY BEknd 181+5 

4 cornopeans 1 sax bass 

2 sax tenor horns 2 ophicleides 

3 trombones 

12 players st otal 

This band was equipped with some of the very latest equipment avail- 

able., for Sax had barely begun production of his instruments which 

were patented in 1&p5o in all probabilityp they were supplied by 

Distin and Sons. The instrumentation showed fairly good balance. 

The sax bass was the wide bore baritone of the euphonium class and 

not an E flat contra-bass, 

. 
Holmes Tarmery Band 1645 

The only account given by Jackson concerning the Holmes Band 

3. - Enderby Jackson., "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests, " 
in Musical opinion and Music Trade R. eview,, November 1,, 18962 
pp-1012 102. 
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was that the instrumentation was similar to Brockelsby except 

that the leader played a sax cornet a piston instead of a corno- 

pean. 

Hull Flax and Cotton Ydlls 18 

Here again., the only information available is that the leader 

played on a sax cornet a piston but their instruments were not equal 

to those of Brockelsby and Holmes Tannery and that their best eff- 

orts "fell flat. " 

1 
Wold Brass Band 1845 

1D flat soprano cornet 

I cornet 

2 cornopeans 

2 French horns (valved) 

3 trombones 

1 solo bass (valved) 

1 tuba (valved) 

1 ophicleide 

12 players., total 

This band was led by James Walkers of Yorks who with Dan Hardman, formed 

the first brass band there in 1833. The Wold instrumentation would 

appear to have been the beat of the five* The soprano cornet added 

colour and range. Walker was known as a brilliant performer on the 

L, Enderby Jackson,, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests,, " 
in. Ifusical Opinion and thsic Trade Reviewp Kavenber lo 1896., 
pp*101# 1029 
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D flat soprano cornet. It may have been he who played the in- 

strument in the contest. The valved French horns gave strength 

to the middle of the bands the solo bass gave quality and vocal 

style to the counter melody and the tuba added depth to the band. 

This instrumentation was advanced for 181+5,, and served as a model 

for those who followed. Not surprisingly., the Wold Band won the 

contesto Holme Tannery were placed second. 

Distin and his sons had returned home from Paris, in the latter 

part of 1844# and in 18)+5., established their music businesss called 

Distin and Sons Sax Horn Depots from which they sold sax horns made 

by A-Saxp and others* The Distinsp from mid 1844# played on the 

sax horns made for them by Sax., which included a soprano in E flat, 

alto in B flat, tenor in E flats and bass baritone in B flat. The 

fifth instruments although made by Sax, was not a sax horns but a 

flugel horn in B flat. After the death of George Distin in 1843., the 

flugel horn was no longer used. The Distins' complete acceptance of 

the sax horns plus their franchise in London, for selling saxhorns 

greatly accelerated the move to valved sax horns for amateur bands. 

In 184-79 Jackson arranged band music for brass bands., one of 

which was the celebrated band from Cyfarthfas Wales* The Cyfartha 

Bands according to Jackson, included twenty-three or twenty-four players* 

Their instrumentation was said to be "fairly typical of the bands of 
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Lancashire and Yorkshire-" Jackson modified this broad gener- 

alization with the statement., "brass banas rarely numbered over 

twenty performers# so of course the above classification varied 
2 

according to circumstancesq number and money. " 

3 
C-vfarthfa Band 1E47 

1E flat soprano keyed bugle 1 baritone sax horn 

3 keyed bugles 1 alto trombone 

cornopeans 1 tenor tronbone 

2 trumpets 1 bass trombone 

2 French horns IA flat euphonion 

1 tenor sax horn E flat 2 or 3 ophicleides 

1 tenor sax horn D flat 2E flat bombardons 

23 or 24 players s total 

The Cyfarthfa Band were generously supported by Mr. Crawshaw,, 

owner of the mammoth Cyfarthfa iron works* In his eagerness to 

provide a good brass bandj, he brought in many fine players from 

England to form the backbone of the band. The very finest and lat- 

est instrLuRents and equipment were provided* Availability and ex- 

1. Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contestsp" in 
Musical Opinion and Music Trade Reviews November 1,1896s pp. 101s 102. 

2. Ibid. 
3- Ibid. 
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pense of instruments were of no concern to the band who also had 

a full time professional conductor named Livesay. 

This band.. thens was not a typical example,, but one of nearly 

ideal circumstances. Although the brass bands of northern Englands 

used similar instruments they were seldom of the latest models,, nor 

provided in such generous and varying amountso The inclusion of E 

flat and D flat instruments was not unusual., but rather commong the 

reason being that manufacturers had not yet established a standard 

series of pitchese It was not until 1860 that the D flat and A flat 

instruments began to give way to the E flat and B flat combinationso 

Jackson's use of the word euphonion must be accepted as a modern 

usage for the sax bass which was used at the timeo No known use of 

the word euphonion (euphonium) appears in Britain prior to 1851* The 

inclusion of E flat bombardons at this early date indicates the pro- 

gressiveness of the Cyfarthfa Band but would be unusual for most 

bands who used the less expensive and accessible ophicleiaes. 

The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations 

opened at the Crystal Palace in London, in 1851,, under the careful 

advisory of Prince Albert* Great quantities of mi ical instruments 

were displayed and exhibited by continental and English makers. The 

bandsmen, and more particularly their leadersp had the opportunity to 

see and compare the very latest developments in brass instruments. 

Special rail fares made the trip from the north to London practical. 
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Sax had more than fifty musical instruments on exhibition and won 

the Council Medal for the excellence of his instruments. The Ex- 

hibition also gave English makers the opportunity to copy the latest 

French advancements for their own instrumentse As the Exhibition 

closed, * Distin began to make his own instruments and Sax transferred 

his agency to-Rousselot and Co* in 1851, and then to Rudall., Rose 

and Carte in 1853- Many companieswere making their own sax horns by 

this dates including Rudalls Rose and Carte. 

By the year 1853,, when the first Belle Vue contest was held., the 

instrumentation of bands had not varied greatly from the first contest 

held at Burton Constable in lE45- The more progressive and advanced 

bands were using more sax horns, but great numbers of bands still used 

keyed bugles,, trumpets# French horns and. ophicleides. The size of 

the average band was still about twelve players. The number of players 

in the eight brass bands that participated in the first Belle Vue con- 

test varied from ten to eighteen players. 

Belle Vue 1853 

Dewsbury 11 Newton Bank Print Works 16 

Bramley 18 Mossley Temperance 10 

Woodside 13 Nantwich 11 

Saddle, worth 12 Bury Borough 10 

le Yanchester Guardian,, September 3,1853; September 10j. 1853. 



The Dewsbury Band were composed of eleven players, none of 

whom played on sax horwe 

1 
Dewsbury 185-3 

3 keyed bugles 

2 cornopeans 

3 trombones 

3 ophicleides 

Dewsbury's instrumentation was quite conservative and not 

nearly as advanced as the Wold Band in 3.84.5. 

The Bramley Band participated in the first Belle Vue Contests 

wiming third priz e. 

2 
Bramle-v Band 1833 

2D flat soprano cornets 1A flat tenor cornet 

3A flat cornets 

2 trumpets 

2 French horns 

3 trombones 

2 ophicleides 

The Bramley instrumentation was progressive for the period and 

showed good balance. The A flat tenor cornet is misnamede It could have 

been an E flat tenor sax horn,. an A flat alto cornet (same register 

1. J. E. Healing White# Short History of Bromley Band, 
B. G. Sawreys ed. j. 

Bramleys 1906, p. 16. 
2* lbid- 
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as the other A flat cornets but in upright sax horn shape) or it 

may have been an A flat tenor horn (baritone). 

The Mossley Temperance Band appeared at the contest fully equipped 

with a full set of new sax: horns all in sax horn shapes including 

cornetss said to have been purchased from Distin. The Mossley Band 

was the first known English band to be completely instrumented with 

sax horns (exclusive of trombones) and won first prize at the contest. 

The choice of D flat and A flat instruments by Mossley proved to be un- 

fortunates for the E flats B flat series were gaining favour and the D 

flats A flat instruments were rapidly being replaced. The cost of 

changing to the more popular instruments is cited as a chief factor 
2 

in the break up of the band in 1868. 

Sixteen thousand people attended the September Belle Vue Contest 
3 

in 1853. The contest increased interest in bands, and Mossley's win 

with a complete set of sax: horns created a steady movement towards all 

brass instruments of the sax horn type. 

Besses ol th' Barn formed in 1818,, as a reed bands converted to 

brass in October 1853, shortly after the Belle Vue conteste A dispute 

occurred at the time and only nine players remained with the band. 

1* John F-Russell and J. H. Elliots The Brass Band Movementi- 
London., 1936., pp. 98., 102. 

2. F-Richardson., ed-s Brass Band Annual 1896., Sibsey., Boston,, 
1896, p. 21+. 

3. Ibnchester Guardian, September 10s 1853. 
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, 

J+ cornets 

2 tenor horm 

1 tenor trombone 

1 
Besses ol thl Barn 1853 

1 bass trombone 

1 ophicleide 

players,, total 

The Belle Vue entry for 1854. drew eighteen bands which ranged 

from ten to seventeen players.. about the same sizes as the previous 

year* About this same year Henry Distin published his Brass Band 

Scores for brass or reed bands of any number from ten to twenty-four 

players. The recommended limit for a brass band was seventeen play- 

ers. The twenty-four limit was for a full military band. 

2 
Distin's Brass Band of-Ten Players c. 1851u. 

1E flat piccolo cornet 

2B flat cornets 

2B flat alto tubes 

2E flat tenor tubas 

B flat baritone tuba 

1B flat bass tuba 

1B flat contra basso 

1* Joseph N-Hampsons Origin, History and Achievements of the 
Besses, ol thl Barn Band,, Northampton., n-doi, c,, 1892.9 p-15- 

2. Appendix I$ No. lle 



Distin's Bmss Band of Fifteen Players c. 185 

1E flat piccolo cornet 

1E flat sop- clarinet (brass) 

3B flat cornets 

2B flat alto tubas 

1E flat trumpet 

2E flat tenor tubes 

1 tenor trombone 

1 bass trombone 

1B flat baritone tuba 

1B flat bass tuba 

1E flat contra basso 

For a brass band of seventeen players (the limit) Distin added an 

additional trombone and trumpet to the band of fifteen players. 

For larger bands of up to twenty-four players,, woodwinds were added 

makIng a full military band. 

Distin' s brass band scores required sax horns but he preferred 

to call them by other names. Sax had withdrawn his agency from 

Distin and Distin was making his own instruments of the sax horn type. 

The B flat alto tubas were sax horns of the B flat cornet range but 

manufactured in upright tuba form in the manner of the larger sax 

horns. The tenor tubas in E flat actually were R flat tenor horns,, 

the baritone tuba was a baritone sax horns the bass tuba was of the 

euphonium class and range, the E flat contrabasso was an E flat bombardon. 

It is interesting to note the exclusion of trombones in the ten piece 

band. Uie sax horns gave complete coverage of the scale# good balance 

and a well blended homogeneous sound. Trombones were thought to be 
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not necessary except for tonal colour,, for which purpose they were 

added in the larger bands* This practice was not adopted by the 

bands., most of which included trombones regardless of size* 

By 1855., the average size of brass bands began to increase. The 

Belle Vue contest drew fifteen bands whose size ranged from ten to 

eighteen players. Eleven of these bands had sixteen or more players. 

Number of Players 

Number of Bands 

1 
Belle Vue 1855 

10 34 15 

121 

16 17 18 

434 

On May 28 and 29,, 1855v the first National Brass Band Contest took 
2 

place in Leedsp at the Royal Gardens* Separate contests were held on 

the two days and of the fourteen bands that participated., only two 

entered the contest at Bel Ie Vue in September. Hence., twenty-seven 

different bands participated in the two major contests* 

3 
National Band Contest, Leeds, 1855 

Number of Players 12 14 15 16 17 18 20 

Number of Bands 3 2 3 2 1 2 1 

1. I%nchester Guarclian,, September 3s 1855- 
29 Leeds Times., RTY 26a 1855; June 2,, 1855- 
3- Ibid 
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Black Dike lills Band were formed in 1855, when the local 

village reed band were taken over by Messrs. John Foster and Son 

and supported as a works brass band- A set of new brass imstm- 

ments vere purchased from Higham of I. Ianchesters and delivered to 

the band in September# 1855- The band were said to ==ber nine- 
1 

teen players. Rdweverj, the band only nmbered sixteen for the 

June 1856 contest in Hull,, and sixteen for the September, 1856, con- 

test at Belle Vue. Prom the original manuscript band books which 

only indicate the type of instruments and not the ninber of players 

the original in3trumentation for the band has been determined- 

Black Dike Ifills 1855 

D flat clarinet 

A flat cornet 

A flat alto tuba 

E flat and D flat 

tenor horn 

trumpet 

tenor trombone 

bass trombone 

ophicleide 

drum 

The instrumentation, although containin some sax horns.. does 

not appear to have been very progressive in that there were no lower 

sax horns such as baritonep bassi, euphonium or bombardon- These 

1. G. Nield, BUck I)yke laus Band, " 19659 P-5- 
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instruments could have been supplied by Higham. for he manufactured 

a complete line of sex horns and presented a contra bass bombardon 

to the Railway Foundz7 Band of Leedso conducted by R-Smiths as a 
1 

special prize for winning the 1854. Belle Vue contest- Dike Ia 

instrumentation was revised considerably prior to their entry into 

the national contest at the Crystal Palace in 1860. 

Enderby Jackson promoted his first brass band contest in Hall, 

on June 30,1856- It proved to be so successful that the contest 

was repeated again the following year* The specific instruments used 

in the two contests are unknown (except for Black Dike) but the sizes 

of the bands were recorded. 

2 
Hull Contest 1856 

BuslingthorTe 15 Smiths Leeds Band 15 

Leeds Joppa 15 Batley 16 

Black Dike 3.6 Fairbairn's Wellington 3.5 

Hudderurield 15 Iforarorth 34 

Gowthorpe 13 Sherrield 3J+ 

Bridlington 10 Ossett 13 

L 1-nehester Guardian, September 6,1851+. 
2* HuU Ne=o july 5., 1856. 
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Hull Contest 18 57 (entries) 

only those marked x participated 

IbL11 Druids 16 Scarsborough 

Hull Brunswick 17 x Hunslet Leather Works 

x Blundellj, Spence & Coe 12 % Gawthorpe 

% Hull Kingston 18 Lynn 
Cotton Mil. 1 

Meltham, Mlls 
r. Hill Flax & Cotton 19 

Mill M Morley 

Darlington Hull Shipwright 

% Batley 17 Newark 

Stockton-on-Tees Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Union 

Doncaster 
Black Dike Wills 

x Pudsey West End 
% Woodhouse Victoria 16 

Brighouse 
Sheffield 

x Roth-well 
Holmfirth 

x Low koor Iron Works 
x Huddersfield 

% Almondbury 16 

18 

15 

18 

12 

3J+ 

16 

13 

The prizes for the 1857 contests, in addition to cash., included 

a cornet presented by Gisborne of Birminghams, an A flat bass sax horn 

1. Eastern Counties Herald., July 2., 1857; 
Hull Times, July 4,1857- 



made by Courtoiss and a bombardon also by Gisborne. 

During the period 1855-1860, events took place in the military 

service which dia not directly affect the amteur brass band, but 

are of interest in the development of brass instruments. In 1855, 

Distin and others produced valve sections which could be attached 

directly to the regulation service bugles making them chrozatic. 

James Lawson served as solo cornetist and Drum lbjor of the Royal 

Artillery Band and formed a chromatic bugle band for the regiment 

in 1856. The army had bugle bands prior to this date but they 

were made up of regulation bugles only. The chromatic bugle band 

proved to be very popular and other army regimentsj, particularly in- 

fantryj formed similar type bands. The instrumentation included 

special bugles in addition to the regulation models,, all of which 

were made of copper by Distin. 

a 
Royal Artillery Bugle Band 1856 

2E flat soprano bugles 

18 B flat regulation bugles 

4E flat tenor bugles 

The chromatic bugle bands had a brief history, most regiments 
1. Henry George Farmerp "Bugle Band., " in Grove's Dictionary of 

Music and Mmsicians., Vol-lj, Eric Blom, ed. p London., 19.51+., p. 1006. 
2. Ib i d. 
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giving them up after a few years, but the Royal Artillery Bugle 

Band continued to function under changing circumstanceso During 

the summer evenings of 1857-1858j, hundreds of people assembled 

every night at nine o'clock to hear the band perform the tattooo 

The carrying power of the tones produced by copper instruments was 

"proven" in 18-9)+,, by tests conducted for the Royal Marine Artilleryo 

Buglers were sent off to various distances# each with identical 

bugles, one of copper and one of brasso The instruments were sounded 

at different intervalso The copper bugles were clearly heard two 

miles off., whilst the brass bugles were inaudible at less than half 

the distance. On a windy day, on the lee side of a fairly strong 

wind,, "the tone of the copper bugle is said to carry as far as five 
1 

miles. " In the course of a few yearss E flat tenor horns, baritones., 

euphoniums and basses were added to the bandj, all made of copper. 

Royal Artillery Bugle Bross Band 1863 
2 

soprano cornet 6E flat tenor horm 

1 cornet 3 baritones, 

5 chromatic bugles 2 euphoniums 

5 flugel horns 3 bo=bardons 

26 playerso total 

1. Algernon Rose, Talks With Bandsmeno London, n. d., C01695- pp. 102" 103. 
2. Henry George Farmer# Rise and Development of Military Music* 

London, 1912,, p. 128. 
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A decision was finally made to convert the band to standard brass 

band instrumentation in May 1869, and from that date it became 

officially known as the Royal Artillery Brass Band.. 'winning the 
1 

first prize at the Crystal Palace in 1871- The band merged 

with the Royal Horse Artillery Band in 1878,, and then became Eng- 

land's largest mounted band. Eventually the instrumentation was 

again converted, this, time to regulation military Instrumentation 
2 

and finally the band was disbanded in 1887-8. 

The turning point from early to modern instrumentation for 

brass bands occurred during the year 1860, when Enderby Jackson 

established the national brass band contests at Crystal Palace in 

London* The keyed bugle had all but disappeared,, as had the trumr- 

pets and French hornso The majority of bands were composed of var- 

ious combinations of sax horns and a trio of trombones. In his 

diagram for the position of players for the massed band concerts at 

the contest in 18600 Jackson did not allow for the odd., non sax: 

hornsj, except for the ophicleides which were still very popular. 

The instruments listed were sax horns# cornets., tromboness ophicleides 

and drums even though some of the participating bands included R flat 

metal clarinetss trumpets,, French horns and possibly other instrtr- 

ments in their instrumentations* 

1. Henry George Farmer, Memoirs of the Royal Artillery Bands London., 
1904s PP-183P 181+- 

2. Henry George Farmerj, Rise and Development of Military Music# 
London# 1912p p-132. 



1 
Crystal Palace 11assed Bands 1860 

144 soprano cornets 

394 cornets 
205 E flat and D flat 

althorns Cienor horns] 

80 euphoniums 

133 ophicleides 

155 E flat contra basses 

(bombardons) 

100 baritones 

74 tenor trombones 

75 bass trombones 

2 EB flat basses 

26 side drums 

1 giant bass drum 

1 organ 

1090 players$ total 

The number of banas participating in the contest was about one 

hundred and fourteen. Jackson's figures for the massed band would 

determine an average size band of twelve players per band. A con- 

ductor who participated in the contest and the massed band gave the 
2 

figure of the massed band to be two thousand. This figure would 

give an average size of seventeen players per band. 

The ophicleiae was still a very popular instrument even though 

it no longer supplied the bass part. Often it performed the melodic 

line in assistance to or in lieu of the euphonium. Manuscripts of 

military band m3sic in the Keighley Huseum show parts for solo 

1- Robert A-Marr,, Music for the Peoplej Glasgow,, 1889., pp-131P 132, 
29 Wright and Round's Brass Band News# April 1j. 1894. 
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ophicleideo bass ophicleide and E flat bombardons in the same 

score. The BB flat contra basses had been introduced at the 

Great Exhibition of 1851, but had not been accepted into the 

bands by 1860s although E flat contra basses (bombardons) were 

used by nearly every band. The instrumentation of three bands 

are available for 1860; Black Dyke and Stalybridge., who part- 

icipated at the contest.. and Besses ol thl Barn, who did not. 

2 
Besses ol thl Barn 1860 

1D flat clarinet 1 tenor trombone 

A flat cornets 1 bass trombone 

2 tenor horns 1 ophicleide 

2 baritones 1 bombardon E flat 

2 drums 

17 playersj, total 

The above iris trumentation of Besses is taken from a list of 

players and a corresponding picture of the band of 1860. The 

picture shows seventeen players but the list n3mes eighteen men. 

It would appear that the missing man was Mrs Henry Tattersalls 

listed as playing the tenor R flat. 

lo Military band score by Henry Bottomley., dated Islington,, London,, 
December 16,1863; a second score is undate& 

2,, Joseph N. Hampson,, Origin, History and Achievement of the Besses 
ol th' Barn Band, Northampton,, n-d-j, c-1892., pp-24,, 15- 



1 soprano cornet 

IE flat clarinet 

1+ cornets 

1B flat alto sax horn 

1 French horn 

1 flugel. horn 

I tenor sax horn 

1 
Black Dyke 1860 

1 baritone 

1 tenor trombone 

1 bass tron-bone 

1 euphonium 

1 ophicleide 

2E flat bombardons 

17 playerso total 

Black Dyke shows a variety of ixatrumental colour not character- 

istic of brass bandsi, early or modern- This concept probably came 

from their professional conductor,, Yxe Longbottom., in an effort to 

produce a variety of tonal colourss, in effect,. a brass orchestra* 

Dyke still maintained the upright B flat alto sax horn from the orig- 

inal instrumentation five years previous. Dyke's use of the flugel 

horn in 1860 is the fir-at known use of the flugel horn in the brass 

band. The inclusion of an E flat soprano brass clarinet was an imo- 

vation of short duration. 

Several instruments were awarded at the contest,, in addition to 

prize money. Silver plated cornets by Courtoiswere presented by 

1. G. Nield., "Black Dyke Wills Band, " 1965, p-8* 
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Chappell and Hammond to the best cornet players each day. These 

were won by cornet players in the Chesterfield and Goldshill Sax 

Horn bands. A euphonium was awarded by Boosey and Co. to Johnny 

Walker,, solo ophicleide with Cyfarthfa., as being the best bass 

player and the winning bandj, Black Dyke., was presented with a new 

champion circular E flat bombardon by Henry Distin. The value of 

the circular bombardon was a very expensive thirty-five guineass 

as compared to the price of sixteen pounds for the standard bomb- 

ardon. A photograph of the Black Dyke Band taken within a year or 

two following the Crystal Palace contest shows the band with two of 

these circular basses as well as the exclusion of the brass clarinet 

and the ophicleides. At the second Crystal Palace contest in 1861, 

similar prizes were awarded. 

The Stalybridge Band participated in the contest on the, first 

day and were selected as one of the twelve finalists. Their instru- 

mentation was the forerunner of modern instrumentation and one which, 

except for the ophicleides played in lieu of euphoniumss bandsmen-of 

tocby would quickly recognize. 

- Stalybridge 1860 

8 cornets 2 ophicleides, 

J+ tenor horns 2E flat bombardons 

2 baritones 2 drun-a 

3 trombones 
23 Players, total 

Appendix VIq No-5- 
2* Stalybridge Old Bands Stalybridges 1914s p. 20. 
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The Stalybridge band must have enjoyed prosperous times during 

this period, for in addition to the band being composed of twenty- 

three instrumentso many of them were supplied with the more expensive 

rotary valvese 

About 1860, R-CocIcs and Co. began to publish mmic for "a brass 

band of ten or more players. " 

cornets 

R. Cocks & Co. music, c. 1860 

1 euphonium 

2E flat sax horns 1 bombardon. 

2 trombones I drum 

10 parts# total 

In the first editions., only parts for ten instruments were printedj, 

but in subsequent issuesp Cocks added parts for baritone and E flat 

soprano cornet. Bands, were at liberty to have more than one player 

per part. Although the contesting bands numbered,, on an averagep 

seventeen playerss there mist have been a large number of non- 

contesting bands whose average size was from ten to fourteen players. 

This is indicated by the publications by Cocks and Distin. for bands 

of ten or more players. Distin published a brass band Journal be- 

ginning in January,, 1059p which supplied parts for a band of ten players 

I* Stalybridge Old Band, Stalybridges 1924, p. 21. 



with extra parts available for larger bands. Distin's music was 

thereby suitable for both small and large bands. 

Distins' Brass Band Journal c. 186-9 
(for a band of ten) 

1E flat soprano cornet 1 euphonion 

2B flat cornets 1 bombardon 

2E flat tenor horns 1 side drum 

1 baritone 

10 players., total 

1 bass dnm 

To the above ten piece band, additional parts could be added. 

3B flat cornets 1 tenor horn 

1 baritone 1B flat contra bass 

trombones 

19 playerss total 

From the parts offered by Distin bands could select those which 

best fitted their organization. The choice had to come from sax 

horns and trombones.. for no parts were printed for other instruments. 

The Black Dyke Band library contains the contest music for the 

1866 Belle Vue contest. It was selections from L'Africaine by Meyer- 

beer arranged for the contest by C. Godfrey and published as Journal 

No. 47 by Chappell. The --ic folio in the Dyke library contained 

all the printed parts plus a two-stave conductor's score. 
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L'Africaine 1866 

E flat piccolo piston 

or E flat clarinet 

first B flat solo piston 

second B flat solo piston 

first B flat piston or flugel 

second B flat piston or flugel 

corni in E flat ad lib 

sax horns in E flat z 

first and second trombones 

third trombone 

althorn in B flat baritone 

euphonium 

x basso 

drums 

second baritone mss 

second euphonium mas 

xE flat bass 2- mss 

it B flat bass Ms S 

13 - 17 players., total 

x the printed part,, for basses was titled basso and printed 

in the bass clef* Two manuscript parts for E. flat bass in treble clef 

and one mammeript part for B flat bass in treble clef were included,, 

as well as the manuscript parts for second euphonium and second barit- 

one in treble clef. The term althorn for baritone and occasionally 

for tenor horn was used in military bands but the word baritone was 

much more prevalent in brass bands- Charles Godfrey,, the arrangers 

was a military bandmaster. It was about this time that flugel horns 

began to receive general use in brass bands. Godfrey's arrangement 

called for soprano cornet, two solo cornetsp first cornet or flugel 

and second cornet or flugel. Ihis was the use of flugel. horns 

accepted and used by nearly all brass bands from about 1870., until 
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just after the turn of the century. 

In 1869, John Gladney arranged selections from Lucrezia Borgia 

for the Black Dyke Mills 13and in preparation for a brass band con- 

test in Bacup of that year. 

Lucrezia Bojrias arr. by Glaane-v 1869 

soprano cornet second trombone 

solo cornet bass trombones 

repiano, cornet first baritone 

flugel horn second baritone 

second cornet first euphonium 

third cornet second euphoni= 

first tenor horn E flat bass 

second tenor horn B flat bass 

third tenor horn drums 

first trombone 

19 players,, total (excluding drums) 

As the imi er of bandsmen permitted by the major contests was 

limited to nineteen at this timep Gladney's arrangement did not allow 

for additional flugel horns on the second and third cornet parts* 

Flugels playing with cornets on the first., second and third cornet 

I* The spelling of repiano is consistently used in brass band 
Tml-qic. 
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parts brought pressure to increase the size of contesting bands 

from nineteen to twenty-fours and in 1873s the maximum number of 

players was raised by Belle Vue to twenty-fourp a figure that 

would remain constant for the following seventy-five years- The 

enlarged number also allowed for additional solo cornet players 

and a second B flat bass player* 

A manuscript of EliAah (Mendelssohn) arx-anged for brass band 

by William Gordon of Stockport and dated 1878,, 
1 

clearly shows the 

use of flugel horns on the lower cornet parts- In printed music, parts 

were seldom published for flugel. The instruments were employed on 

the lower cornet parts as a matter of practice., the first flugel player 

quite often being required to play expressive melodic solos* 

Stalybridge of 1870., and 1872., containea no flugel horns. 

2 
StalybriclRe 1870 

8 cornets 1 euphonium 

1+ tenor horns 4 basses 

2 baritones 

trombones 

2 drums 

25 players., total 

le Appendix Is No-5- 
- 1911ýs p*25' 2. Stalybridgre old Ban s Stalybridges 0 
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1 
Stajybricýge 1872 

1 soprano cornet 2 euphoniums 

6 cornets 3 trombones 

4 horns 4 basses 

baritone 2 drums 

23 playerss total 

About this time (1870) the final expansions and developments 

in instrumentation rapidly took place. The ophicleide had been 

almost entirely replaced by euphoniums and basses. Two euphon- 

i1mm and two baritones became standard to the band. The euphon- 

iums were often given separate parts, one for solo euphonium and 

one for second euphonium. The baritones always had separate parts 

for first and second. The bass section became standardized with 

four players, two E flat basses# one small or medium bore B flat 

bass and one large bore (monstre) B flat bass. The other sections 

had been comparatively standardizedp ioee# three tenor horns., two 

tenor trombones and aG bass trombone and cornetss divided into so- 

prano., solos first., second and third parts. 

At the Belle Vue contest of 1873, v Phineas Bower.. of the Black 

Dyke Bands switched back and forth during the playing of the contest 

piece from first trombone to solo euphonium. At the-conclusion of 

1. Stalybridge Old Band, Stalybridge, 1914p p. 27- 
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the contestj, Bower was awarded two gold medals as the soloists' 

prizes as best euphonium and best trombone. He had played the 

trombone parts on a valved troubone. This led to an immediate 

change in the Belle Vue rules forbidding the use of valved trom- 

bones. These had found limited use in bands as a novelty item 

and for facilitating quick changes of players from a valve instru-- 

ment. Belle Vue also added the regulation that players mist 

play on the instrument assigned to them on the original signature 

forms sent in by the band prior to the contest. 

In 3.875, the Stalybridge Band were made up of twenty-three 

players# one, short of the contesting limit. The instrumentation 

for that Year is nearly identical to the instrumentation of the 

Stalybridge band (and all others) of today, almost one hundred 

years later. 

1 
Stalybridge 187-5 

1 soprano cornet 

4 cornets 

3 flugel horns 

4 tenor horns 

2 baritones 

2 euphoniums 

2 tenor trombones 

I bass trombone 

2E flat basses 

2B flat basses 

I 23 players$ total 

1. Stalybricýge Old Ba , Stalybridge,, 19149 P-30- 
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in Place of the four cornets and three flugels as used in 1875, 

nine cornets and one flugel are in current use* The use of four 

tenor horns was not unusual and is often seen in current bands in 

an effort to strengthen the horn section. One player on the 

third cornet part is usually eliminated to make room for the fourth 

tenor horn. Then., as now,, variations are due to the fluctuating 

availability of players. 

The cost of supplying new instruments was always of great con- 

cern to the amateur bandsmen., relatively few of which received 

heavy support by works or collieries. For the most part., bandsmen 

were compelled to raise the money on their own behalf. To the 

working class men., earning wages amounting to shillings per day, * the 

task seemed Herculean,. but it was done by playing engagements and by 

public subscription. In 1879j, Besses, ol thl Barn were advised of 

the sale of a set of nearly new instruments. The bandsmen,, through 

public subscriptionp raised the necessary Z160 for the purchase of 

the instruments. Besses put the instruments to use on New Year's 
1 

Day,, 1880. From 1880, until 1893's Besses ol th' Barn won over 

Z3pOOO in cash and prizes on the same set of instruments. In 1by,, 

1893, the old instruments were replaced with a new set furnished by 
2 

Besson and Coo 

1. Joseph N. Hampsons Origin, History and Achievement of the Besses 
ol thl Barn Bana, Northampton., n-d-,, c. 1892, p. 28. 

29 Algernon Rose,, Talks With Bandsmens Londons n. d. p c-1895sp-125- 



The Stalybridge Band of 1882 had not changed appreciably 

from 1875- The assignment of parts was typical of the period 

although some minor variations occurred in the cornet section 

from band to band. 

1 
Stalybridge 1882 

I soprano cornet 1 first baritone 

1 solo cornet 1 second baritone 

2 first cornets 2 euphoniums 

2 repiano cornet and flugel 1 first trombone 

2 second cornet and flugel 1 second trombone 

2 third cornet and flugel 1 bass trombone 

1 solo tenor horn 2E flat basses 

1 first tenor horn 2B flat basses 

1 second tenor horn 2 drums 

2)+ players, total (excluding drwns) 

The composition of the band brings to attention the great import- 

ance placed upon the one solo cornetist. The repiano flugel horn 

was used (and still is) as an assistant to the melodic line and as a 

1- StalYbridgpe Old Ban 
j, 

Stalybridge, 193J+,, P-35- 
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soloist where a change or contrast in tonal colour was desired. it 

was thought that flugel horns on the lower cornet parts added weight 

to the parts$ thereby giving better balance within the cornet section. 

From 1880, few changes occurred except the replacement of two 

flugel horns with two cornets. wright and Round's suggested instru- 

mentation in 1899 differed little from thatwhich was in everyday use. 

1 
Wright and Round's Instrumentation 1889 

1E flat soprano cornet I first B flat baritone 

3B flat solo cornets 1 second B flat baritone 

2B flat repiano cornet 1 first tenor trombone 

and flugel 1 second tenor trombone 

2B flat second cornet 1G bass trombone 

and flugel 2 B fla, t euphoniums 

2 B flat third cornet 2 E flat bonibardons 

and flugel 1 B flat bass (medium) 

1 first E flat tenor horn 1 B flat bass (large) 

1 second E flat tenor horn D rum s (ad lib) 

1 third E flat tenor horn 

2J+ playems total 

1. Wright and Round, ed.., Amteur Band Teacher's Guide and 
Bandsman's Advisor, Liverpool. * 3-889s P-3- 
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Some slight compactnesswas given to the cornet section by 

combining the first cornets of earlier instrumentation with the solo 

cornets, allowing three players to play the solo parts, the repiano 

players assuming the first part. The Besses o' th' Barn Band in- 

strumentation for 1892s, was exactly as that suggested by Wright and 

Round, as were the other leading bands of the day. 

Silver plated instruments became available as early as 1851 and 

they soon became the fashion for bands. In the 1880'sp many bands 

were playing on electro, silver plated instruments. The Pendelton 

Brass Band purchased a new set of twenty-four silver plated Besson 
1 

instruments in 1892,, at a cost of Z339- 14.0. The 1970 price for a 

new set of the same instruments is very close to C49000o To most 

bands., the appearance and prestige of silver plated instruments was 

well worth the additional expense. By 1900j, nearly every band played 
2 

on silver plated instruments. An exception was Black Dyke Mlls who 
3 

performed on a set of unplated brass instruments. 

In 1890, Besson and Co. patented and introduced a new set of 

1. Wright and Rounals Brass Band News., January 1., 1892. 
2* Ibid. # Yzrch 19 1896. 
3- In selecting their new instruments for 1968s Black Lyke chose 

unplateds unlacquered brass instruments., again giving them the 
distinction of being the only well known brass band in England 
playing on a full set of unplated brass instruments. 

9 
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1 
instruments which were called "cornophones. 11 They differed little 

from sax horns,, in that they were primarily of conical bore and 

pitched in the same ranges as the sax horns. The shape differed 

in that the bell pointed fox%ard on the same plane as the mouthpipe. 

The instruments were not accepted by bandsmen and received very 
2,3 

little use in England. Philip Bate gently chides Kurt Sachs for 

his "curious statement oe. that in England the bass cornophone was 

used to support the voices in church nwsiop" but Sachs was only quot- 

ing from Besson's frequent advertisements of 1891 which announced., 

"tuba cornophonej, for bass parts or leading choirs. " 

The bass section of the brass band was the last section to reach 

standardization. Bands had included four basses regularly since 

about 1875s, and two E flat basses had been used_ prior to 1860. Very 

few B flat basses were used prior to 1860, (only two at the Crystal 

Palace contest 1860) but by 1875, when the bands had been enlarged to 

twenty-four players B flat basses were. usede It was usual to use 

one B flat bass of small or medium bores, and one large bore or mons: tre 
5 

B flat bass in addition to the two E flat basses*, This practice of 

using two E flat basses., one small or medium B flat bass and one large 

B flat bass prevailed into the twentieth century* The medium bore B 

1- British Patent No. 16*358s October 242 1890. 
2* Philip Bates "Cornophonell., in Groves DictionalZ of Ifusic and 

Musicians, Vol. II,, Eric Blom., ed... London,, 1954,, p. 451. 
3- Ya; -rt Sachs., Real Lexikon der Musikinstrumente., Berlinj, 1913,, P-95. 
4- Wright and Round's Brass Band News., January 1,, 1891. 
5- Appendix VI,, No-7- 
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flat bass gave way to an additional large bore bass and the usual 

bass section became two E flat basses and two large B flat basses 

(usually called the double B flat bass). Four valved E flat basses 

were often included in bands, for they gave the E flat bass an extended 

lower range and additional alternate fingerings. Four valve B flat 

basses were unknown until 1892s when Silvani and Smith introduced 

their four valve "BB flat monstre bass., the first of the kind ever 
1 

manufactured in En,,. Yland. 11 Silvani and Smith were not one of the 

leading makers of quality instruments9 Thiss together with the facts 

that the fourth valve was not thought to be of great importance to the 

B flat bass plus the additional cost of a fourth valve on an instru- 

ment already the most expensive in the bandj, prevented any widespread 

acceptance and use of the four valved B flat bass. Re-introduced in 

the 1950's. in combination with their compensating systemp a four 

valve B flat bass by Besson also met with limited use. 

A small number of bands used the circular basses during the period 

1860-1900 but they never were in vogue with the amateur brass bancls 

where the bandsmen preferred the standard tuba shaped bombardon or 

contra bass sax horn. The circular bass was so designed as to be 

easy to carry and play while marching at contests where the men always 

stood while playing. The reason for the non-acceptance of the circular 

bass was more than style or vogues however. According to the Brass 

lo Wright ana Round's Brass Band Newsl,, Ilay 1j, 1892. 
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Band News the tone of the circular basses was not as refined as 

the upright basses and did not blend well with the other upright 

instr=entso Another factor was that the circular basses were 

considerably more expensive than the upright bassesp often as much 

as twice the cost. The large bulky shape gives some justification 

to Algernon Rosets often quoted statement that they were difficult 
2 

to load onto a railway carriage. 

As the end of the century approached, the customry use of 

three flugel horns began to fade and two of the flugels were 
. 
replaced 

with cornets. The original idea of flugel horns giving more weight 

to the lower notes in the chords played by the cornet section lost 

favoure Not only were the flugel horns a constant intonation prob- 

lem,, but the result of the flugels playing the lower notes tended to 

make the chords sound unblended and dullj, rather than well balanced. 

They were replaced to allow the band a brighter., more brilliant 

sound. One flugel horn was kept on the repiano part with no change 

in function. 

1. Wr: ijyht and Round's Brass Band News., March 1., 1891+. 
2* Algernon Rose., Talks With Bandsmens London., n. d.,, 

c. 1895, P-244- 
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1 
Black Dike, 1893 

1 soprano cornet 1 first baritone 

3 solo cornets 1 second baritone 

1 flugel horn 2 euphoni= 

I repiAno cornet 2 tenor trombones 

2 second cornets 1 bass trombone 

2 third cornets 2E flat basses 

I solo tenor horn 1B flat bass (medium) 

1 first tenor horn 1B flat bass (large) 

1 second tenor horn 

2)+ players,, total 

The Salvation Army adopted the brass band as a musical vehicle 

for their religious services and by 1900j, was patterned after the 

amateur brass band instrumentation with some slight variation in the 

cornet section where the parts were divided as soprano,, solop first 

and second. The flugel horn in the Salvation Army is treated more 

as a horn member than as part of the cornet section. Also., the Sal- 

vation Army placed no limit or restrictions to sizep the number of 

players depending on a wide latitude of circumstances. 

F-Richardsonp ed.., Brass Band Anrmal 1894., 

. 
Sibseys Boston,, 1894, p. 3o. 
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Average Salvation Army Band 1900 

1 soprano cornet 1 second baritone 

3 solo cornets 1 first trombone 

2 first cornets 1 second trombone 

2 second cornets 1 bass trombone 

1 flugel horn 2 euphonium 

I solo tenor horn 2E flat basses 

I first tenor horn 2B flat basses 

second tenor horn 2 drums 

1 first baritone 

25 playerss total 

With the turning point towards modern instrumentation beginning 

about 1860,9 bands were by 18759 nearly identical with the modern 

brass bands of 1970- Once settled into the standard twenty-four 

players per contesting band with identical instr=entation,, dis- 

cussions began on ways to make changes. 

Alexander Owen suggested in 1896 that certain changes would be 

good for contesting bands* Owen began a discussion that would last 

seventy-five years with the net result of two very minor changes* 

Cwenj, as reported in the Brass Band News,, advocated enlarging the con- 

test band to thirty playerse The editors of Brass Band News fully 

agreed with his suggestion., adding their own presumption that Owen 

Wright and Round's Brass Band News# February ll 1896. 
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meant the addition of new instruments such as the double bass trom- 

bone., French horns, soprano flugel, cornophones ana trumpets. The 

editors confidently continued., "we believe that the change is only 
1 

a question of time-" The brass band was not enlarged until the 

1950's and then only to allow one additional player to a new maximim 

of twenty-five. The new player permitted four solo cornets instead 

of the traditional three. This was thought to be necessary due to 

the advancing difficultness of the music and the fatiguing effect it 
had on the solo cornet players. As to new instruments, none have 

been added,, except that in 1969, a strong movement began to allow 

the use of percussion (two extra players) in major contests. The 

British Open Championship at Belle Vue in September 1969, permitted the 
2 

use of drums for the first time since the contest began in 1853* The 

new national championship sponsored by H-Do and W. O. Wills permitted 

and encouraged percussion in all its contests and the majority of 

lesser contests opened their contests to the use of percussion. 

Just prior to the end of the nineteenth century, Mahillon "intro- 

duced" the tenor-cor. Neither the name nor the instr=ent were new.. 

for Distin had a tenor-cor serving exactly the same purpose with the 

same name in the 1860's. The new tenor-cor was designed by WaAllon 

le Wri! 7ht and Round's Brass Bana Newss February ls 1896. 
2. The first drummer ever to play in a Belle Vue contest was sixteen 

year old Eliillip Gee of the C. W. S. (Manchester) Bandvidch drew 
number one at the British Open Championship on September 6,1969. 
The misic was Spect by Gilbert Vinter. 
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for the military servicesp calling it the Kneller Hall model. It 

was made in French horn shape with the right hand valves as the 

tenor-cor is known todaye Its purpose., then and now, was to pro- 

vide an easy to play substitute for the French horn. Although the 

instrument sounded more like a tenor horn than a French horn,, it 

had the advantage of looking like a French horn. Many makers supply 

modern tenor-cors for military bands. The American model is known 

as the mellophone or circular alto. The tenor-cor was neither in- 

tended for,, nor used in., the brass band. 

An interesting fact in the investigation of the instrumentation 

of brass bands is that the bands (except in the Salvation Army) seldom 

exceed the z=: ber of players allowed for contesting- Very few bands 

have had more than twenty-four or twenty-five players. Unlike the 

football team,, they keep no substitutes or men in reserve. Hencep 

every player is extremely critical to the performance of the band. An 

exception to this unusual situation was the Rise Carr Rolling Mills 

Prize Band of 1899. This band was established in 1896, and enjoyed 

good contesting successes for several years. The instrumentation, 

although enlarged, shows modern twentieth century instrumentation with 

only one flugel horn. For contests,, the band were trimmed down to 

twenty-four players. 



1 
Rise Carr Rolling hills Band 1899 

1 soprano cornet 

5 solo cornets 

1 repiano cornet 

1 flugel horn 

2 second cornets 

3 third cornets 

1 solo tenor horn 

1 first tenor horn 

1 second tenor horn 

1 first baritone 

1 second baritone 

3 euphoniums 

3 tenor trombones 

1 bass trombone 

3E flat basses 

2B flat basses (med) 

1B flat bass (large) 

31 players, total 

The practice of using two or three flugel, horns steadily declined 

after 1900p but Charles Vincent,, in writing about brass bands in 1908,, 

suggested that the cornet section of a band should include ten players 
2 

(which it did), three of whom should play on a flugel horn. Vincent 

may have been looking backward rather than forward, for he also showed 

a picture of the slide trumpet in his text* He also suggested that 

two E flat trumpets should be used in place of the third and fourth B 

flat cornetax to add brilliance to the band and that French horns could 

be used to replace tehor horns* Vincent's suggestions went unnoticed 

1* F. Richardson, ed. 0 Brass Band Annual 19009 Sibseys Bostons 1900s p*3-1. 
2. Charles Vincentj, The Brass Band and How to Write for it,, Londons 

19082 P. 19. 
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by the brass bandsmen. 

Arthur Clappe suggested an instrumentation for brass band 

in his books The Wind Band and Its Instruments,, written in 1911. 

Clappe recommended a twenty-six piece brass band. 

1 
Clappe Brass Band Instrumentation 1911 

2E flat cornets or 

sopranino, sax horns 

2B flat cornets or 

soprano saxhorns 

B flat trumpets 

2B flat flugels 

4 altos ftenor horns] 
3 baritones 

4 trombones 

3 basses 

2 drums 

26 players,. total 

Clappe also suggested that the lack of tone variety (in the 

established bands) "could be obviated by the use of trumpets and 

flugel horns or soprano saxhorns. " Additionally., he stated that 

drums, were essential and that the brass band was "in its true sphere 
2 

as a marching band. " It would appear that these statements were 

not made with any in depth knowledge of the British brass band trad- 

ition where drums have proven to be not essentials being omitted from 

I- Arthur A-Clappes The Wind -Bahd-and Its Instrumentss Londons 
1912, p. 48. 

2. Ibid. 9 pp- 48,49. 
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contests for more than one hundred years. The British brass bands 

have never been known for their contributions to marching events,, but 

rather for contesting and concerts in the parks. Clappe may have 

had professional or military bands in mind,, rather than amateur brass 

bands., particularly British. 

Suggestions for change in the instrumentation of the brass band 

continued to be presented.. discussed., argued and in some instances., 

tried., but with no permanent effect on the brass band movement- In 

1929, the question was revived by the editors of Masical Prop,, ress in 

an article entitled "Should Brass Bands Include Trumpets-" The 

editor's comments and a requested reply from Jack Machintoshs one of 

the leading cornet players., stimulated some interesi but no results. 

1 
"SHOULD ERt. SS BAEM INIMME TRT2=? " 

Recentlys a prominent member of one of our leading symphony or- 

chestras called to see us# and during, the course of conversations men- 

tioned that he had just listened to a programme of music broadcast by 

a famous brass band. Men asked what he thought of a brass band,, he 

replied "very pleasing, but could be made even more so by the inclusion 

of a trumpet or two, thus creating a new 'colour. 111 

This remark revived memories of a certain famous band's request 

Of the CrYstal Palace Authorities to be allowed to include trumpets 

1. "Should. Brass Bands Include Trumpets? "# in Misical Progress, 
Septembers 1929, p. 143. 
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instead of cornets in their instrumentation for the championship 

contest. 

The application was-refused. Whyp we do not know., but can 

only conclude that the inclusion of trumpets to the exclusion of 

cornets would have given the applicants an "unfair" advantage over 

their rivalso and therefore,, could not be permitted- If our con- 

clusion is incorrects why were they refused? 

On the wisdom of this decision we are not disposed to argue to 

any great extents but in view of the opinion expressed by our orches- 

tral friends we thought it would be in the best interests of brass 

bands were we to obtain the views of musicians prominent in the brass 

band world. 

The firsts that of the famous Jack 11achintosh - considered by 

many eminent critics to be our greatest cornettist - is published 

below.. and is very interesting. Haw many of our readers agree with 

his remarks we do not knows but would welcome a line from those int- 

erested in the subject. 

The reply: Sunderland. 18th July# 1929* 

Dear Mr. Editor, 

Re Trumpets in Brass Bands 

With reference to yours of the 10th ins t. sI have given the 

above very careful considerationp and have arrived at the opinion that 
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the Judicious employment of trumpets in a brass band voyld prove 

advantageous# inasmuch as added "colour" would certainly be the 

result,, that is., of course., if the instruments are in the hands of 

men capable of producing a good trumpet tone. The jazz or dance 

band "specie" would not do - (no offence, these men knaw their own 

business). 

Our beat symphony orchestra misicians could show an eimmple 

Of 900d trumpet tone, and I am sure that brass band musicians would 

soon become as proficient if trumpets came to be recogni-sed as part 

of the brass band instrumentation. 

As regards the number, I would suggest the use of two B flat 

trumpets - one to take the place of the repiano cornet, and the 

other in place of one of the solo cornets. This arrangement would, 

I thinks, be the best. 

There will, of courses be strong protests from some quarters 

8gainst the use of trumpetss but Is for one, do not think that brass 

bands would suffer, just the reverse, for the reason stated above. 

One point I would like to make clear and that is the cornets 

should remain the leaders, or "lat violins" of the brass band. 

I shall await other views with interest. 

Yours faithfully,, 

(Signed) JACK MACHIN=H. 
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As in previous discussions concerning changes in the instru- 

mentation of the brass band, no move was made to add trumpets or 

any other instruments to the band. 

Ralph Vaughan Williams,, who took an active interest in brass 

bands,, spoke at the 1956 Ibtional Brass Band Festival at Albert 

Hallp saying that French horns and trumpets should be adaýd to the 

brass band. 

Bob Auger,, tochnical controller for Pye Recordso one of the 

leading distributors of brass band records$ outlin6d several valid 
1 

ideas for modernizing the brass band. One of his suggestions was 

to include trumpets and French horns in the instrumentation to give 

a greater variety of tonal colours. His main theme was the seat- 

in, c; arrangement for contest and concert performances. Originally., 

bands stood in a circle or a square for contests, facing inward 
2 

with the conductor standing in the centre. This practice continued 

for contests until the early 19201s. The original seating arrange- 

ment for concerts was a horseshoe shapes still used by more than half 

the current bands. In many casesp particularly at contestss the 

"shoe" is nearly closed, to the point that some of the players are 

seated with their backs to the audience. Cornets were placed to 

the Conductor's leftj, baritones and euphoniums to his right with 

1. Bob Auger., "Band of the Future.. " in British Bandsman,, 
March 159 1969o P-3- 

2* Appendix VI., No. 8. 
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trombones behind them and horns directly in front of the conductor 

'with the basses behind the horns. 

Bands began to broadcast in 1927 and in the 1930'st a broad- 

casting formation was originated to facilitate better sound trans- 

mission over radio. This seating arrangement was a simple mod- 

ification of the original. For broadcastings the baritones and 

euphoniums were placed behind the hornso in front of the basses,, 
2 

leaving only the trombones to the conductor's right. These two 

formations are used by current English bands for contest and con- 

certe Platforms or risers are rarely used and the bandsmen, in 

effect., are playing to each other and for the conductor. 

Auger would have the band seated on risers of three levels in 

a straight line.. parallel to the back of the stage with the players 

facing directly at the audience in similar style to modern stage 

dance bandse Such a plan would allow the audience the opportunity 

to hear more impact from the band. Also it would be visually 

more interesting for the audience and would lend itself very well 

for shcnnnanship, effects for lighter engagements. 

A short time following Auger's suggestions in the British Bands- 

m3n, more than one hundred and fifty different bands participated in 

the Belle Vue Spring Cont eat, the Bel Ie Vue Open Championshipo the 

lo Appendix VI,, No. 8. 
2o 1-bido 
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National Festival at Albert Hall, and the Wills regional and 

national contests. only one band was noted to adopt a seating 

arrangement that was basically different from the two traditional 

formations. Not one band used the plan suggested by Auger or 

any plan similar to it. The bandsmen and their conductors are 

not quick to change. 



Part M 
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"Band misic is probably the strongest power now at work on 

behalf of misic in England. " - 

E-W-NaYlor., 1894- 
1 

Early amateur bands were influenced in the performance of 

music by the existing military bands* The amateurs$, who often 

made up the membership of local militia bandsp patterned their sel- 

ection of music along the lines established by the military bands. 

Because of the fact that they were amateurs# i*e.,,, part times often 

untrained, musicians, they only adopted that phase of musical per- 

forvances, related to light music and that which was subsidiary to 

other main events. Amateur and local militia bands were called 

upon to provide music as an added attraction to special events. 

They did not give full-length concerts such as the Royal Artillery 

Band whose stature placed it on a level nearly equal to the symphonic 

orchestras. Many European military bands were of the same or greater 

stature,, utilitizing music written for them by leading composers in- 
2 

eluding Beethoven. 

le Daily Telegi-aph, August : L3,9 1894. 
2o Henry George Farmers Military YAisic,,, London,, 19509 p. 40. 
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From their beginning at the start-of the nineteenth century., 

amateur bands (which became brass bands) increased their influence 

on the general public until such time as they warranted Naylor's 

statement of 1894p yet they progressed very little from their orig- 

inal function of providing music for special occasions. 

In 1793, a procession was held in Sheffield to mark the laying 

of the first stone at the Sheffield General Infirmary. The pro- 

cession en route to the building area included "a band of martial 
1 

music" and "a full band of music". Later at the dinner in cele- 

bration of the same event, "several excellent songss and most admir- 

able catches and gleess were sung between the toastsp and some well 

selected pieces of music played by the bands who marched in the pro- 
2 

cessiozP. This event serves as a good example of the function of 

local bands. The designation of a "band of martial music" and a 

"full band of music"s strongly suggests one of the bands to be non- 

military.. possibly made up of local wind players. The performances 

at the dinner also indicate that the music played by the two bands 

was of a similar character being simple and uncomplicated. The 

technical demands were not great and the pieces were often quite 
3 

short in duration. General Reid's printed military band music and 

Dibdin's manuscript scores illustrate this point* The events where 
1. Thomas Taylors The Antiquities of Sheffield# Sheffields 1797, *- 

Pp- 45s 46. 
2. Ibid. 
3- Appendix Is Ho. 1.2. 
4- Appendix Is No. 20* 
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bands were called upon to provide music were very numerous. The 

Sheffield-Mercu reported on the annual feast of the Female 

Benefit Society which was held on July 9s 1812o "At two o'clock., 

the company assembled at the Halls and in procession., went to the 

house of Ift-s- Fentonp attended by a full band of musics from thence 
1 

they proceeded to the church. " A similar procession was held for 

another female society on July 13., 1812. Again., the same months in 

Sheffields, a celebration of Pitt's birthday was held (July 20s 1812) 

at which the band "often enlivened the festive moments with national 

airs and occasional musico" This mxsio included patriotic as well 

as traditional songs. 

2 
Band Music. Pitt Celebration. 1812 

God Save the Ung Hearts of Oak Are Our Ships 

llrýce of Old England Duke of York's Own lbrch 

Rule Brita=ia 

The songs Rule Britannial was composed by T. A. Arne in 174.0 and 

from that datejj became a favourite band number. It was written as a 

song for a masque called Alfreds, the words being written by Thompson 

and Mallet. The masque was first performed on August lo 1709 at 
I* Sheffield Mere July 11.9 3.8129 
2* Sheffield Mere July 25o 1812. 
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Clivedens Yaidenhead, the home of Frederick# Prince of Wales. The 

masque (later altered into an opera) was published on August 9p 1740 

and the song, Rule Britannia was issued with another by Arne on Jan- 

uary 29,174-le Handel utilized the opening bars in his. Occasional 
I 

Oratori2 to accompany the wordsp "War shall ceasep welcome peace. " 

It was about 1812 that orchestral wind players and brass players 

in particular, began to receive special notice in programme advert- 

isements and reviews- thy attention was brought to performers on 

brass instruments rather -than others is unexplained other than the 

fact that they must have been truly outstanding. Were brass players 

high-lighted because people especially liked the sound of brass or did 

the people become fond of brass because of these fine players? Facts 

tend to support the latter. 

One of the first players to gain recognition was John Distin, 

born in 1898 and a boy Yrn, ician in the South Devon Idlitia at the age 

of twelve. In 1812.. at age fourteens Distin played the solo trumpet 

part at a Grand Music Festival at Exeter. The music was Handel's 
2 

Dettinger Te Deum and Distin was paid ten pounds for his performance. 

His services as a trumpeter quickly came into demand. A concert given 

1. William Chappell and Frank Kidsons, "Rule. Britannia!, " in 
Grove's Dictionary of Masic and Masiciansp Vol. VII# Eric Blom., 
ed-s Londons 1954v P-330- 

2. Enderby Jackson., "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests". 
in Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review, Ilarch 1,1896, P-392. 
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on September 4., 18120 in Sheffieldj, listed John Distin as the 
1 

principal trumpet. In 1814, he joined the Grenadier Guards Band 

as solo keyed bugle player and as a member of the bands developed 

his career as a famous brass performer* 

Brass players continued to receive recognition and praise for 

their performances in orchestral programmes. Mr. Clegg was announced 

as principal trumpet in a concert of sacred music at Ecclesfield 
2 

Church on June 20s, 1814. In October the same years, a letter to 

the editor of the Sheffield Mercur-v commented on a concert of the 

Choral Society in which the writer saids "a number of songs were 

given in a superior manners_ particularly Let the Bright Seraphims 

which was accompanied on the trumpet by Master Clegg in a masterly 

style*" Clegg later became leader of the Sheffield Band. 

Schmidt was the outstanding player in the band of George IV 
3 

and was thought to be the first trumpet in Europe. Another out- 

standing player was Andres who was in demand for festivals evex7- 

where for his playing on the serpento It wasp however., Thomas Harper 

who came to the front in the 1830's as England's finest trumpet player 

and best known instrumentalist., Even greater emphasis was given to 

brass players by Julliens who began his programmes in 181+0. 

19 Sheffield Merclz_ry# August 29v 1812. 
2. Sheffield Mercury., June 20p 1814, 
3- Henry George Farmer., Rise and Development of Military Music,, 

London,, 1912,, p. 51. 
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Typical of the many functions Of local military and amateur 

bands was the instance where a military band attended a fireworks 

display in Sheffield on Wednesdays June 21,1815* in which the band 
1 

were to plays "admired and popular pieces during the evening. " 

The popularity of bands and the desire of the people to have 

music is shown by performances of the Stalybridge Band. The bandi, 

with twenty-one members in now blue uniforms., travelled to Glossop 

for an Oddfellows procession and made nine trips to Tinker's Gardens 

in Manchester in addition to various appearances in Stalybridge dur-- 
2 

ing the year 1816. The Tinker's Gardens performances were not the 

traditional concerts in the park which became so popular at a later 

datej, but were galas and special events held by societies or groups 

which engaged the band to provide incidental "festive" music. A 

similar event was held at Renishaw., near Sheffield in 1818. The 

function of the bands were the same., although the occasion was a pri- 

vate party celebrating the twenty-first birthday of Sir George Sit- 

wellp Bart. "Two bancla of military music from Chesterfield and 

Sheffield attended and played alternately many enlivening airsp this 

contributing very much to the pleasure and gratification of the visitors. 

The company did not break up before a late hour., when the bands of aw ic 

le Sheffield kfel=, May 27s, 3.815- 
29 Stalybridge 

_Old 
Bonds Stalybridges 1934* P-13- 
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united and played two national airsj, God Save Ihe fling., and Rule 

Britanniae 

During the first two decades, the personnel of the amateur bands 

could not be strongly associated with any one social class. Besses 

ol thl Barn., formed in 1818 as Clegg's Reed Band., included in its per- 

sonnel, John Clegg# one of the owners of the mill who supported the 

bande Peter Wharton's Band in 1816 included John Foster whose large 

and prosperous mill in 3.855 organized the Black Dike Mills Band. The 

Bolton Reed Band membership came from various trades and occupations 

including publicanss farmersj, cashiersj, spinners., collier0p Managerso 
2 

painters and cooperse 

Towards the end of the second decade., a woxicing class was created., by 

industrial expansion which demanded political and social reform. The 

reformers gathered strength from their unity in numbers* Numerous 

demonstrations and mass meetings were held in an effort to let their 

cause be heard. It was at this point that the amateur =icians' ties 

with the military bands., patronized by the gentry# ended and the move 

towards bands composed entirely of working class men began* Nearly 

all reform meetings held prior to and just following 18209 were reported 

as being accompanied by bands of music. The reform meetings of 1819 

.. 
Huddersfield,, York,, Barnsley and other areas, 11 utilized in Manchester ,a 

lo Sheffield Ifercurys April 25P 1818- 
2* William Millington., Sketches of Local Musicians and Masical 

Societies$ Pendleburya 1884v PP-110-117- 



bands which were made up of working class amateur musicians. The 

working class,, in striving for recognition, brought with it, the local 

band which eventually became known as the English brass band. 

Even at reform meetings the music continued to be God Save the 

King, and Rule Britarmia. 

In 1821., Besses ol th' Barn won the first band contest known in 

England* The winning music for the unscheduleds and impromptu contest 

was God Save the KiAq which gives some indication of the technical 

abilities of the early bands. 

Contests weres at the latter half of the centurys the strongest 

motivating force in the growth of English amateur bands. The organized 

band contest was not of English origin. The Harmonicon reported con- 
I 

tests of amateur bands in Belgium in 1821+ and in 1837., a writer to the 

Musical World suggested that contests should be held for English bands 

as they were in Southern France where prizes were awarded to the winners. 

As the n, er of bands began to increases interest in the music 

also increased. Harper wrote his book of soloss Favorite Airs for 

Royal Kent Bugle [sic), about 1825. The Airs were published by the 

respected house of Clementi and Co. and provided bandsmen with much 
2 

needed melodies of musical quality for practice and performance. The 

book included thirty-three melodies arranged as s9loss duets and trios. 

Robert Cocks and Co. initiated their Series of ModeA Tutors for 

1. "On the Present State of Ifimic in the Netherlands"s in the 
Harmonicon, Vol. I,, 182)+, P-151- 

2* Appendix Is No. I+. 



wind instruments in 1831 with Tully's Tutor for the Kent Bugle and 

Tu3-1-vIs Tutor for the French Horn. Other tutors were issued for 

clarinet., flute and bassoon in 1831. Tully's tutors gave complete 

in3tructions as well as twenty-four melodies in each book* Add- 

itional tutors were for three tromboness bass hornv serpent,, trumpet 

(1832) ophicleide and cornopean (1837) as well as various other wind 

instruments. The series totalled twenty tutors by 1840 and by 1844,, 

had been expanded to fifty tutors* 

A surprising feature of Tully's Tutor for the Kent Bugle (1831) 

is his instruction for mastering the art of double and triple tonguing, 

generally associated with Arban from about 1850o Tully advocated a 

system slightly different than that used by modern players* In the 

double tonguing.. on twosemiquavers following a quaverp he instructs 

the use of ak sound on the first semiquaver and at sound on the sec- 

ond. Modern usage is Just the reverse* - On-the triple tongues Tully 

suggested a t-k-t sequence generally employed by modern flute players. 

Modern brass methods recommend a t-t-k pattern. 

Local bands by 1833 were still performing only for festive occasions,, 

playing the same gleesp airs and national songs they had been since 1800, 

The Northallerton Bandj, near Yorkp Vkreengaged to perform, at the dinner 

celebrating the election of WeDuncombe to Parliament* Ten different 

pieces of n-nic were played by the band at the dimere 

I. Appendix Is No. 6. 
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I 
Northallerton Band Music 1833 

God Save the King 

Britons Strike Home 

Herets Health to all Good Iasses 

Hurrah for the Bonnets of Blue 

0 the Roast Beef of Old England 

Sweet Lass of Richmond Hill 

Duke of York'13 M=h 

Duke of Cumberland's March 

We Gae the Kildrwa Should Auld Acquaintances be Forgot 

At a Grand conservative Dinner also held in JanuarY 1833 in Yoric 

(they had just lost the election)., an unnamed band playe 
Id 

similar tunes 

for a festive gathering of supporters to the losing party. 

2 
Conservative Dinner (Ifusic) 1833 

God Save the Xing Hurrah for the Bonnets of Blue 

Roast Beef of England 

Rails Star of Brunswick 

Rule Britannia 

Duke of York's March 

Air 

Merx7 Chris t Church Bells 

See the Conquering Hero Comes 

Auld Lang Syne 

The Chronicle also reported that the excellent band added nich to the 

hilarity of the entertainment and played encores and a m, er of other 

airs and finally broke up with God Save the King. 

I* York Gazette,, January 5., 3-833- 
29 York Chronicie, January 24s 1833- 
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It is difficult to imagine the sound produced by bands prior 

to the introduction of valves. The trumpets and horns limited to 

natural tones and the keyed bugle producing a sound unknOwn to 

modern listeners must have resulted in a most interesting sonority* 

The trombone has changed the least in construction and tone* 

In the History of Bmmley Bands a colourful description of the 

problems confronting bandsmen is related by Alexander Hesling- "In 

those days, [1831D there were no valve instruments* Bandsmen of to- 

daY have no idea what inconveniences our old bandsmen had to put up 

with,, The serpent was a poor bass for outdoor work. Its sounds to 

mes was like the hissing of a gandere Naylor (clarinet player) used 

to carry wax plaisters with him ready for repairs,, as in those days 

fighting was a part of a bandsman's duty. The French horn player had 

to carry thirteen crooks on his'left armv his horn being wrapped with 

green cords* They said it menowed the sound., but as time went on 

they used them uncovered which was a great improvemente The player 

had all his half tones to. make with his hand up the bell, but at best., 

this was a poor makeshift. " 

Although !! alves were introduced in England in 1831,, they did not %, 

receive general use until the latter part of 1833 and early 183)+s and 

this was limited to a relatively small number of bands. BY 3.835,9 the 

cornet a piston and the cornopean had become very popular. 

le J. E. Hesling White., Short History of Bramley Band, 
B*G. Sowreys' ed., Bramleyj, 1906,, p. 6* 
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Harper was well established in the mid 1830's as first tnmpet 

and bugle to Kings Theatres the Ancient Concerts# Philharmonic Con- 

certss and nearly every Music festival in Fxgland. He also was in- 

spector of trumpets and bugles to the East India Company. He was 

the beat known instrumentalist of the first half of the nineteenth 

century., more famous than 11bris the violinist. 

Thomas Harper was born in Worcester in . 1786* As a young boys 

he studied under Elvey in Londonj, playing in the East India Volunteer 

Band and by 1815 was elected a member of the Royal Society of lbsic- 

ians. He played principal trumpet at the Birmingham 26mic Festival 

of 1820. About Harper# the Musical World said, "the command and 

mastery, which Harper has over his very difficult instrument is truly 

astonishinV add to this his rich and mellow tones and correct inton- 

ation$ which places him above all competitorsp particularly in the name 

of Handelo Some two or three seasons ago, Mr. Harper announced a 

benefit concerts when he received upwards of a dozen offers from young 

ladies, to sing Let the Bright Seraphi to Us trumpet 8ccOMPaniment; 

and at the first Exeter Hall Festival, thirty--s applications were 
-1 

sent in to the same effect*" 

On December 3-59 1834j, Harper gave his anWal cOncsrt at the 

London Tavern attended by the Lord Mayor., Lady Mayoress and a "ful. 1 

room of beauty and fashion. " Sir George Smart conducted, the orchestra# 

led by Mori. "Harper's performance as it always isp was truly 

le Ihsical World,, June 17* 1836. . 
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exe all ant. The, ifusical World reviewed =sical performances. in 

straightforward language, reporting the events as they felt they 

actually were* Interesting excerpts from the same report on 

Harper's concert shcxv that not all received compliments. "We can- 

not say much in praise either of the composition or the performance 

of Neuko='s divertiments for the brass instruments; Harper was 

fagged out Ca curious but effective use of a term thought to be of 

modern origin)# the ophicleide reminded us of a steamr-boat chimney; 

and completely hid 1! r. Fwders, who looked as if he was playing at bo- 

peep. I%my of the things were badly accompanied., for instance the 

trio of Loder's Soft as the Mia-mr., was performed more like Loud is 

the Thunder*" Mrs Mori., London's leading violinistj, seemed to be part- 

icularly under fire from the concert reviewer* "Wro Mori went off in 

a gallop in that portion of this splendid scene at Their Airy Steeds 

on Everv Side vihich is not marked 'piu allegros' nor is the time at 

all changed, and we =ist enter our protest against the stamping and 

thumping to hurry the singer,, which Mre Mori is too apt at using to 

suit his own caprice$ and we noticed that Mr. Uori, played wrong notes,, 

especially in the instance of the sudden transition from G major to 

G minor,, where he played aB natural instead of aB flat#, thus endeav- 
2 

ouring to spoil a songwhich Ure Purday sang extremely well*" 

I* 15mical Worlds January 2p 1835s P-15- 
2* Ibid. 
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The Musical World reviewed Harper's concert of 1836 with 

generous terms* "Mr. Harper himself played a concerto composed 

by Itr. Denman, in which he executed passages, such as we never 

heard from the trumpets, with a neatness and precision., and at the 

same time unerring truth of intonation,, that were as astonishing 
1 

as they were satisfactor7o" The evening following his own concert., 

Harper assisted at Toulmin's concert where he played a fantasia for 
2 

trumpet and accompanied two vocal songs on the cornet a pistons* 
George Hogarth., in writing an article entitled "Musical Instru- 

ments* saids, "It is admitted by M. Fetis that the French trumpet 

players are inferior to the German and the English; and the same 

writer mentions Mr. Harper as the greatest performer of the dayi, an 

opinions the correctness of which is univereally admitted. Harper 

is unrivalled# not only in beauty and variety of tones, and in powers 

of execution., but also in greatness of styles in the power of com- 
3 

prehending and realizing the most sublime conceptions of genius*" 

Over his career Harper, in addition to playing annually in 

nearly all the major English festivals.. also held the post of prin! - 

ciPal trumpet in the East India Volunteer Band., Drury Lane Theatres 

English Opera House,, Royal Italian Operap Ancient Concertso Lyceum 

141 Musical World., December 23s 1836, p. q. 
2e Wi-d. 
3- Z; -Oýge Hogarth., "lUsical Instruments".. 

_in 
Musical World, 

February 17,1837v P-131- 
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Theatres King's Theatre and the Philharmonic Concerts* In add- 

ition. to the Airs for Royal Kent B"l q Harper wrote Instructions 

for the Trumpet (1836) and a revised edition of 1837- He had three 

sonst Thomas Johns Charles and Edmund- Thomas junior studied violin 

'with Mori but eventually became established as a trumpet and cornet 

Players assuming many of the positions left by his father. Charles 

and Edrm, nd were both horn players. Edmund also gained notice as an 

organist and composer of vocal w-isio and songs. Harper died in Lon- 

don on January 20,9 1853* Daveys in his History of English Misic said# 

"no English player = other instruments Eother than pianos harp# violins 

violoncello] deserwas special mention, except Thomas Harper. " 

The year 1836 might well be termed the year of brass in English 

=xsic history. Harper was in his very best forms, playing brilliantly 

in concerts all over Fxgland. Balfe scored the cornet in his opera 

,, 
the first use of valved brass in an F lish composition Maid of Artois ; ng 

for orchestra. The Distin family began# in Scotland., their very succ- 

essful concerts as the Distin family brass band* The Bramley Band 

converted to all brass instrumentatiom In 1836, the brass band be- 

came a reality, being called by the name brass band and being recoo- 

nized as an established ensemble* No contemporary reference to a 

"brass band" is to be found prior to 1836. In preparing his second 

edition of his trumpet boolct Harper received a letter of endorsement 
3.9 H*Davey,, History of gMl: ish Music, - -Londons 1921p p. )+78* -- 
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from the principal of the Royal Acadezy of Misics dated July, 1836.. 

'which saids *I feel persuaded that great imprcmements will accrue 

from the study of your treatise., particularly in military and brass 

bands. In the same second edition., Harper,, in discussing a new 

variation to the cornet a piston,. called the cornetto.. said it "is 

very much used in brass bands*" 

The first musio published for brass band was MacFarlane's Eigh 

PoTnaar Aire for a Brass Band published by R-Cocks, and Coo early in 
1 

March of 1836. MacFarlane claimed to have introduced thevalved. 

cornopean in 2833, yet his arrangements for brass band consisted of 

three keyed bugles, two horns,, two trumpetsp three trombones and Bor- 

pent. It is likely this was done for commercial reasons$ there be- 

ing far more bugle players than cornopean. Cocks was the leading 

Publisher for wind instruments of the period. Their series of Mod- 

-ern 
Tutors eventually totalled fifty books. In March of 3.8362 they 

also published a journal for keyed bugle by Aller. They also pub- 

lished zmisic for military band as well as scales for sixteen wind in- 

struments. Names of MacFarlane's Airs are unknown,, but in all prob- 

ability theywere of the same type as those played_by bands at the 

1341'rie P galas and other events for which they were engaged. Also 

published in 1836 was the Cornopaean Companion of Scalesp With 0 
2 

inal and Selected Airs# published by Blackman and Pace* This is 
I- Musical World, March 18., 1836, p. 12. 
2e Ibidos December 9.18360 p. 208* 
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one of the earliest publications for cornopeans 

An event occurred in Sheffield in 1836 which may have been 

the first instance of a long and popular traditiom A procession 

was held to mark the laying of the first stone of St. John the 

Evangelist Church* "On the arrival of the procession,, the band 

halted playing while the gentlemen took their places within the 

enclosure. Soon after the procession had arTived,, an appropriate 

hymn was sung by the assemblage to the tune of Old Hundredth Psalm, 

being accompanieds as-well as in otherss by the band. " This is 

the first recorded instance of a wind band accompanying hymn sing. - 

ing; a tradition in Yorkshire and other northern counties that has 
2 

become world famous, 

Activities concerning brass =sic continued in 1837, In Jan- 

uar7j, D'Almaine published The Brass Bands, consisting of popular 

songs., airs., waltzes., quadrilles.. galopodes., marches etc- from 

William Tell., Gustavus, * L' Es tocq,, etc. # arranged for brass band by 

J,, PaiTy,, former bandmaster of the Denbeigh Militia and =laical critic 
3 

of the Morning B>st for the years 1834-148* Parry's Brass Band 

represented the first published arrangements of contemporar7 m, ic 

for brass band and the first published attempts to provide serious 

le Sheffield Mercury,, October 1,, 1836. 
20 This instance is distinctly different from the earlier situations 

Of church banýs composed of winds and stringsj, assisting the 
choir and congregational singing. 

3- Musical World, January 20s 1837* P-79- 



1 
or formal music for the brass band. Prior to Parry's arrange- 

ments, the music had consisted of traditional and familiar songs 

and airs along with a few well known items by Handel (See the Con- 

quering Hero Comes) and other earlier composers. From 1837# brass 

bands began-their move towards operatic selections., especially 

suited for the contests which appeared from 1853. The lighter 

slelections remaineds howeverj, for the same function of providing 

music for special events* 

The demand for printed brass band music warranted Wessel and 
2 

Co. to issue -a weekly brass band journal beginning Junep 1837- 

These journals included both popular airs as well as selections by 

contemporary composers* The first journal included Kalisch Quick 

Step, Galope Austrian Warch and other typical band numbers. The 

second journal contained music of more substance., for in addition 

to the usual numbers,, an arrangement of "lo son Ricco" from Don: 1- 

zettils opera Elisir d'Amore was included# This second journal 

appeared in June 1837, Donizettils opera had its English premier in 

December of 18360 bringing the music of Donizetti to the brass band 

and the working class within six months of its introduction to Eng- 

lish concert audiences* The flow and vocalness of operatic music- 

appealed to brass players and were readily accepted by them. 

I. William Tell was first performed August 3,9 3.829., and Lestoeq,, 
au L'Intrigue et l1amourp May 21+, * 1834. 

2* Musical World,, June 2,1837j, p-192.; Ibid., June 9j, 18379 
p-208. 
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The cornet a pistons was a very popular instrument by 1837 and 

in June of 1837v Wessel and Co. began to issue arrangements of songs 
for cornet and piano* The first of these was Vivitu., by Donizetti 

followed by Swiss Melod for cornet and pianos 

Harper had been mentioned playing the cornet to vocal accompani- 

ments as early as 1835 and 1836. On November 2., 1837P the Richmond 

Harmonic Society presented their anniversary concert at the Castle 

Hotel, Richmond. "Mr. Handley's cornet a piston obligato on Doni- 
1 

setti's air Vivi t, elicited the greatest applause*" au- 

Airs from Eagles Haunt., for brass band in two books were pub- 

lished in October of 1837# the publisher's name not being given by 
2 

Yusical World. 

Carnaud's Tutor for Cormopean was published by R. Cocks and Co. 

in 1837. It was advertised in the "Weekly List of Now Publications" 

of the lkl=ical World., of November 3s 1837- MacFarlane's tutors the 

Cornopean Instructor., appeared about the same times but no mention 

of the specific date is found. MacFarlane's Cornopea s which con- 

sisted of two sets of selected arias and songs first appeared in Sep- 

tembers 1837* published by Mori. 

These selections by MacFarlane were reviewed by the Musical World, 

le Misical World.. November lo, 1837s P-137- 
2* Ibidep October 200 18379 p. 96. 
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with resexv tions due to admitted lack of knowledge. "This,, we 

believe in the first publication of the kind which has appeared 

for the cornopean. But we cannot at present boast of sufficient 

knowledge of the instrument to speak with much confidence of the 

appropriateness of the selections* For the restp we are willing 

to give the compiler credit for having., as far as possiblej, combined 

what is popular with what is beautiful; but we confess we are some- 

what I taken back' at findingp in a collection of 'the melodies: ýof all 

countries'., such a high proportion of Donizettils and Costals. These 

are selected from the popular operas Anna Bolena [183a 
# Searamuccia,, 

11 Elisir d'Amore 
[1832p 

English Premiere 1836] and Malek Adel [Jan. 

1837) - The second number is the best., for it contains the Scotch Air., 

I'll Never Leave Thee and a beautiful Swiss melody., the name of which 

is not given* ' 11re MacFarlane, it will be seen., has in some cases 

arranged the cornopean part as an accompaniment to the pianoforte; but 

the instrument is surely too powerful to be used in this way? How- 

everp as aforesaid, we speak under correction. " MacFarlane continued 

the trend of including contemporary operatic arias in his publications 

along with traditional melodies; the selection from Yalek Adel foll- 

owed the Parisian premiere by only nine months. His inclusion of "a 

high proportion" of Donizettils works initiated a long lasting appreci- 

ation of the composer's works by brass bandsmen. The writer for Musi- 

cal World exposed h is admitted lack of knowledge in expressing his con- 

lo Musical World,, Drec, 6mber 25# 1837# p. 218* 
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cern for the cornopean being "too powerful to be used" as an acc- 

ompaniment to the piano. Harper was well knawn all over England 

for his trumpet accompaniments to Clara Novello's singing to Let the 

Bright Seraphi as well as numerous items on the cornet a pistons 

with vocal and piano music. The Musical World itself made numerous 

complimentary reviews of the cornet a piston being used to accompany 

80103* The reviewer may not have been aware of the extreme similar- 

ity between the cornopean and the cornet a piston. A similar lack 

of awareness was evidenced by lack of recognition of Blight's Cornopean 

-Companion of Scales., published in 3.836, which included original and 

selected airso 

By the end of December# 1837,, IbcFarlane had published a fourth 

set of melodies for the cornopean. 

It was in the year 1837 that the Distin family began their series 

of successful English concerts that continued for more than a decade. 

The five Distins must have displayed an exceptional gift of performance 

abilityp for they were well received at all their concerts., in spite of 

their unusual combination of instruments for the concert hall* They 

werevell received,, not because of the novelty of their endeavour but 

because of the musical results which they produced* 

Prior to leaving Scotland and returning to England, the Distins 

made a successful concert tour of Aberdeens Banffp Elging Forress and 

Inverness. The Inverness Courier is quoted as reporting "Vie may re- 

peat what certainly the first musician of the north remarked upon this 
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occasion - 'taking into consideration the sort of instruments here 

used, * this performance is certainly the greatest musical treat I 

ever witnessed., even though I have been present at all kinds of 

concerts-'" 

Two concerts were given by the Distin family in Beth in Nov- 

ember.. 1837- "We have listened in the course of our musical ex- 

perience, to many performances which bave been truly astonishing, 

without being particularly pleasing, but, in the case of Kr- Distin 

and his family,, we must confess that the wonderful and the delight- 

ful are combined to-an extent rarely ever equalled,, certainly not 

surpassed. Every piece was applauded with that earnestness which 

can never be mistaken for cold., commonplace approvalj, and the con- 

certed composition., "Creda si Misera" from Bellini's opera I Puritani 
2 

was rapturously encored. " 

The Distins were performing on five unvalved brass instruments 

which they continued to use until their Paris engagements with sax 

horns in 1841+. The use of these instruments gives even greater 

credit to their success. I Paritani., Bellini's last opera., was 

written in 1835 and introduced in England the same year* The Puri- 

tani Season was remembered for years afterwards and cited as one of 
3 

the most brilliant ever known. 

1- ITusical World,, July 28,1837, P-107- 
2* Bath Herald, November 11,1837- 
3- Ferruccio Bonavia, "Bellinillp in Grove's Dictionary of Musi. 

ana Musicians, Vol. I., Eric Blom, ed-p Londons 19540 p-609 
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In 1838.9 the Distins began a series of concerts in London. 

"The Rainer performances are now alternated by the Distin family., 

a father and four sons., who make trumpet-musicq singly and in con- 
1 

cert, q with great precision and good taste. " At the coronation of 

Queen Victorias Distin was selected as principal trumpet for the or- 

chestra and Harper played trumpet fanfares from the balconies. 

New music for brass published in 1838., included R. Cocks and Co. 

Journal for Cornopeanwhich eventually contained twelve issues with 

ten to twelve airs in each issue. Cocks also issued additional brass 

band in, ers arranged by Praeger as Thirteen Favorite Melodies, raic) 
. 

About this same period the same publisher issued three editions for 

keyed bugle by Aller which were Seventy Six Favorite Airs for One 

Bugle (sic].. One Hundred National Airs for Bujzl and Twent-v Four 

National Airs, for two and three bugles. 

In 1839, a Polish musical clown named Popowitz travelled with 

Tourniaire's circus,, giving amazing performances on the cornet a pistonsp 

Playing operatic solos., national melodies and airs with brilliant vari- 
2 

ations in a style unknown before his advent. The popularity of the 

w. wical bands (often brass bands) attached to various travelling cir- 

cuses has been mentioned previously with Cooke's circus at York in 

I* Anthenaeums February 24# 1838# P-151- 
2* Enderby Jackson,, "Origin and 11tomotion of Brass Band Contests". 

in Musical Opinion and M-1sic Trade Review,, March 1# 1896,, P-392* 



1833- Also,, Millington mentions eight or ten members of the 
1 

Bolton Band travelling with Cooke's Circus each season. 

About 1&+0,, Ro Cocks and Co*,, . published Handley's Twenty Four 

Airs for brass band plus cornet a piston solos which included 

Twent-v Four Chamber Duets and Two Hundred Popular Songs. Marches, 

Quadrilles, Waltzes. Galops, Italian, German, French, and Other Airs* 

Additionallyt they offered 2allerla One Hundred and Forty Seven Airs,, 

Marches. 
-Waltzes, etc* for cornet a piston. 

Up to the period of 1840,, several musical developments and in- 

fluences are quite evident. The popiLlarity of Earpers the Distins 

and others performing good misiep well played,. rapidly hastened the 

move by amateur bandsmen to the formation of bands composed entirely 

of brass instruments. The growth of these bands is indicated by the 

willingness of the publishers to produce and issue the 01sic. From 

statements given in the memoirs of bandsmen playing during this time, 

it appears that irrespective of the music printed and'published., 

most nusic played by the early brass bands was in manuscript prepared 

by the bandmaster or local amsician. The printed -1sic issued by 

Cocks, 9 Wessel and others reached only a small segment of the brass 

bands# yet enough was sold to warrant the re-issue of original items 

plus the addition of new arrangements* 

Of the early imisic published for brass band,, only a very small 
1. William Millington.. Sketches of Local Musicians and Musical 

Societiesp Pendleburys 1884,9 p*109* 



portion was original music and that which wass, was of very light 

naturej. usually in the form of simple songs or airs. Partially 

due to the influence of the Distin concerts and partially due to 

its natural arrangement for brass band., operatic selections became 

the main "quality" =zio for bands* This situation also stemmed 

from the organization of these early bands which most often were 

composed of several players of soloist abilityp the remaining play- 

ers being considerably less proficient* This lent itself well to 

the operatic form of soloist with accompaniment. The music sel- 

ections were very short in duration and very limited in technical 

demands* Besses, ol th' Barn Band participated in an informal con- 

test in 1838 and won with the song# Hail SmiljIL2&rn. 

The only change in performances by 1840 was that occasional 

operatic selectionswere included in addition to the airs# glees, 

quadrilles, and other light music- The appearances at galas were 

not thought to be,, nor were they called concertse No concert by an 

amateur bands Joeos a full programme of music in a concert hall at 

which people attended solely to listen to the band., is known until 

1859. On October 24 of that years the Bramley Band included a Grand 
I 

Concert among their lists of performances for 3.859- The performance 

function of bands at this date was still to provide incidental music 

not one of giving concerts. 

le J. E. Healing Whites Short. History-of Bramley Ban 
b. G. Sowreys edj, Bramley., 197s pp. Igs 20* 
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A strong factor in few concerts being given was one of poor 

financial return. The Bramley Band performances for 1859 included 

contest prize money of 40s Z12j, Zl5j Z15 and Z7- Engagements in- 

cluded the Bradford Galas Z19, Kirkstall Abbey Flower Show Z12" 

Rippon, Flower Show Z16.8.4,, plus others of various fees. Even 

the engagement at Queenshead Pig and Poultry Shaw which was notated 

to be "a very rainy dayj, bandstand fixed on a mud heap.. " brought the 

band Z6.15- 0- The receipts from the Grand Concert,, which took 

more time in preparation than any other event, amounted to only 
1 

Z5* 2.0. 

The Temperance Movement began in Ireland and reached Yorkshire 

and Lancashire in 1830- The movement reached its height of effective- 
2 

ness in the latter 1840's and waned by 1856. The Bramley Band in 

1836 became the first of many temperance bands. The original members 

of the band were serious supporters of the Temperance Movement,, arink-r 

ing no alcoholic beverages in any form. Alex Hestling wrotej, "we 

played on the road and there was ale in abundancej, but no money., Vie 

were all teetotallers., so ale was of no use to us. " 

The temperance bands were not confined to temperance functions 

1. J-E-Hesling White.. Short History of Bramley Band, 
B-G-Sowrey, ed., Bramley, 1906, pp. 19., 20. 

2. Arthur Shadwell and Anton J-Carlson, "Temperance"j, in Encycloppedia 
Britannica, Vol. 21, Walter Yustp ed. 2 Londonp 19560 p-919. 

3- J-E-Hesling Whitep Short History of Bramley Ban 
j, B-G-Sowreyj, ed-9 Bramleyp 1906, p. 18. 
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although they did assist at mass meetings., recruitments and at 

galase The first temperance gala held in Leeds was attended by 
1 

the Bramley Band in 1841. The Bramley Band continued to perform 

at the Leeds Temperance Society Galas for more than fifteen years* 

As the temperance movement lost its moment=,, many of the bands 

continued to use their temperance name long after they had ceased 

to support temperance activities* 

The association of brass bands with temperance societies pro- 

vided fertile ground for the development of hymn singing with brass 

band accompaniment, 

In 1844., the Distins' trip to Paris and subsequent meeting with 

Adolphe Sax had a tremendous impact on the instrumentation of English 

brass bands* The instrumental improvements and advancements led to 

better vn, ical perfonnanceso 

The first performance by the Distins on the new sax horns must 

have been an exciting event- The music was a special arrangement of 

Robert le Diable by Mayerbeer who was thought to be the leading cow- 

poser in Paris in 1844* The concert was conducted by Hector Berlioz. 

The programme offered a tremendous combination of talent in Saxt the 

Distinss, Berlioz and Meyerbeero According to Distinj, their Im, er 
2 

was the only number on the concert to receive an encore* The same 
1. J9F. -Hesling Whites Short History of Bramley Bands 

B. G. Sowreyp ed. $, Bramleys 1906s P-7- 
2* lbsical World, February 139 1645s P-76. 



arrangement of Robert le Diable was used by the Distins of subse- 

quent concerts with great success. 

At a concert in Manchester in 181+7., after ten years of successive 

concerts.. the Distins continued to receive highly favourable and com- 

plimentary reviews. "The great characteristics of the admirable 

quintet band are a perfectness of tune to which the most critical ear 

can take no exception,, a deliciousness of musical effect almost sur- 

feiting from its very sweetness, on ease of execution, and a precision 

of unity of expression.. 'which would be incredible,, did we not hear and 

see it realised. We imust subscribe to the opinion that 'during 

the entire of their concert,, nothing like the slightest idea of criti- 

cism could enter the minds of the audience. ' Curshmann's lovely trio 

Ti Prego -o madre pia,, we never hearasung with such a ravishing sweet- 

as it was on this occasion,, arranged as a ness of rm, ical blending 

quintet* The fantasia on themes from Robert le Diablej, pleased us 

beat of the pieces in the second part; and the National Anthem arranged 

for five sax: hornso was beautifully played. " 

One of the numbers used by the Distins on their concerts was the 

Military Quadrille written by John Distin. . This is the only known corx- 
2 

position by John Distin and was published by Distin and Sons about 1%60 

It is also the only available music known to have been performed by the 

1. MInchester Guardian,, March 31,181+7. 
2a Appendix I,, No-7- 
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Distin family on sax horns and is a good representation of the 

quadrilles of the period. 

The xmisio played by amateur bands was generally associated 

with happy events* In at least one instances the music played 

by a band proved to be fatal. "On May 27s 1844# the Calverley 

and Greengates Band played at Bradford for an Orange Club process- 

ion. They played party tunes including Croppy Lie Down and, Bo: vne 

Water which annoyed the Irish Party so much that they waylaid the 

band as they were returning home. " The attackers asked the bands- 

men to play The thite Cockade and other Irish tunes* The band 

did not respond and the Irish promptly assaulted the bandsmen,, one 

of whoms Benjamin Gotts was killede Six of the mcb were trans- 
1 

ported for life. 

The year 181+5 marked the first organized brass band conteste 

The site was at Burton Constable.. eight miles from Hull* The con- 

test was inspired by similar contests witnessed by several of the 

ladies while visiting in Southern France. The facts concerning the 

contest are taken from Enderby Jackson's eyewitness account written 
2 

fifty-one years later in 1896. The rules and ritual designed for 

the first contest established a format used by contests in England 

for the following one hundred and twenty-five years. The prizes were 

10 J-E-Hesling White,, Short History of Bramley Band, 
B-G-Sowreyp ed. p Bramleys 1906., PP-13# 34- 

2* Enderby Jacksons "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s 
in, 15isical Opinion and Music Trade Reviews, November Is 1896.. 
pp. 101p 102* 
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cash money. Bands were limited to a specific number of players 

(twelve) and drums were not allowed to be used in the contest* The 

contest was held on a platform, and the judge was placed in a tent 

to prevent his knowing which band was performingj, eliminating any 

possibility of the judge being influenced by knowledge of the band 

or its conductor* Prior to the contests the participating bands 

drew lots to determine the order of play* All of these basic rules 

have been maintained for British contests with a few minor exceptions. 

As the bands arrived at the contest, they played favourite 

marchess a practice continued into the twentieth century. Five bands 

attended the contest and the -1-sic played upon entering the grounds 

provided added excitement for the spectators. 

1 
Entrance Marches - Burton Constable 1845 

Patrington. Band 

Holmes Hall Tamery 

Hull Flax and Cotton Mills 

Wold Band 

Brockelaby Yeomanr7 

Fine Old English Gentleman 

Liitzow's Wild Hunt 

Dashing White Sergeant 

Forester,, Sound the Cheerful Horn 

With a Helmet on his Brow 

Enderby Jacksons, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests". 
in, lTusical ODinion and Masic Tr-ade Review., November Is 1896, 
po 102* 
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Contest Music - Burton Constable 1645 
1 

Brockelsby Yeomanry 

Holmes Týimery 

Hull Flax and Cotton ill-Is 

Wold Brass Band 

Fatrington Band 

i Selections from the works of 
Sir Henry Bishop, # including 
Should he upbraid 
and Mynheer van Dunk 

Selections from Mozart's 
Twelfth Mass 

Hail Smilin' Morn 

Selections from Rossini's 
Barber of Seville 

Countr7 Aire 

The judge asked the second and fourth bands to play an additional 

selectionj, which they did* 

Holmes Ta=ery 

Wold 

Der Freischutz 

Hallelujah Chorus 

Prizes were awarded to Wold for first prize (Z12) and Holmes for 

second prize (Z8). 

The two winning bands had instruments superior to the other three 

contestants and this was a factor in their favour- The fact that 

the winners played orchestral selections by master composers, while the 

other three did nots had a lasting and good eff eat on band msice One 

Enderby Jackson., "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"., 
in Musical opinion and Music Trade Review,, November 1.. 1896., 
pe 102* 
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can only speculate on the consequences., had the beat performances 

been given on Country Airs and Hail Smilin' Morn. 

No further reference can be found of contests until the first 

Belle Vue contest in 1853. 

Printed music for military bands had been available from the 

first of the nineteenth century. Wessel and Co.., who published 

large quantities of-misic for military and brass band., issued Military 
1 

Journal number fortys edited by Brepsant,, in Junes 1836. R-Cocks 

and Co... who had published military music from the 1830'st advertised 
2 

five hundred "new works for a military band" in 1844. Irrespective 

of the large m, er of military arrangements published up to 1845, 

Farmer contends that the publications were "theoretical rather than 
3 

practical* and received limited circulation. Carl Boose,, bandmaster 

of the Scots Fusilier Guardsp issued in lE45,, a selection from Verdi's 

Ernani for military band which he not only arranged,, but wrote the 

parts on stone for lithographing and printed them himself. In 184.6 

Boosey and Co. began publishing military music under the title of 

Boose's Military Journal* Carl Boo3e was sole editor* In 1&+7j, 

Jullien introduced a rival military band journal edited by Charles 

Godfrey. Jullien's journal was taken over by Boosey and Coo in 1857 

le Musical World., June 17,, 1836. 
2* Ibid-9 November 7# 1844- 
3- Henry George Farmer,, Memoirs of the Royal Artillery Ban 

Londonj, 1901+. p p. 90. 
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and became Boosey's Supplemental journal. These two Journals util- 

ized the same basic instrumentation and had a fine effect in stand- 
1 

ardizing the instruments used in the military band. 

About this same period (1846),, the publishing house of Nelson 

of 28, Now Bond Street# published Six Favorite Melodies sic arTanged 

for the cornet a pistons by Thomas flarpers junior., and Boosey and Co. 

Published a Repertoire, for cornet and pianoforte. 

The Distins continued to give concerts in I&j. 6 and 3. &+7s but 

after the death of George Distin in 1848j, the concerts were greatly 

reduced* About M+9 or 18509 Distin and Sons published Favorite, 

Swedish Melodies Coic) as sung by Jenny Lind, arranged and adapted 

for the cornet a pistons by John Distin. Distin's Journal for Sax, 

Horn, Sax Tuba or Cornet a piston also appeared about this time* 

These were operatic arias arranged as cornet solos with piano accom- 

paniment by John Distin. The first of these issues was "Vieni La 

Ilia Vendetta"., from Lucrezia Borizia by Donizetti for cornet a piston 
2 

in A flat. 

Jullien began his London concerts in 184.0 and by 1850 proved to 

be a strong influence in English =isio. Jackson wrote# "the good 

effected by M. Julliens who first taught provincial hearers to listen 

to., and afterwards thoroughly enjoy, I classical$ music,, can never be 

over-estimated. 
1- Henry George Farmer, Rise and Development of Militaa MusiCs 

Londons 1912, p. 116. 
29 AppencUx Is No. 8. 
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Unparalleled success always attended his Yorkshire and 

Lancashire tours* Never before had such perfection been held up 

to our homely toilers as models for their guidance and imitative 

power* New readings of works supposed well known., new forms of 

phrasing., new colourings of extremes in light and shade., peculiar 

renderings of uncommon harmonies., and beautiful clear rendering of 

novel contrapuntal devices# rendered by the very highest procurable 

artists on their respective instruments* During meal hours the 

bandrooms in the millss factoriess, foundries# and workshops were 

crowded with disputants on the musical marvels Jullien brought to 

their districts; above all the playing of Herr Koenig and M. Pros- 

pere were distinctly crowned masterpieces., and their distinctive 

tone and style copied in every available manner. " 

Koenig, the cornet player., was Jullien's foremost soloist* Pros- 

pere was the featured ophiclaide soloist of virtuoso ability* Sam 

Hughes left the Cyfarthfa band to join Jullien's orchestras, playing 

the ophicleide. Hughes was replaced in the Cyfarthfa Band by John 

Walker# also a brilliant player* This advancement of Sam Hughes 

from a brass band to the orchestra marks the first of mazW succeeding 

instances where orchestras have selected their brass players from the 

brass band. 

Jackson expounded at great length and description on the abilities 

1* Endexby Jackson., "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"# 
inNusical Opinion and Mmic Trade Review., April 1j, 1896, P-455- 
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I 
and artistry of Koenig whose playing nust have been the standard 

from which all others were judged* Farmer quotas the Brighton 

Gazette as referring to James Lawson., solo cornetist with the Royal 
2 

Artillery as being a second Koenig. Near the end of Jullien's 

career, # a concert was given in Sheffield on May 20., 1858j, at which 

Duhem was advertised as the principal cornet a piston. The Sheffield 

Independent said "we missed Mr, Prospere greatlyp Yons. Duhem is a 

very excellent principal cornet., but not sufficiently so to supply the 

place of the lamented Koenig* We were sorry to see'that., with the 
3 

exception of the gallery,, the house was not more than half filled. " 

The gallery seats were the least expensivej, priced at one shilling 

each., suggesting a good response to the concert from the working class. 

Jullien's practice of featuring only the very best performers 

for his concerts proved to be a great Inspiration for the bandsmen. 

It provided a standard from *1ich the amateurs could Pattern their own 

performances. A member of the Stalybridge Bandwho joined in lE48,, 

at the age of twelve yearap received instructions from James Melling and 

Dr* Ibraden. and Othey sent me to Jullien's grand orchestral concerts 
4 

to hear the beat artistes and imbibe style and finish-" 

I* Endexby Jaclcsonj, "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"., 
in Musical Opinion and Music Trade Reviewj, may 1,1896, P-538- 

2* Henry George Farmer., Memoirs of the Ro-val Artillery Ba 
Londons 1901+,, p. loo. 

3- Sheffield Independents May 220 3.858. 
4- Stalybridge Old Bands Stalybridges 19341, p*18* 
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In 1852# Boosey and Co. began to publish music for brass band, 

edited by Carl Boose* The Musical Directory for 185? + gives a 

partial listing of the selections for 1852 and 1853. 

1 
Boose's Brass Band Journal (Partial Lis_D 

First Series (1852) 

Reise Galop, 

Two Quick Steps 

Raymond Quadrille 

Carpentier 

Ibrien Quadrilles 

Second Series (1853) 

Adel rvaltz 

Two Parade Marches 

Fanny Galop 

Duet - Maria Padilla 

War March from Rienzi 

Wagner Aria 

Hamburgh Jauthal Polka 

Aria - Le Caid 

Slowanki Klange Waltzes 

Rudalls, Rwe and Carte., Musical Directory, 18%. 
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The Boosey and Coo Brass Band Journal continued to issue music 

through the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuriess being 

currently edited by Boosey and Hawkes. 

For the greater part., howeverg the music used by brass bands 

until about 1875,, was hand written manuscript. This was for three 

reasons* Until about 1870# the instrumentation of brass bands 

was not standardized and varied from band to band and area to area. 

The printed music could not accommodate all the variations* Second- 

lyp the bandmaster or local arranger could write and arrange the 

parts in such a way as to display the strongest and best players 

while "taking it easy" on the less proficient* The third., and in 

many instances., the most influential reason was one of cost. The 

bandsmen felt they could not afford the expense of printed music. 

The History of Stal-ybrid)Ze quotes Mr* T. A. Woods in his refer- 

ence to early band musicj, "In the forties o. - music was nearly all 

in manuscript and very expensive,. besides being very indistinct. 
1 

Our sources of supply were WoBlights Mr. Tidswell., and Mro Mellinge" 

The account of the Bramley Band states that "Mro Whitley., a first rate 
2 

musician, arranged the band's music from 1836 to 1871+. " 

In the collection of music at the Keighley 18meums there is a 

partial set of four manuscript band books (first cornopean, second 
le Stalybridge Old Bands Stalybridgep 1914, p-18. 
2. J*E-Hesling Ythites Short History of Bramley Band., 

B. G., Sawreyjp edep Bramleys 1906s P-7- 



cornopean, D flat tenor sax horn and bass trombone). These books 

are marked as belonging to the Goose Eye Newsholm. brass band. One 

of the books is dated 1852. The music is made up of thirty-eight 

short., light compositionso Number twelve in the book is a Grand, 

March by Tidswell., bandmaster of the Belle Vue Band and one-time 
1 

conductor of Wombwell's Menagerie. Five compositions in the books 

are by R. (Richard) Smithv founder of a band music publishing house 
2 

in 1857 in Hull,, which still exists, moving to London in 1878- 

3 
Goose Rve Band Music 1852 

waltz 

Quick Step 

The Flag (Quick Step) 

Operatic 

Love Not 

Hail Happy Peace 

Temperance Slow March 

waltz 

Marnirl a Grave 

Grand March - Tidswell 

Polka 

Morning Star Polka - R-Smith 

Bank Quick Step 

Bonnets of Blue - R-Smith 

Alice Quick Step 

May Day Glee 

Round About the Starry Throne 

Victoria English Queen 

It is Not as it Used to be 

Blessed be the Lord God of Israel 

Rosalie Quick Step 

Rule Britannia 

The Bog God Save the Queen 

1. Appendix Is No-9- 
2* Appendix I# No*10* 
3- Keighley nmeum (uncatalogued music). 
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Lord, In Thee I Have Trusted 

I Will Give Thee Thanks (Mozart) 

God Bless the Prince of Wales 

Bloomers Polka 

Great Western Polka 

Lilly Bell - R-Smith 

The Light Horseman - R-Smith 

Sally Come Up 

Beautiful Stream 

Moon Light Polka 

Luther' a Hymn 

Now We Pray for Our Country 

The Hearth is the Lord's 

Rock Villa Polka - R-Smithe 

It appears that the Goose Fye Band did not become a contesting 

bandj, for no mention of the band is found in contest lists from 

1853-1860. The band thenp may be considered to have been typical 

of the small village banas of the period. (The size of the Goose 

Eye Band has not been determinecl)* The =isic from their band books 

would also be typical for these bandsmen had neither the proficiency 

nor the opportunity for perfoxming the heavier operatic selections 

played by the leading bands* The inclusion of the Bloomers Polka 

shows the influence of Mrs. Amelia JenIc3 Bloomer who advocated reform 

in women's dress from about 181+9 from which the name "bloomers" be- 

came so popular. lhse Bloomer was also a strong temperance leader. 

The Temperance Slow March,, plus several sacred numbers suggests that 

the band was occasionally called upon to perform for temperance and 

church related functions. The relationship between brass bands and 

Whitsuntide is now a well established tradition in the northern 

counties. 
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Also included in the Keighley collection is a student's work 

book dated 1855, which belonged to William Feathers, a bass tronr- 

bonist in an unnamed Keighley band and a student of Joseph Smith. 

The bock (all in manuscript) contains exercises and music by Smith. 

Several parts of printed music issued as the. Universal Quick Step 

Journal and arranged by J-Sidney Jones are also found in the coll- 

ection. One of-these journals is See the ConquerinjP,, Hero Comes 

[HandeD 
. Jones was bandmaster of the Fifth Dragoon Guards in 1870- 

Russell and Elliot give Enderby Jackson as their source for 

their information that following the contest at Burton Constable in 

1845., the flower shows held at Hull occasionally held small compet- 

itions as added attractions and that the idea of inpromptu contests 
2 

spread to surrounding districts. No further contests., properly 

organized and promoteds are known to have been held until 1853- 

While attending the 1851 Industrial Exhibition,, Enderby Jackson 

met James 2,,! elling of Illanchester and Tallis Trimnell of Chesterfield. 

The idea of promoting major contests for brass bands originated with 
3 

the meeting of these three men in London in 1851- Jackson took the 

task of contacting various railways seeking special fares for excur- 

sion trains to possible contest sites* This he accomplished. Melling 

1. Life and Career of Mr. Edwin Swift, Wilnsbridges 1901is P-7- 2* John F-Russell and J-H-Elliot, The Brass Band Movement, London, 
1936, p. 91. 

3- Ibid., pp. 96,97- 
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was to find a suitable place for the first contest and make the 

financial arrangements. As he was from Manchester, Melling 

approached Yx. John Jennison$ manager of Belle Vue Gardens$ in re- 

spect to holding a contest there. Jennison agreed to hold the 

contestj, providing a trial drum and fife band contest proved a 

successe Trimnell's assignment is less definite but seems to 

have been primarily to create interest among bands in his areas 

No bands from the Chesterfield area entered the first contests Trim- 

nell's role was of little consequence. 

Jennison and Jackson were sceptical about a brass band contest 

of working class performers being able to draw sufficient =i ers of 
1 

people to make the venture a sound financial proposition. The ecx- 

perimental drum and fife contest held in 1852 proved to be very succ- 

essful and the first Belle Vue Brass Band Contest was scheduled for 

GordDn Wakes holidays the first Ibnday in Septembers, September 5,, 1853- 

Enderby Jackson was engaged in Hull in 1853 to organize bands and 

festivities for a royal visit and it appears that James Melling# liv- 

ing in Wanchesters did most of the work connected with the contest* In 

his "Origin and Promotion of Brass Band Contests"s Jackson makes no 

mention of the Belle Vue contest. 

The xUles for the contest were almost identical to those established 2 
at Burton Constable* 

1. John F-Russe3-l and J-H-Elliot, The Brass Band Movement., London,, 
, 
1936, pp. 98,99. 

2o Supra.. p. 206. 
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The mmber of spectators attending the contest wwt have ast- 

onished the Belle Vue management. The Manchester Guardian reported 

sixteen thousand people in attendance* This wholly unexpected influx 

of people caused the contest,, scheduled to begin at ten o'clock$ to 

be delayed until after 2 p. m.., the Leeds train being "seriously de- 
l 

layed from the vast number of passengers it conveyed. " As the con- 

test begans the Mossley Band had not yet arrived. Upon their appear- 

ance mid-way through the contest.. they were permitted to compete as 

the final band. 

"All the bands,, without exceptionp chose selections from operas.. 

and concerted pieces, the majority of inhich were intricate and diffi- 

cult of execution - indeed such as might have taxed the highest powers 

of professional performerso And when it is considered that all the 

members., without exception., (although upwards of one hundred)J, belonged 

to the working classes., and studied music,, not professionally.. but for 

recreation, the performances were in the highest degree creditable both 
2 

to their taste and proficiency. " 

Music - Belle Vue Contest 1853 
(partial list) 

2 Hallelujah Chorus 

Tancredi Overture 

x Heavens Are Telling 

Rossini Cavatina 

Guy lb=ex-ing Overture 

Anna Bolena Selections 

Lucrezia Borgia Selecti 

3E Two bands Performed these numbers* 
le I%nchester Guardians September 10s 18539 
29 lbide 



Ihe judges were three military bandmasters, Oakden of the 

First Royal Dragoonsi, Ellwoodq bandmaster to the Earl of Ellesmere 

and Dowling, former bandmaster of the Eighty-first Regiment* They 

awarded first prize to the Mlossley Temperance Brass Band for their 

playing of "The Heavens are Telling% performing "the impressive re- 
1 

citative with great effect. " According to Russell and Elliot., 

Mossley Temperance also played a cavatixja from Bellini's Madisdeen 
2 

which they (Russell and Elliot) acknowledge as being unknown* it 

would appear that the information available to them was in error 

for no such work by Bellini is known. 

The first perfoxmance of massed brass bands ever held in Eng- 

land concluded the Belle Vue contest of 1853* This was not the 

first ever massed band concert in England howeverp for a massed band 
3 

concert of military bands took place in June., 1851- 

The bands at Belle Vue were described by the GuardiaLi as "coar- 

prising 100 brass instrumentsp united by pre-arrangement in the per- 

formance of our heart-stirring national anthem. Such an effect has 

rarely been witnessed. The performers ranged themselves into a cix- 

cular forms and a profound silence was observed by an audience corrr- 

posed of nearly 160000 peoples who stood or sat uncovered* whilst the 

1. Manchester Guardians September 10,1853. 
29 John F-Russell and J-H-Elliots The Brass Band Movements 

London, 1936, p. 101. 
3- Henry George Farmers Rise and Development of Military Musi 

London., 1912# pp. 124., 325-, 
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Impressive strains were poured forth. Viewed from the gigantic 

galleryp which was densely crowded, the vast sea of uncovered heads 

presented a strange and imposing spectacle. The united bands were 

conaucted by Mr. Greenwood, of the Liverpool Zoological Gardens,, 

and as the anthem was played without even one previous rehearsal# 

by a body of men who had thus been associated for the first time., 

much credit is due to the conductors for their very admirable pre- 

cision and harmony. " 

Although the national anthem offered no technical difficultiess, 

the effectiveness of the playing is compoundedly amazing in respect 

of the fact that there was at the times no standard pitch in Eng- 

land. , -F. Qr this reason brass players carried a series of tuning bits 

with them for adjustment to various pitches. The fact that the 

eight amateur bands played the national anthem in the same key and 

relatively in tune is to their credit. Farmer relates an incident 

in 1851j. at which sixteen thousand men were in review on Queen Vic- 

toria's birthday. The massed military bands ceremoniously struck up 

God Save-the Queen - "not only from different arrangements but in 
2 

different keyal" 

This first of many succeeding contests marked the beginning of 

the separation of bands into two categoriess the contesting bands and 

1. Manchester Guardians September los 1853- 
2. Henry George Farmers Rise and Development-of Military lbsiC., 

Londonp 1912, p*117. 



the non-contesting. The unofficial, non-organizational division 

of bands lasted until the very end of the century. Contesting 

bands attracted players of great ability., performing special oper- 

atic selections at various contests and securing (later in the 

century) choice engagements. The second and largest group of bands 

were generally known as village bands., composed of local men who 

played for their own enjoyment and for festive local events. They 

lacked the proficiency to participate in the contests but for thems 

the opportunity of attending contests where they could hear the best 

contesting bands was as much a part of their recreation as their own 

reheaxeals and performances. 

Operatic selections were strongly implanted as contest music and 

remained so until the mid 1930's when original works and transcrip- 

tions of symphonic orchestral works began to replace them. 

The second Belle Vue contestp held the following yearp Septem- 

ber 40 1854., was much the same as the first# except that it was even 

more successful. Fourteen bands entered and twenty thousand spec- 
tators attended. Again., special trains came from Leedsj, Huddersfield,, 

Staffordshire# Sheffield, and Lincoln, as well as Lancashire* Add- 
1 

itionally, "the day vas one of the finest of the summer. " 

The Manchester Guardian carefully noted the music performed by 

the bands$ vhich agains was almost entirely operatic or oratorico 
1. Manchester Guardian., September 6j, 1854. 
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1 
Music - Belle Vue 185 

le Cavatina Anna Bolena Donizetti 

GI=a de Bergy Donizetti 

29 Cavatima La Figlia di Reggimento Donizetti 

Selection Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti 

Selection Lucia di, Lammermoor Donizetti 

Selection Surely with all his 
stripes# and All we 
like sheep 

4- Overture Il Barbiere di Seviglia, Rossini 

Cavatina, Anna Bolema Donizetti, 

59 Selection Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti 

Overture Militaire King 

6. Overture Prince Albert Tidswell 

Cavatina Daughter of St. Mark Balfe 

7- Cavatina La Sonnambula Bellini, 

Aria Torquato, Tasso, Donizetti 

8. Fra poco a me recovero 

Chorus Twelfth Mass Mozart 

1. Manchester Guardian,,. Aeptemýer 6 
.. A. 3.854 



90 Cavatina, Nebucodanza Verdi 

Selection Lucrezia Borgia Donizetti 

10. Duet and Never bow we down Handel 
Chorus 

Chorus Sanctus (12th Mass) Mozart 

11. Overture La. Generentola Rossini 

Chorus 0 Great are thy Mendelssohn 
depths 

12. Cavatina Ama Bolena Donizetti 

Chorus Sanctus (12th 11ass) Mozart 

. 13* Selection Atilla Verdi 

Glee Hail Memory Batty 

34. Cavatina Nebucodanza Verdi, 

Overture Tancredi Rossini 

1 
Bands - Belle Vue 18 

Band Leader 

1* Victoria,, Batley John Farrar 

2* Dewsbury John Peel 

3- Accrington Thomas Bradley 

1. I&nchester Guaraian. September 6, o 1851*o 
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Band Leader 

40 Foxhill Bank, nr. Accrington Hy- Hargreaves 

5* Bury James Binns 

6. Shellyp nr. Huddersfield Geo. Earmshaw 

7- Milburn's, Leeds Herbert Milburn 

8- Barnsley George Wray 

90 Railway Foundryp Leeds R-Smith 

10. Heckmonduyke.. nro Leeds George Brook 

11* Mossley Temperance Sax Horn William Taylor 

12* Batley David Colbeck 

13- Whitworths nr. Rochdale Joseph Law 

14-o Mossley Brass Band Wm. Seel 

The musical selections performed were operatic or music of the 

established masters with three notable exceptions. The Bury Bands 

in addition to playing Lucrezia Bomia, # also played the Militaire 

Overture by James King, composer of military band music and band- 

master of the Fifth Dragoons. The Shelly Band played Prince Albert 

Overture by Tidswell* He was a band leader in the Manchester area. 

The third non "concerted" piece of music was a glee, Hail Memorys 

played by the Uhitworth Band. This music was written by the Hudders- 

field glee composer James Battye who published Twelve Glees for Four 
I 

and Five Voices in 1854* 

le James D-Brown and Stephen S-Strattonjo British Musical 
Biogra 

j, 
Birmb3gham., 1897., P-35- 



It was the practice for the bands at these early contests to 

stand in a circle or a square for their performances with the con- 
I 

ductor standing in the centre. The conductor would in most in- 

stances, also play the solo cornet part as he directed the band. 

In some instances the bands played without a conductor.. taking cues 

from the leader who was the solo cornetist- The solo cornet, eu- 

phonium, and trombone player each occupied a corner of the square,, 

hence the name "corner men" still used when referx-1xjg to these prin- 

cipal players. Bandmaster'was a term which originated with milit- 

ary bands and eventually the title was given to the leader who con- 

ducted the band in the absence of a professional conductor* This is 

still a common practice in brass bands. The conductor was a hired 

professional, engaged to conduct the band for special eventas usually 

contests. This also is a modern practice. 

ReSmiths conductor of the winning band in 1851*s received a spec- 
2 

ial prize of a new bombardon presented by Higham of Manchester* 

Smith was described as the leader and conductor of the band,, in- 

dicating that he conducted and played the solo cornet part* This 

practice was. not given up until near the end of the century. In some 

smaller bands it persisted into the twentieth century. The Belle 

Vue rules eventually forbade the conductor from playing an instrument. 

The ITznchester Guardian noted the weakness in the systems "We may add 

that it was a very general Opinion that some of the bands stood much in 
I* Appendix VI., No. 8. 
2. Smith also won a bombardon at the second Crystal Palace contest in 1861. 
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need of better conducting*" 

No additional contests are known for 3.853 and 1851+ although 

others may have been held on a smallerp local scale. 

The Leeds Whitsuntide Temperance Galas originated in 181+1 and 

brass bands were included as an attraction to the galas from that 
2 

date* On Whit-Monday and Tuesday, Yay 28 and 29,, 18559 a Grand 

National Band Contest was held at Leeds Royal Gardens as a special 
3 

attraction for the Leeds Temperance Society Gala* The prizes for 

bands amounted to L100 inclUdIn silver medals for the winners. 

(Belle Vue Prizes for 1854 were Z25 plus a bombardon.. value Z10.10.0). 

The first two Belle Vue contests were not organiEed as national 

contests* The Leeds contest however# was advertised as a national 

contest and must therefore be given credit as being the first national 

brass band contest to be held in England,, even though all the bands 

which participated were from Yorkshire., save one (Whitworth)* 

The Leecb contest was unu ual in that two separate contests were 

held each day. Prior to each contest, the bandsmen agreed to divide 

the prize money equally among themselves and to compete for the 

silver medals only* On the first day Dewsbury were first and Keighley 

second* On the second days Keighley were first and Dewsbury second. 

The silver medal awarded to the Keighley conductors John Sugden 

I. Manchester Guardians September 6,3.851+. 
24, J-E-HeSling Whites Short HistgU_of Bramley Band,, 

B-C"Sowreys edo ., 
Bramley, 19069 P-7- 

3. Leeds Timesj, May 26,1855- 
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is included in the Keighley Museum collection. It reads., 

"First prize awarded to John Sugden., conductor of W. L. Ifarx- 

iner's Band,, Keighleyp at the National Brass Band Contest in the 

Royal Gardenst Leeds.. 29 May# 1855* Thomas Clapham. " 

Sugden later invented the double slide contra bass trombone. 

Thomas "TomV" clapham, was manager of the Royal Gardens. 

The 1855 Belle Vue contest was very much the same as the two 

Previous years with one exception. The bands,, in addition to a 

selection of music of their own choice.. were also required to play 

a set piece., an original overture written for the contest by James 

mellinge The overture was Orynthiao It was the first instance of all 

contesting bands being required to play the same piece of music and 

also the first instance of an original piece being written as the set 

test piece for all bands. From that year, Belle Vue required the 

competing bands to play one own choice and a set piece (operatic sel- 

ection) until 1867 when the rules then required the bands to play a 

set test piece only. Although Enderby Jackson composed the Yorkshire 

Waltzes for his contest in Hull in 1856 and Londesborough Galop for 

the Hull contest of 18579 the concept of original compositions for con- 

tests, with a few exceptions, did not develop until the third decade of 

the twentieth century. The Vanchester Guardian said,, "Each of the 

thirteen contesting bands first played a new overture# called Orynthia,, 

by Mr. Melling# of Manchester. It was his first production of the 

kind and it was much eulogised by the judges. All the bands had had 
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the music an equal time to practise; and credit is given to the 

Accrington and the Enfield bands for performing it with the greatest 

precision. " 

One of the Belle Vue judges for 1855 was Waddellj, bandmaster of 

the First Life Guards and co-patentee of the Metzler-Waddell sonoro- 

phones in 1858. 

Following the Belle Vue contest., the Black Dike Mills Band were 

formed in Queensburye Ilre F-Calloway was appointed as leader (solo 

cornetist) and ban&aaster. 

The original Black Dike manuscript music books contain forty-two 

pieces of misic written for the band over a period of time that would 

appear tb have extended from 1855 to 1862* For the most parts the 

items were "heavy"s rather than light selections and included one quick 

marchs one galop,, two gmnd marches., two chorusesp four polkas., four 

overturess five cavatinas., six quadrilles., six opera and oratorio sel- 

ectionss seven concert waltzes and four miscellaneous items* Each 

selection was numbered in succession from one to forty-three. Number 

fifteen was missing from all books-, 

Black Dike Manuscript Books 1855-1862 

No* I Quick Ilarch 

2 Cavatina 

3 Waltz 

1. Manchester Guardian, September 4s 1855- 
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No- 4 Polka 

5 Chorus 

6 Aria Anna Bolena 

7 Quadrille Como 

a Polka 

9 Cavatina - La Sonambula 

10 Death of Nelson 

13. Cavatina. Attila 

12 Quadrille 

13 Cavatina Lucrezia Borgia 

3J+ Cavatina - Torquato Tasso 

15 Mil3sing from, all books 

16 Trio and Chorus 

17 Waltz Yorkshire Waltzes 

18 Heavens are Telling 

19 Waltz 

20 Overture 

21 Polka 

22 Waltz Gruss an Homburg 

23 Overture Tancredi 

24 Quadrille Bonnie Dundee 

25 Grand Selection Norma 

26 waltz Fair Star 

Donizetti 

Bellini 

Braham 

Verdi 

Donizetti 

Donizetti 

Enderby Jackson 

Haydn 

Rossini 

Arr. by Fo Calloway 

Bellini 
. 
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Koo 27 Chorus Let Their Celestrial Concerts 

28 Quadrille 

29 Echos at Mont Blanc 

30 Grand March 

31 Galop 

32 Quadrille 

33 Grand Selection Attila Verdi 

34 Waltz 

35 Overture Zauberflote Mozart 

36 Grand Selection Linda Donizetti 

37 Grand Selection Il Trovatore Verdi 

38 Waltz Mountain Daisy 

39 Polka Soldier's Polka 

40 Grand Selection La Traviata, Verdi 

41 Grand March Wedding March Mendelssohn 

42 Overture Caliph in Bagdad Boieldieu 

43 Quadrille Horton Jullien 

The date of 1855-1862 is taken from facts previously established 

about the band and from various notations in instrumentation contained 

in the manuscripts. FoGalloway was bandmaster from 1855 until 1862. 

Number twenty-fourj, Bonnie Dundeej, in the solo cornet and tenor sax 

books is autographed "arrainged sic by F-Galloway. " The entire 
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manuscripts appear to be in the same handwriting and it appears 

that the whole of the manuscripts were by Galloway* 

Cued in parts in later pieces indicate that additional inst=7 

ments were added to the band as time progressed. These are verified 

by the instrumentation of the band in 1860. -The solo cornet part 

to n, er eighteens Heavens Are Tellim,, is frequently written div- 

isil, indicating more than one player for the part. Waltz number 

twenty-two., Gruss an Hombum has a cue for D flat pistong indicating 

aD flat soprano cornet had been added to the band* From nu er 

twenty-six,, Fair Sta j, divisi parts are marked in the trombone book. 

The Grand Selection from Linda,. number thirty-six$ included B flat 

althorn baritone cadenzas. The last three numbers in the book had 

the cornet and alto sax horn parts marked in B flat., rather than in A 

flat., All these additions and changes were included in the band's 

Instrumentation of 1860. 

Several facts are available from the manuscripts. The first 

Im, art Quick march., is quite easy from a technical point of view* 

This would be expected as it appears to be the first number played by 

the newly formed band who were also playing on new instruments* The 

alla breve march in D flat is unusutil in that it has no introductions 

the first strain contains thirty-one bars rather than the normal 

thirty-two.. and the second sections, has twenty-five bars., rather than 

19 Supras p. 149. 
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twenty-four,, or the more usual thirty-two* Both strains to the 

march are repeated. The third strain (trio) is in G flat and 

contains the irregular number of twenty-six bars with a repeat 

and a D. C. 

No books are available for trumpet or bass trombone yet these 

instruments were part of the original instrumentation. Trumpet cues 

are included in selections number fivej, fourteen,, twenty-one,, twenty- 

two, twenty-seven, thirty and thirty-six* In number fourteenj. in 

the trombone books the copyist has written,. "change books with bass 

trombone. " The trombone part for number fourteen is in the bass clef,. 

all others being in the tenor clef* This suggests that the tenor 

trombone part was erroneously copied into the bass trombone book and 

then the bass trombone part copied into the tenor trombone book. 

The D flat soprano cornet is confirmed by the cue for D flat 

piston in number twenty-two.. This is the only instance where the 

instrument is specifically and clearly referred to. The solo cornet 

part for m33 er seventeen contains a cue for "D flat" and number 

twenty-one contains a note from the copyist., "change books with D flat 

for this polka",, indicating again that the copyist erroneously copied 

the wrong parts in the books- 

In the eight available band bookas containimg forty-two pieces 

of music there are three hundred and thirty-six parts. In making the 

arrangements and copying the parts into the books,, the name of the 
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composition only appears on one hundred and twenty-parts -, (slightly 

more than one-third)* The type of selection ioe.., polkaj, waltz,, 

etc*# was given on one hundred and twenty-eight partse Sixty-five 

parts are indicated by ==ber only with no suggestion as to title, 

composer or type of music. In nearly two-thirds of the compositions 

the name of the music was not given and only on five parts was the 

name of the composer included. For some unexplained reasons The 

Death of Nelson and Heavens Are Telling were titled on every part* 

All the music was arranged in flat keys which best suited the 

brass instruments* Primary consideration was given to the solo cor- 

net pitched in A flat and the clarinets pitched in D flat* Twelve 

arrangements were in D flats twelve in G flat, ten in A flats, five in 

E flat, two in C flat and one in B flat. Placing the arrangements 

in D flai put the tenor sax horn and clarinet in C., the A flat cornets 

in F and the trombones and ophicleide in D flat. The trombones and 

ophicleides were constantly playing in fives six and seven flats. 

The key of B flat did not appear until number forty-two when the 

cornets were pitched in B flat- 

The cavatina form used by Black Dike ýand several bands in the 

1853., 1854. and 1855 Belle Vue contests were merely a selection of mi jo 

from a specific opera* These were not of great length as were the 

1. Several pages from various books had been removed, therefore the 
figures given will not total up to number of books multiplied by 
the im, or of selections. 
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later grand selections* Number thirteen, a cavatina. from Lucrezia 

Bor-aia was only one hundred and thirty-nine bars in length with no 

repeated sections. Number fourteen, from Torquato Tasso was only 

one hundred and eighty-three bars long,, with no repeated sections. 

The cavatina. soon gave way. to the selection* The last cavatina in 

the Black Dike book is number fourteen, all six operatic selections 

following that number, starting with number twenty-five* 

The four overtures included two which remain on present band 

programmes; Tancredi and Zauberflote. 

The most important entry in the books is number seventeenv York- 

shire Waltzes. Although not noted in any of the books., it was written 

by Enderby Jackson as the required test piece for all bands at the 

Hull contest in 1856. It was the. first contest ever entered by Black 

Dike* All the dynamics and markings were marked in red ink. The 

Yorkshire Waltzes, is the earliest wasic available which is known to 

have been used as a contest numbers, All the bands had different in- 

stn=ents and it would appear that Jackson issued each of the bands a 

piano score to be arranged by each bandmaster to suit his own band. 

The music consists of an introduction,. four waltzes and a coda. 

The introduction is in G flat and begins with aG flat chord, rather 

thinly scored with five G flats, one B flat and one D flat. Also,, five 

of the parts are marked with aC indicating four''four time., whereas three 

other parts are marked alla breve. The introduction is marked moderato 
le Appendix Is No. 129 
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and the style of the music indicates the alla, breve marks to be in 

error.. 

Waltz number one has two sectionso each repeated. Section one 

remains in G flat but section two changes to D flats The waltz 

begins with the melody in the clarinet and solo cornet and remains 

through both sections. Again the scoring seems to be thin, with 

the D flat tenor horn frequently playing the same part as the alto 

sax horn. 

Waltz number two has two sectionsi. each repeateds the first 

section is in D flat,, and the second remains in the same keys In 

the second section.. bar one hundred and fifteen is omitted in the 

tenor sax horn part.. one hundred and eighteen in the trombone part,, 

one hundred and eighteen in the bass drum and one hundred and nineteen 

in the second cornet parts 

Waltz number three begins in G flat* The first section is re- 

peated and is marked at the beginning with a Dal Segno sign in the 

alto sax hornv trombone and ophicleide parts. The sign does not 

appear in the other parts* The second section is also repeated. 

Waltz number four begins in D flat and the first section is re- 

peated* Section two continues in the same key. 

The coda reverts b the original key of G flat. The coda is 

rather lengthy compared with the numbered waltzes* Bar two hundred 
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and twenty is a silent bar which is omitted in the solo cornet and 

bass drum part. Bar two hundred and twenty-eight is missing in the 

tenor horn and ophicleide Part- The coda closes with melodic themes 

from the waltzes* No dal segno signs are given to indicate a purpose 

for the signs placed at the beginning of number three. Not one of 

the omitted eight bars was corrected on the player's copy. This fact 

gives support to the theory that the early amateur bandsmen were not 

good readers but relied heavily on their instincts ear and rote teach- 

ing. 

The contest at Hull was promoted by Enderby Jackson and R-Alderson 

and held at the Zoological Gardens- About fourteen thousand people 
1 

attended. Twenty-one bands had entered the contest but only twelve 

appeared. In addition to the Yorkshire Waltzes each band were to 

play an own choice selection. In reference to the Waltzes., the Hull 

News reporteds "the arrangement was that each band should first play 

the Yorkshire Waltzes composed expressly for the contest by Mro Enderby 

Jackson, of Hull* We may here remrk that the waltzes reflect much 

credit upon Kro Jackson, the composer,, and there is little doubt that 

they will become popular. The composition contains many passages 

well adapted to test the skill of a performer; here and there are intri- 

cate movements requiring both musical skill and judgment to execute 

1. Hull News,, July 5,1856o 
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satisfactorily - notably thO introduction*" 

The Hull News also commented on each of the twelve bands play- 

1= the waltzes. 

Buslingthorpe Band 

"They appeared in sailors' dress., and at the outset made a fav, 

curable impression. Now and then there was some smart playing.. which 

was not marred by the too con=n fault of over blowing. However# 

before they had got far their intonation turned out to be bad,, and 

their time and style of playing were also defectives" 

Leeds Jopps Band 

"The very first chord Imocked over their predecessors* Some of 

the passages were exquisitely rendereds though Occasionally a damaging 

note assailed the musical ear. " 

Black Dike Mill 

"These performers played remarkably well., and their style of play- 

ing -was unquestionably superior to the last band, though the execution 

exhibited by the latter was.. in one or two respectsp not surpassed. 

In taste and accuracy# in expression and correct readingi, howevers, 
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they carried away the palm. " 

Huddersfield Band 

"As a whole their performance was not striking. " 

Gawthorpe Ban 

"They bromised well at firsts but their introauction was the 

beat part of their performancev which altogether wanted char- 

acter. " 

Bridlington Qua-y-Band 

"Owing to their number feelevenn] the tone was thing though 

creditably executed. " 

Smith's Leeds Band 

"The introduction was executed in a very telling manner;, some 

of the nice points.. which had been overlooked in that part of the 

composition by other playersq were now effectively brought out,, and 

there was a degree of taste and skill about the playing Of this band 

which we do not reme=ber to have heard surpassed by a band professing 

to be an amateur one. After hearing this band,, there was small cloubt 

as to which would carry off the prize. " 
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Batley Ban 

"They played exceedingly wells indeed in some passages were 

little behind the last band. " 

Fairbairn's Wellington Sax Horn 

"Were not remarkable for any particular excellence. " 

Hoisforth Band 

"The public were rather disappointed-" 

Sheffield Band 

"The introduction was remarkably wel. 1 played,, but the hearers 

did not award to them the same position which the judges did. " 

Ossett Temperance 

"Their playing was not distinguished by anything striking. " 

The Eull News also gave the information that playing of the 

waltzes occupied each band from twelve to thirteen minutes* 

1* Hull News,, July 5., 1856. 
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Numbers played as own choice music included a manuscript 

overture by 11r. Wm. Hesling (conductor of Buslingthorpe) in 

which "there were many plagerisms",. cavatina from Ernanis sel- 

sections from Giuletta e Romeop overture to Swiss Family (Wegel), 

Selections from La Propheteo selections from Attila. The Heavens 

Are Tellim.. selections from Lucia de Lammermoors, selection from 

11 Pirati,, Polacca (Parry)., and duetto from Nebucodanza. 

At the close of the contest$ the judges named the prize winners 

to be Smith's Leeds Band, first prize; Black Dike., second; and 

Batleyj, third. The contest was repeated the following year when 

Jackson wrote the, Londesborouph Gal as the test piece* The galop 

"will add considerably to Mr. Jackson's reputation as a musical 

composer* It was more generally admired than the prize production 

of last years though the latter contained a few movements which$ if 

we remember correctly, were more calculated to test the talent and 

ingenuity of the performers* The Galop., however,, seew to be a more 

even compositions and more stirring in its general character. " Black 

Dike did not participate in the 1857 Hull contest,, but won first prize 

at a contest in Halifax the previous week. 

During this period of rapid growth of brass bands$ numerous mus- 

ical items continued to be published for brass playersp particularly 

for the cornet and the brass band. Richard Smithj, the leading con- 

1. Eastern Counties Heralds July 2.1857- 



ductor at the time established the R*Smith Cha ion Journal at 

Hull in 1857. ' issuing various brass band nu erse Henry Distin 

produced his Brass Band Scores about 1855- These were ax-range- 

ments of operatic numbers in -score fo= from which the parts were 

to be copied, no printed parts being issued. Boosey and Sons 

issued a series of cornet solos called the Cornet Miscellarxv from 

1856 for cornet and piano. These were arranged for many years 

by Thomas Harper,, junior. The Miscellarry was issued monthly at 

three shillings per copy* Boosey also issued a Cornopean Journal 

which in 1856s, contained ten numbers with a total of two hundred 

and seventy-four solos. Phasey arranged a fantasia on Verdi's 

opera, Attilas published by A*W. Hammonds, for euphonium or ophicleide 

and piano about 18589 The fantasia was dedicated to Sam Hughes,, 

ophicleide virtuoso with Jullien. 

In 1858, Jackson and Alderson promoted., in addition to the con- 

test in Hull, a grand contest in Sheffield which featured the 
1 

Venetian Waltzes by Jackson# as the set test piece. 

By 1859p brass band contests., large and small., were an estab- 

lished phenomenon in northern England. Major contests were held at 

Sheffields Hulls Yorks Chesterfield,, Birmingham and Darlingtone The 
2 

Bramley Band won prizes in each of these contests* Strangely 

le Sheffield Independent, June l9s 1858- 
29 J. E. Hesling Whites Short History of Bramley Band., 

B-G-Sowreys ed-j, Bramleys 1906j, p-19. 



enough., only three bands entered the Belle Vue contest and no 

competition was held. 

In addition to the larges well promoted contests,, the small 

village contest came into being., featuring local contesting bands 

of lesser ability. They were patterned after the large contests 

but on a smaller scale. An interesting and informative eye- 

witness account of one of these local contests appeared in the 

periodical,, All the Year RaLmd, edited by Charles Dickens,, under 

the title "Musical Prize Fight. " The unnamed author., who seemed 

to have good knowledge of music and instruments., gives a good con- 
2 

temporary account of the village atmosphere and the contest. 

The first national contest to draw bands from various parts 

of the country was held in . 1860 at the crystal Palace and was pro- 

moted by Enderby Jackson. Jackson and Alderson had dissolved their 

association for Alderson alone promoted the Sheffield contest in 
3 

1859- Jackson promoted the Crystal Palace contest and Alderson 

attempted to promote a rival contest at Cremorne Gardens at the 

same time. This prompted Jackson to advertise that any band ent- 

ered in any event other than the Crystal Palace would be disqualified 

and lose their return fare (Jackson paid the train faresj, round-trip 

"Musical Prize Fight" in All the Year Round., Charles Dickens., ed. 9 November 12,1859# pp. 65-68. 
2* Appendix VII. 
3- Appendix VI, # NO-7- 
4. J. E. Hesling Whites Short History of Bramley Band', 

BeG. Sowrey., ed., Bramleys, 1906j, pp-20j, 219 
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1 
for all bands). The Bramlpy Band played an engagement at Cremorne 

Gardenso receiving a fee of Z5,9 for there were not enough bands int- 

erested for a contest* Bramley were disqualified by Jacksonp even 

though they were placed first in the preliminary contest by the ad- 

Judicators Charles Godfrey. 

The contest,, the first to be held in the south of England, was 

held on two days with separate contests held each day. on the first 

day# forty-four bands entered and were divided into six sections., 

each being adjudicated by three judges- 7he winners from each section 

then played again in the finals in the afternoon to determine the 

winners. The same procedure prevailed on the second day when seventy 

bands competed* Operatic selections were played almost exclusively. 

Frank Gray conducted the Whitely Band on the second day and in a 

letter to the Brass Band News in 1891+.. stated that on the first day 

quoting from a programme which he still had., Verdi was played by six- 

teen bands and that on the second day.. the bands played an own choice 

plus a set of quadrilles written by Jacksone He also noted that 

each bandmaster received a pitch fork to t=6 to the great organ for 
2 

the massed band items* This final item gives explanation to the 

unity of pitch for the more than one hundred massed bands which per- 

fomed on both days* 

Daily Telegraph, July los 1860. 
2* Frank Gray., in a letter to Wright and Round's Brass Band News, s April Is 1894. 
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Ifassea Band lAlsic - Crystal Palace 1860 

Rule Britannia 

Hallelujah Chorus Handel 

Wedding 1; -,, rch Mendelssohn 

Heavens Are Telling Haydn 

God Save the Queen 

About 1860,, Robert Cocks and Co. began to publish their Brass 

Band Magazine.. consisting of easy "popular melodies of the day,, 

arranged for a band of ten or more performers" by J-Bucklee These 

arrangements were short and of little technical difficulty, being de- 

signed for the small village bands that did not contest and in many 

cases had no-one to arrange music for them. The arrangements were 

Priced at two shillings each -a cost that most bands could afford. 

It was also about 1860 that MacFarlane armnged a series of Yelodies 

for cornopean or cornet a pistons,, published by Addison and Hodson. 
2 

The polka was introduced in England in 1844,, became very popu-- 

la5 and polkas were included in band music books from about that date. 

They have always remained a favourite item for bands. The Soldiers$ 

Polkas number thirty-nine.. c. 1860, in the Black Dike band books is 

1. Appendix Is Ro-34- 
2* Gracian Cernusak, "Polka", in Grove's Dictionary of laisic and 

Musicians, Vol. VI, Eric Blom, ed-s London, -1954.9 P-840- 
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typical of the polkas written for band., often as cornet solos* 

A sJudlar polkas the Sailor Prince Polkap appeared in the Robert 
2 

Cocks Brass Bond Iraggazin . about the same yeare A very striking 

similarity is to be noted between the Soldiers' Polka and two mid- 
3 

twentieth century band items., Warriors Three and The Nightingal * 

The Crystal Palace Contest of 1861 created such an impression 

in London that the Illustrated News of the World,, Augimt 3p 1861, 

reported the event in highly complimentary termsj, including large 
14 

portraits of Richard Smith and Henry Distin- 

Great nu era of additional publications for brass were issued 

in the 1860's. 

Selected Brass Publications in Print 1860-1869 

Boosey Boosey's Brass Band Journal 3-852 

Boosey Cornopean Journal c-1855 

Boosey Cornet Miscellany 1856 

R-Smith Champion Band Journal 3-857 

H*Distin Distin's Brass Band Scores c--1857 

Boosey 100 Operatic Airs for Cornet C-1859 

R-Cocks Brass Band Magazine 3.86o 

3-- Appendix i, No-13- 
2o Appendix Is No. 3j+. 
3- Appendix I, No. 15,16. 
4o Appendix Vj,, No* 34: 15- 



Chappell Journal for Brass Band 

Chappell Chappell's list for 1862 included 
sixteen books for cornet which 
together totalled more than one 
thousand airs# melodies etc. 

Chappell 

ChappeU 

Ruddal Rose & Carte 

Boc%3ey 

Boosey 

Distin 

Popular Tutor for Euphonium 

Popular Tutor for Trombone 

School for Cornet 

Repertoire for Cornet 

Shilling Cornet Tutor 

Brass Band Journal 

1862 

c. 1863 

c. 1865 

is65 

3.865 

c. 1865 

1869 

Numerous other single and short term publications were produced$ 

particularly for cornet solo. 

In 3.866, Chappell's Journal No. 1+7 was L'Africaine by Meyerbeerp 

arranged for the Belle Vue contest by Charles Godfrey who arranged all 

the Belle Vue test pieces for several preceding and following years. 

This task was then taken over. by his son,, Charles., junior; their 

Belle Vue test piece arrangements together covered more than fifty 

years* 

Many of the contests in the 1860's were own choice and nearly 

all bands competed with their own special arrangements* Such an in- 

stance was Selection from Lucrezia Borscia., arranged for the Black 

D. vke Mills Band "expressly for the Bacup Brass Band Contest,, 1869, " 
1 

by John Gladney. Contesting became to a selected few bands. a 
3. * Appendix Is No,, 17-, 
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profitable pastime. During the years 1862-1871o the Bacup, Band 

won fifty-seven prizes worth a total of Zl.. 463. ' Others in follow- 

ing years were to win even greater prizes i)hich were usually divided 

among ýhe bandsmeno increasing the incentive to win. 

From the contests of the 1870's developed several outstanding 

bands and conductorss known to bandsmen everywhere. Meltham Mills 

Band were the best known band during this period and between the years 
1 

1871-1883, won prizes valued at nearly A., pOOO. Several other bands 

had similar contesting records., particularly Besses ol th' Barn.. Lin- 

thwaite,, Black Dyke., Oldham Rifles and Kingston Millse The leading 

professional conductors were Edwin Swiftp Alexander Owen and John 

Gladney. These men dominated the major contests of the last three 

decades of the century. Few major contests were held during this 

period in which onep two or all three of them did not conduct one or 

all the prize winning bands, In 1876, Swift conducted Holme Ifills,, 

Linthwaite and Golcar to the third, fourth and fifth prizes at Belle 
2 

Vue. The first prize went to Meltham Willsp conducted by John 

Gladney with Alexander Owen in his regular position as solo cornetist 

with the Meltham Mills Band. During his career, Swift served as pro- 

fessional conductor for thirty-four bands. It was not urn, ual for 

1. Robert A-Marrs Music and Musicians at the Edinburgh Inter- 
national Exhibition 1886, Edinburgh, 1887., P-149- 

2. Life and Career of the Late Mr. Edwin Swift, Milnsbridge, 
19(Y+p P*80 
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these three conductors to conduct three, four., or even on occasion, 

five bands at a single contest. Gladney is given credit for 
1 

teaching more than one hundred bands in his life time* 

The leadership of these three conductors, associated with the 

ver. t best bands., provided inspiration for all bands,, resulting in 

better performances by all. 

Of a more practical influence was the establishment of Wright 

and Round's Brass Band Journal in 1875* Thomas Hargoves Wright 

and Henr7 Round began publishing music expressly for brass bands. 

The first issue was a marchp The Advance Guard by H-Round. Twenty- 

four editions were issued in the first year,, eight of them written 

by Round and most of. the others arranged by him. Round acted as 

musical editor and Wright performed administrative duties* Most of 

the music issued for 1875 were light and simple numbers. The in- 

expensive music found a ready market in the thousands of village 

bands established in northern England and by 1902., their twenty- 

seventh year., Wright and Round had issued nine hundred and thirty pub- 

lications for. band. In addition# they issued hundreds of arrangements 

for reed band and string band as well as eleven sets of band books,, 

instrumental solos, practice books., duetsp quartetsp and numerous other 

items. In 1881 they issued the Brass Band News, a monthly newspaper 

devoted entirely to brass bands. 

1. John F. Russell and J. H. Elliot,, The Brass 
_Band 

Movement. 
London, 1936, p-146* 



Although Wright and Round's music was., for the most part, 

light and seemingly frivolous,, they did provide printed selections 

specifically for use at contest* These were priced at a few shill- 

ings which all bands could afford. Prior to these printed contest 

test pieces,, many bands did not contest and those that did., had to 

rely on very expensive special arrangements in manuscript. Xr. J. 

Sidney Jones received as much as L20 for a special contest arrange- 
I 

ment. This was an expense only a few bands could afford. Wright 

and Round's printed editions at low cost were tailor-made for brass 

bands and contributed to their growth and improvement. 

In 1884p H-Round wrote Joan of ArCj, a Grand Fantasia for brass 

band and designed as a contest piece. It was programme rinusic which, 
I 

by modern standards,, would seem trite,, but it served two iýiportant 

purposes* It caught the imagination of the bandsmen and the six 

sections into which it was divided jave the adjudicator a complete 

variety of tests upon which to Judge the competing bands. The orio- 

inal auto. -mph manuscript is preserved by Wright and Rounds publishers 
2 

in Gloucester. Russell and Elliot state that it was still'popular 
3 

in 1936. The fantasia was composed of six connected sections: The 
first movement (andante) represents a vision of Joan, ana her resolve 
le Stalybridge Old Band, Stalybridge., 1934# P-42- 
2- Appendix I, No. 18. 
3- John F-Russell and J. H. Elliot, The Bmss Band Movement., 

London, 1936.. p. l". 
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to take up arms in defence of King and country. The second mov, 

ment, (larghetto) is a farewell visit to the village church and the 

blessing. Movement three (tempo di march) represents the army in 

the distance$ on the march and (grandioso) the union of Joan with 

her troops. The fourth miovement (andante religiosq) represents prayer 

and a chorale. The fifth movement (allegro agitato) is the attack 

and 'Victory Ethis is one of those "blood and thundee episodes that 

Rossini and von Suppe can do with acceptance but when done by lesser 

composers, always draws criticism] - The sixth and final movement 
(allegretto) concludes with general rejoicingse 

The introductory movement is thinly scored giving adjudicators 

an opportunity to bear the soloists. The religioso and chorale 

allowed examination of tone,. balance and blend- The allegro agitato 

required technical ski32 and the allegretto required a certain amount 

of delicate finesse. Vot a great amount of am ical, interpretation 

was necessary as the obvious parts Just "fell into place". 

The 1903 catalogue by Wright and Round advertised Joan of Are 

as being played at more contests than any other Wright and Round pub- 

-lication and that it was "the most successful contest piece ever 

publishe(L 0 

The very best contest bands continued to use special arrange- 

ments by the leading conduciorg-. The' most famous and widely used 

of these was Rossini's Works,, arranged by Alwmnder Owen in 1884. 
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Owen conducted Besses ol th' Barn to fourteen prizes in nineteen 

contests on the ar=ngement in that year* By 18879 many local 

contest rules required Besses; o' th' Barn to play a selection other 
I 

than Rossini at the contest* From that point,, Owen arranged other 

selections for Besses, and sold copies of Rossini's Works to other 

bands eager to duplicate the success of Bessese Copies have been 

found in SilIcstone, Spital Hill (Sheffield) and Danamora (Sheffield). 

Stocksbridge purchased a copy of the Works from Owen in 1900. NO 

doubt the piece was used by countless other bands at the turn of the 

centur7. 

Belle Vue continued its policy of requiring all bands to play 

the same test pieces each being issued the parts (a newly published 

Operatic selection arranged by Godfrey) at the same times about six 

weeks prior to the contest* About two thirds of the other contests 
2 

were own choice. This was an incentive to draw bands into part- 

icipations for a band could enter almost an unlimited number of con- 

tests playing the same piece of =sic. Set test piece contests usu- 

ally meant time had to be taken to learn new music. Black Dyke 

entered eleven contests in 1887s winning Z272 in prizes* About two 

Joseph N. Hampson, Origin, History and Achievements of the Besses 
ol th' Earn Band, Vorthamptons n-d-s c. 1892s p-48. 

2e FoRichardsons ed. s Brass Band Annual 1900s Sibseyp Bostons 
1900s p. 12* 

3- Vfri!! ht and Round's Brass Band Newss January Is 1888. 
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hundred contests were held in 1889 and this was an average figure 

each year until the turn of the century when a slight increase 

occurrede In 18890 Wright and Round estimated that there were 

forty thousand bands in the United Kingdom and that they were still 
2 

increa3iAg. In 1895, v ten thousand bands were recorded on the 
3 

books of one London band instrument company. 

By 1895 there were thirteen publishers of brass band ni ico 

4 
Brass Band 15isic Publishers 1895 

ABeherberg's Brass Band Disics 4.6,, Berners Streets W. 

Boosey's Brass Band Journals 295g Regent Streets W. 

Bosworth& Coo's Brass Band Musics, 4., Berners Streets Woo 

ToBulch,, Darlington, 

Challenge Brass Band Journals 16, Green Streets Leicester 
Square# W. C. 

Champion Brass Band Journals R. Smiths nusic publishers, Hullo 

ChaPpell's Brass Band Journals 52.9 New Bond Street.. Wo 

"Cornet" Brass Band Journal., Sibseys Bostons Lincolnshireo 

Cocks & Co-'s Brass Band Journal, Old Burlington Streetý,, Wo 

Enoch's Brass Band Uisicp 44s Great Marlborough Street, W. 

1. Wright and Rounds ed.., Amateur Band Teacher's Guide and Bandsman's 
Advisors Liverpools 1889# p. 2. 

24, Ibido 
3* Algernon Roseq Talks With Bandsmens London, n. d. 1, c-1895., P-125- 4- FoRichardsons ed-s Brass Band Annual 1896, Sibseyj, Boston., 

1896, P-71- 
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Frost's Brass Band Journal# music publishers.. I%nchester. 

Haigh's Brs3a Band Joumal, zzisic publishers Hull. 

Hawkes' Brass Band 1ý=ic,, 280 Leicester Squares W-Co 

I%nche3ter Brass Band Journal, 643,, Rochdale Road# Manchester. 

Morley' a Brass Band Ihisics 127p Regent Street# Wo 

Metcalfe's Brass Band Journal$, St. John's Square, Wolverhampton. 

kidland Brass Band Journal# Fox & Son, Langley$ Birmingham. 

Northern Brass Band Journal# 429 Somerset Streets S*Shieldso 

Oertel, Louis & Coo's Brass Band music, 69, Berners Streets W. 

Osborn& Coo Is Brass Band Dasic., 25, Castle Street,, W. 

Tuckwood's Brass Band LUsic, 65p Berners Streets, W. 

Wright & Rounda I Bmas Band Journals, 34., Erskine Street., Liverpoolo 

Wore than ninety per cent of the =zsics other than the mrchesp 

'were arrangements for brass bands of either operatic selections or 

Popular melodiec. 

Wright and Rounds'- CatslOnO 1895 
(new issue3 for 3.895) 

622 Selection Lohengrin Wagner 

623 Valse Cherry Blossom. T*H-Wright 

624 Quick March March-Away W*Lingwood 

625 Selection Fra Diavolo Auber 

626 Polka Jumbo H-Round 
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627 Quick March Precision J-Ord Hume 

628 Selection Richard Ccour Do Gretry 
Lion 

Schottische Vivandiere Fx-ank Linter 
629 

Valsette Dawn of Day H. Round 

630 Quick March On the War J. Bailey 
Path 

631 Selection Tancredi. Rossini 

March Slasher T. H. Wright 
632 

March Crasher H-Round 

633 Schottische Engaged Frank Linter 

631* Quick March The Amazon J. W. Walters 

635 Glee When Winds T*Webbe 
Breathe Soft 

636 Selection Torquato Tasso Donizetti 

637 Quadrille Aurora H. Round 

Schottische Merriment T. H. Wright 

Polka Round the H. Round 
Maypole 

638 Schottische Welcome Home J. W. Walters 

Polka Queen ol the May H. Field 

Mazurka Little Dorrit Eugene Rose 

639 Quick March Straight Ahead HoField 

6W Quick March The Royal Salute George Hames, 

64.1 Quick March Jog Along H-Round 

64.2 Quick March The Pirate JoJubb 
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643 Waltzer Herzenslust C-V. Keller 

644 Quick March The Englishman T. H. Wright 

645 Quick March En Route J-Pinney 

6j+6 Vals 0 Buttercups and H-Round 
Daisies 

647 Quick March Sweet Sabbath Strains T. H. Wright 

648 Quick 1hrch Inflexible H-Round 

649 Lancers Sto David's Day T. H. Wright 

65o Quick I&rch Lead On C-Howarth 

651 Galop Whip and Spur T. H. Wright 

652 Air Varie Adeste Fidelis H-Round 

653 Polka Entre Nous Eugene Rose 

654 Grand Selection Schubert H. Round 

655 Quick March On the March John Jubb 

656 Valse The Parting Kiss T*H-Wright 

657 Quick March True Friendship Frank Linter 

658 Fantasia Gems of Albion H*Round 

Polka I We Two T*H-Wright 

Schottische S The Little Coquette C. Albert 

659 Mazurka 

I 

Elegante F. Dean 

Polka Frolicsome H-Round 

Schottische Belle of the Castle H. Field 

66o Traditional Christmas Hymns 
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By far., the leading arranger of =zsic for brass band was William 

Rimmer who served as musical editor for the three major publishers# 

Wright and Roundp R. Emith,, and F-Richardson. Rimmer received band 

training in the Southport Band conducted by H-Round. Another leading 

composer and arranger was J*Ord Hume whop by 1895. - at the age of 
1 

thirty-one., had "written upwards of five hundred pieces. " Ord Hume 

was the principal arranger for Haigh's Journal and also did a consid- 

erable amount with F-Richardson. Ord Hume also served extensively as 

a conductor and adjudicator. In a contest held at Newcastle-on-Tyne,, 

November 3.6,1895, bands conducted by Ord Hume won the first# second., 

third., fifths sixth and seventh prizes. In 18999 he was the leading 

adjudicator in the United Kingdoms judging thirty-five contests in 

that year. 

As the Industrial Revolution matured., brass bands entered a new 

era. Not only did they continue to provide a musical outlet for the 

growing number of menwho participated in themp but the bands actually 

found themselves to be the source of mass entertainment for thousands 

of their fellow workers* Bandstands were erected in nearly ever7 

village and town in the north of Englandp where bands performed con- 

cert programmes regularly on Saturdays and Sundays. The better bands 

received week long engagements at seaside resorts* The people flocked 

James D-Brown and Stephen S*Stratton, British Musical Biogra]2 
Birmingham,, 1897, p*212. 
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to these programmes to hear Reminiscences of Rossini, Moments With 

Yozart,, Weber Variations,, Hi-qhlights From Handel,, as well as the 

innumerable original waltzess quadrilles, galops and novelties which 

are ncm politely referred to as "Victorian. " But it was entertain- 

ment., and the people did respond. To hear the Best of Beethoven was 

better than no Beethoven at all. 

'With very rare exceptions. 9 all performances were held outdoors. 

In many instances,, particularly at contests., the bandsmeZ standing in 

a circles produced well executed music with the leader standing in the 

centre.. alternately playingy the cornet and conducting. The bandsmen's 

level of proficiency increased steadily.. a happy characteristic that 

has continued to present times. In juagin,,; the Besses ol thl Barn 

in 1892j, Hamilton Clark,, the adjudicator., said, Band at Belle Vue 

"There is not a band in the whole of Her Majesty's service that could 

equal the standard of excellence that particular band displayed. " 

Another judgej, Carl Kiefertp said,, "Not even in Berlin, could we get 

together a combination of instrumentalists to give a performance equal 
1 

to it. " During the closing years of the nineteenth century,, when 

well over two hundred separate contests were held each yearp each one 

provided inexpensive and "cultural" family entertainment. For the 

Belle Vue Contest of 1888, fifty excursion trains brought eight thous- 

and people to the famous Manchester Park. Thirty-five bands competed 

1. Joseph N. Hampson, Origin. History and Achievements of the 
Besses 01 th' Barn Band, Northampton, n. d., O c-1892., P-9- 
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to the test piece# The F1, ying Dutchman by Wagner. 

The iroxW of the situation was that the people became quite 

familiar with the names of the famous operatic and orchestral ccor- 

posers and could instantly recognize melodies and entire passages 

of their music* Yet,, performer and audience alike., rarely heard 

any of the pieces in their entiretyp or in their original orches- 

tral or operatic form. Nor did they have any strong desire to do 

80* In a sense,, these Victorian brass bands were the musical 

Readers Digest of the day. The music performed by the amateur bands- 

men truly served a purpose that was, for the times, highly success- 

ful. Thousands of people became introduced to music through the 

brass band. Unfortunately# this prostituted -sic., sometimes well 

arrangeds often nots plus the original light musicp which,. at its 

bestp can only be described as trite., led the bands to the edge of 

self extinction* For the bandsman., the tradition of playing this 

type of music had grown from father to son., and many selections were 

cherished within certain bands for generations. These amateurs 

with traditional conservatism., were satisfied with the music which 

they performed. The Victorian working class weres likewise., pleased 

with what the bands presented. 

The twentieth century brought scientific changes and advance- 

ments which greatly altered the entertainment habits and tastes of 

the Public- Jazz and social dancing became instantly popular. 
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Suddenly the brass band., as an entertainment medi=,, became an old 

fashioned curiosityp enjoyed mostly by a few old-timers. The cinema 

provided a new exciting form of family entertainment., while the radio 

and phonograph brought music into the home. The n, er of bands 

dimini hed. quickly. The war of 1914-1918 greatly reduced the bands 

as the men enlisted in the war effort. When they returned from the 

War# to a different world., banding lost its appeal and reached its 

lowest ebbs The bandsmen., steeped in generations of tradition were 

slow to accept the changes in misical and entertainment tastes., They 

clung to their operatic arrangements with pathetic loyalty- Young 

men were reluctant to join the brass bands for the music was obviously 

from a by-gone era* Bandstands were closed or pulled down in parks 

all over the countrye People were not interested in hearing Select- 

ions From-The'ýFlying Dutchm arranged for a twenty-four piece brass 

band., when they could stay at home and hear the opera in its entirety 

and in its original form, on the radio or phonograph* The gmteur- 

ness of the brass band began to show -when compared to the recorded pror- 

fessional orchestral versions* 

An awareness began to appear among the leaders of brass bands 

that salvation lay in better misic* At the same times steadily in- 

creasing technical and muoical proficiency led to international recog-- 

nition of the English bands which prompted leading serious composers 

to take an interest in the brass band. Crystal Palace officials took 

the first step in 1913,, when they commi sioned a new test piece written 
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for brass band by a leading composer* The piece was Labour and 

Love. The composer was Percy Fletcher. Although the rmisic had 

a rather condescending title and was based on a naive programmep 

so as to be attractive to the working men misicians., it was a highly 

successful venture. The bandsmen were flattered and pleased to 

have their own music written for them. A new movement was under 

way* Fresh ideas based on modern music stirred a new concept of 

banding* Mem were now Joining bands again for the sake of music - 

much of it modern in flavour and of good qualitys written for the 

instruments on which it would be played. World tours by Besses, 

ol thl Barn and Black Dyke had given new dignity and status to the 

brass band. Other composers were commissioned to write for brass 

bands including Granville Bantocks Cyril Jenkins., Gustav Holsts 

Elgarp John Irelands and,, in recent yearss Gilbert Vinter and Mal- 

colm Arnold. Fr= 1925s the National Festivalp in London., and The 

Belle Vue Opens in 1%nchesters have frequently commissioned new orig- 

inal works for brass band. 

Following Percy Fletcher's successful Labour and Love at the 

1913 National Band Festival., Cyril JeWdns was asked to write the 

test piece for the succeeding year. Jenkin completed Coriolanuss 

opus 65, in Decembers . 1913* World War I prevented the National Fest- 

ival from being held'during 1934 and the war years. - When the Festival 
I. Appendix Vo 



was resumed in 1920., Coriolanus was the test piece for the first 

sections championship bands. JenL-ins' Coriolanus, dedicated to 

Granville Bantocks was his first composition for band and provided 

stature to the brass band movement, for he was a young composer of 

some reputation. The misic was., from a rmi ical point of view, not 

much of an improvement over Round's Joan of Arc and other music 

written by band composers of the period. The story line of Shake- 

speare's Coriolanuss as presented by Jenkins in his programme notes, 

was closely followed by the masics each section being plainly obvious. 

'A. dditionally, in an effort to present music which was not entirely new 

in sound, it appears that Jenkins used several musical cliches with 

which the bandsmen were familiar* The resolving ninth chords written 
1 

Pianissimo for trombones in a low register (one bar prior to R)p 

could have been taken directly from any number of Wagner' a works.. part- 

icularly Siegfried's Rhine Journ . The closing bars of section two 

(ten and eleven bars after S,, representing forsaken Coriolanus bidding 

farewell to his wife and mother as he leaves Rome).. seem to have been 

inspired by music from a stage shaw. It rings true to the typical 

male quartet ending of "Sweet Adeline. " The opening of section three 

(allegro agitato) depicts Coriolanus fleeing to Antium. This is 

masically presented by a 11storm scene" built on an F minor chord with 

1. See Appendix I, No. 19, for selected pages from the full score 
to Coriolanus. 



running triplets (descending chromatic) at the tempo Marked allegro 

agitato. The tragic story ends (letter EE) with an emotional A 

flat diminished chord leading to aG sevenj, resolving to the final 

chords of C minor. 

Nothing misically new was gained by the early original works 

by leading composers except that it began a move towards the use of 

such works for contests, replacing the operatic selections. The 

National Festival followed with Life Divine by Cyril Jenkins (1921). 

Freedom by Hubert Bath (1922)p Oliver Cromwell by H. Geehl (19Z3)s and 

a Rhapsody.. On the Cornish Coast by Geehl (1924). The festival 

continued its policy of new nusic for bands at each National Festival. 

The Belle Vue September Contest commissioned its first test piece 

in 1925 when Thomas Keighley wrote Macbeth. Belle Vue has also con- 

tinued the policy of presenting original music each year although in 

some instances previous National Festival numbers have been used and 

in 1937., 1943 and 1960 arrangements of orchestral and organ works 

were used. 

Gustav Holst wrote the lborside Suite for the National Festival 

in 1928. The Suite is different.. in many ways, from anything written 

before it (for band) orp for the most part,, following. It was the 

first serious mi ic written for brass band in the suite form and was 

the first important music that carried no programme. The three 

separate movements are Scherzo., Nocturne and Karch. The suite pro- 

vides quite a contrast with. Life Divine and other heavy,, powerful 

I 

numb ers , The Scherzo and Nocturne are particularly light in nature 
1. See Appendix V for a selected list of origiml misic from the 

National Festival and Belle Vue contests. 



and are thinly scored- The intangible quality of style is evident 

in both movements. The rarch is in folk song style similar to the 

final march movements to his First Suite in E flat for Military Band 

and Second Suite in F6 Although simple in structure and of few tech- 

nical demand3j, the Boorside is a sincere example of Holtz's quality. 

On alternate years, 9 Elgar and Ireland contributed suites for use at 

the Festival. Each followed the lead set by Bolst in that neither 

of their suites were programme mu ic. Elgar wrote the Severn Suite 

for the 1930 Festival and Ireland the Downland Suite for the Festival 

of 1932. The Severn Suite consists of Introduction,, Toccata,, Fugue, 

Uinuat and Coda* The Suite was later arx nged for full orchestra. 

At a later datep picturesque titleswera unfortunately added to the 

movements* These names were Worcester Castlej, Tournament,, Cathedral,, 
1 

in the Comrmndr7 and Coda. 

The movements to Ireland's Downland Suite, are Preludep Elegy, 

Ifirmet and Rondo. 

Few composers following Holstj, Elgar and Ireland continued the 

style of writing non-programs music, established by these outstanding 

compossrGe The majority of that which foUawed reverted to "attract- 

ive" Programes such as Howells! Pageantry Suit (King's Heraldp Cort- 

ege and Jousts) written in 1934. 

1. John F. Russell and J-H-Elliot., The Brass Band Ybvement. London# 
1936,, p. 224. 



The association of these composers with brass bands varied 

ireatlyp depending on the personality involved. Pletcher (Lab 

and Love, 1913; An Epic Symph , 1926). Jerild and Gee hl (Olive 

Croirwall 1923; On the Cornish Coast,, 1921+; Robin Hoodp 1936) and 

Bath (Freedom., 1922) all took an active interest in bands., each adjud- 

icating contests on several occasions* Bath served as conductor of 

the famous St. Hilda's Band for a period of time. 

Holst showed an interest in brass bands and in 19330 conaacted 

the Carlisle Sto Stephen's Band in the Moorside Suite at an all-Holst 

concerts featuring three items by the brass bands Although he showed 

an interest in bands (a similar interest was shown by Vaughan-Williams 

at a later date)v Holst was not actively concerned with brass bands* 

His Yoorside is the only published work for brass band. Elgar and 

Ireland displayed limited interest in brass bands although Ireland 

wrote two compositions as test-pieces (Downla Suite, 1932; Come 

Overture, 1934). 

The u onfirmed statements that Elgar's fee of two hundred and 

fifty guineas for Severn Suite provided his incentive for writing the 

Festival test piece may be more fact than fiction., but remain unauthen- 

ticated. 

Following the compositions by Elgar., Holst and Irelands the pro- 

moters of the two national contests began to encourage composerswho 

had strong links with brass bands. The first of these was Dro Denis 
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Wright ("Ibe 'w"ohite Riderp preceding Holst., 1929; Rrincess Nada,, 1933; 

Ila-ste for 'B"'ress, 1948)o 

After the war years mhen no National Festivals were held, Eric 

Ball beZan to vrite for the contests# contributing more than any 

other coc: po3er. 

In 1968 and 1969s, Gilbert Vinter wrote test pieces for Belle 

Vue that were the nearest approach to "modexlP music that had been 

written for brass band. Previously the ra, ic could best be des- 

cribed as typical romantic or in some instances,, advanced romantic. 

Vinter's three m3jor works for brass band, Variations on a Nint; h,, 

John 01 Gaunt and Spectrum, brought new sound into the contest hall. 

Belle Vue allowed percussion for the first time in its history for 

Vinter's Spectrum in 1969. Of the original =sic for brass band per- 

formed as test pieces at Belle Vue fi-om 1925., no more than six have been 

unprogrammed iral-sic. 

Vinter's 1968 John 01 Geunt is suggeztively programatic and his 

1969 sp"t is descriptives the colours, being red, oranges yellow., 

greens blues indigo and purple. 

Starting in 1893 contests began to be graded according to the 

ability of the bands. The result was that bands have become self- 

grsded into four sections or divisions* Due to the advancement of 

the ability of bandsmens the original compositions written for the 

first (top) section bands in the 1920's and 1930's are now used as test 
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piece3 for second and third section bands. The first section bands 

now beirZ tezted on more recently written composition. Third and 

fourth section bands have benefited from compositions written espec- 

isny for their gradej, notably by Eric Ball. Me net result is 

that bands currently (3-970) are playing rin, ic at contest.. in all 

four sectionss which has been written for brass band. Arrangements 

of orchestral works are still used# but these are secondarv to the 

original works. These original works seldom are programmed on con- 

certs where the orchestral transcriptions are very popular and widely 

used. 

Those with =isical trainingwho are associated with brass bands,, 

&3 well as marW who are not, often contribute much advice trying to 

encourage brass bandsmen to develop greater interest in contemporary 

rninical styles. The potential and technical abilities of the brass 

band would allaw such exploration. 

The very moment= of the brass band movement precludes any rapid 

change in the ultra conservative pattern which has always been evident, 

for these bandsmen are untrained amateurs with limited exposure to the 

arts* The band provides a recreational pastime and the b. andsmen per- 

form that -1-sic which brings them the most pleasure. 

The real value of the brass band lies where it begans with the 

bandsman himself. It provides a marvellous leisure-time activity 

that is difficult to equals, at the same time producing musical results 

that are at times of a very high standard. 
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The musical arrangement of the brass band is so designed as 

to allow all to participate fu3-ly,. regardless of proficiency. Those 

of less -kJ11 are assigned less difficult parts to play* Parts are 

given out to players according to their ability and experience. The 

basic value of self-expression is increased by all the bandsmen part- 

icipating together towards a rewarding musical experience. 

The late Eric Leidzenj composer for bands., in discussing the pop-- 

ularity of brass bands described them as the third national sport of 

England; footballp crickets and brass banding, in that order* But 

the spirit of banding goes z=ch deeper than winning prizes. It has 

become a way of life for thousands of working men and their families. 

And so,, hopefully# it shall always be. 


